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FOREWORD: LEGAL TOLERANCE OF ECONOMIC POWER

Walton H. Hamilton*

TF LORD ACTON and Mr. Justice Stone ever talked together, on this
earth of ours or along the celestial shore, the records present no

account of it. The shops in which they did their distinctive work lay
far apart, and the craft of the one was no concern of the other. The
member of the English gentry was a superb historian; he was skilled
in reciting the course of human events and blessed with an uncanny gift
of laying bare its meaning. The Yankee from the rocky fields of Massa
chusetts by way of the teaching of law became a jurist. His trade was

in controversies between human beings, ordinary and extraordinary,
arising out of the grand and petty affairs of life. His natural gift was

to suspend judgment until every relevant fact had fallen into place and
the alternatives upon which decision rested had been clearly stated. Each
in his own distinctive way distilled years of experience into the values
which shaped judgment. Each in the fullness of time came to recognize
"power." as an unruly thing which in a civilized community had to be
tamed to the common good.
The problem of antitrust is a problem of the use of power. Over the

centuries and out of long experience competition has come to be recog
nized as offering the best over-all design for the industrial system. The
general aim of public policy has come to be the imposition of the com

petitive pattern upon economic activity and the correction of departures
from it. Like others of its kind, this general policy has not been self-
enforcing. The instrument alike of imposition and of correction has come
to be an appeal to the courts. But the techniques, procedures, devices, and
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rules through which public control becomes antitrust in action were

never contrived to instrument so general a mandate. If the courts are

to effect a return of errant industries to the competitive design, these
blunt instruments, intended to serve other uses, must be bent to an

alien task. They present hazards and problems which may even deflect
the resort to law from its proper objective. The ordinary judge is far
more at home with a controversy between private parties than in em

ploying the judicial process to make effective public policy. He is likely
to be far more sensitive to the dictates of precedents and procedures
than to the departures of business from the channels into which it is
intended to run. Matters of significance in private suits may be mean

ingless or even misleading in antitrust cases.
In substance, questions of policy are matters of political economy.

In the court they go forward dressed up as law suits between adverse

parties. The result is an ever-present temptation to confusion to which

judges and attorneys must constantly be alerted. In private law "intent"

may rank high in the equation of decision; the state of mind of the
actor often determines whether the accused act is lawful or unlawful.
In antitrust the harm resulting from a conspiracy in restraint of trade
is the same whether the persons acting in concert have intended only
their own advantage or move to the disadvantage of their victims. If
the major companies in an industry gang up, it is of no consolation to

the independent who is put out of business that they acted in "good
faith." If a single concern comes to dominate a strategic industry the

impact upon the economy and upon the fortunes of individuals is the
same whether the effect is due to "natural growth" or results from a

calculated course of conduct. It may be that in terms of "legal law" size
is of no consequence; that it is the quality of the act which counts. But
common sense tells us a tiger cannot replace a cat as a household pet, even
if the feline character of the two beasts is identical. An antitrust pro
ceeding is not punitive in nature. It is not the conduct of persons, cor

porate or incorporate, which are being assessed. It is rather the revision
of a domain of the economy which for the sake of a common good is being
reorganized. A case at law goes astray if it is not recognized that a

concern with the behavior of individuals does no more than supply the
forms within which a segment of industry is being put in order. All of
this was clearly recognized by Mr. Justice Stone, who never confused the

legal instrument with the public policy it was intended to serve. The

keyword of his antitrust opinions is "power," and his concern with

probing the maze of legal issues is always the existence and use of this
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power. A classic case in which he spoke for the United States Supreme
Court is United States v. Trenton Potteries Co.1 In this case he did not,
as so often he is represented, assume the role of Sir Oracle and pontifi
cate as from Olympus that price-fixing is per se illegal. Instead, he
set down a rationale which is now elementary in antitrust law. A com

bination of the major companies in an industrial area has the power to

fix prices. The power to fix prices comprehends the power to fix un

reasonable as well as reasonable prices. The courts do not possess the
facilities with which to determine whether prices thus arbitrarily fixed
are reasonable or unreasonable. If, therefore, the public is to be saved
from having to pay unreasonable prices, the power to fix prices must

itself be abated. The alternative is to convert the antitrust mandate into

high-sounding and empty rhetoric. Thus, the per se rule, instead of

being an arbitrary imperative, is an expression of sense and reason.

In this spirit, the editors of the Georgetown Law Journal have

inspired, promoted, and published the collection of articles which follows.

They have refused to accept any mandate of antitrust as a dictum. They
have, in an endeavor which has covered months and involved a pains
taking exploration of many lines of inquiry, been guided by the precept
of St. Paul, "Prove all things; hold fast to that which is good." Although
the articles here brought together come from authors whose experiences
have been different and who have diverse views, this Symposium makes
one thing clear. It probes to fundamentals and finds the control of
"power" to be the basic antitrust problem. As Mr. Justice Stone, in a

series of opinions, has clearly recognized, there is in a democracy no place
for the exercise of irresponsible power. Where it exists it must be broken
up or directed to the public good. Those who have power must, in the
words of the Constitution, "have to answer in another place" for their
acts. If there is no other place in which to answer, the power itself must
be denied. For, as Lord Acton has put it, "Power tends to corrupt;
absolute power corrupts absolutely." In this common stance of a great
English historian and a great American jurist lies the key to all that is
called antitrust.

1 237 U.S. 392 (1927).



COMPETITIVE MORES AND LEGAL TESTS
IN MERGER CASES: THE DU PONT-

GENERAL MOTORS DECISION
Irston R. Barnes*

I

Sherman Act or Clayton Act

United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.1 presents to the
economist, and presumably to the attorney, a most ingenious paradox,
or perhaps even a family of paradoxes. A case that began in 1949, and
was tried in the district court as a Sherman Act case,2 was finally decided
by the Supreme Court in 1957 as a section 7 Clayton Act case.3 The

Clayton Act antimerger provision under which the case was decided has
been a center of interest and attention for nearly as long as the litigation
has been in the courts. Public interest and attention has been focused on

section 7 of the Clayton Act as amended in 1950, but the case was

decided under old section 7, as it stood from 1914 to 1950.

The Supreme Court decided the case on a single issue:

The primary issue is whether du Pont's commanding position as General Motors'
supplier of automotive finishes and fabrics was achieved on competitive merit alone,
or because its acquisition of the General Motors' stock, and the consequent close

intercompany relationship, led to the insulation of most of the General Motors' market
from free competition, with the resultant likelihood, at the time of suit, of the
creation of a monopoly of a line of commerce.4
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Ph.D. (economics), Yale University, 1928; Instructor and Assistant Professor, Yale Uni
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1941-44; Director of the Economic Bureau, Civil Aeronautics Board, 1944-45; Economic

Advisor, Civil Aeronautics Board, 1945-48. Mr. Barnes is the author of Public Utility
Control in Massachusetts (Yale U. Press, 1930), Cases on Public Utility Regulation (Crofts,
1938), and The Economics of Public Utility Regulation (Crofts, 1942). He also has con

tributed a number of articles to various law journals and economic periodicals.
The opinions expressed and the conclusions reached herein are those of the author and

do not reflect the policy or program of any governmental department or agency.
1 353 U.S. 586 (1957). The majority opinion was written by Mr. Justice Brennan, with

Chief Justice Warren and Justices Black and Douglas concurring. Mr. Justice Burton

dissented, with Justice Frankfurter joining. Justices Clark, Harlan, and Whittaker took

no part in the decision.
2 26 Stat. 209 (1890), as amended, 15 U.S.C. �� 1, 2 (Supp. IV, 1957).
3 38 Stat. 731 (1914), as amended, 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952).
* 353 U.S. at 588-89.
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Despite the pointed remarks of the dissenting Justice about "ignoring
the Sherman Act issues which have been the focal point of eight years
of litigation,"5 the majority opinion offered no explanation of the choice

of the Clayton Act as the basis for decision. On appeal many of the
issues which had been most hotly contested were abandoned by the Gov

ernment, and the Court was presented only with the issues arising from
the interlocking relationship between du Pont and General Motors

(through stock holding, interlocking directors and common officers) and
the course of trade between them.

1.

Du Pont Invests in General Motors

The events which led up to the challenged relations between du Pont
and General Motors may be traced back to 1908 when du Pont, a manu

facturer of military and commercial explosives, began seeking new

markets because of the decision of the Government to itself undertake
the production of military powder. A company committee, seeking new

outlets for nitrocellulose, found that in 1909 the most important indus
trial uses were for celluloid, artificial leather, artificial silk, and lacquer.
Du Pont thereupon undertook a program of expansion. In 1910 it

acquired the Fabrikoid Co., the largest producer of artificial leather. In
1915 it purchased the Arlington Co., one of the two largest domestic
producers of celluloid. In 1916, it purchased the Fairfield Rubber Co.,
producers of rubber coated fabrics for automobile and carriage tops
(Ford Motor Co. accounted for 60 per cent of Fairfield's business). It
entered the paint and varnish business in 1917 by purchasing Harrison
Brothers & Co., manufacturers of paint, varnish, acids, and certain
inorganic chemicals used in paint manufacture. Harrison thereafter
acquired the outstanding stock interest in a subsidiary, Crawley Clark
& Co., a color manufacturer, and the Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co., a
varnish manufacturer. Following its purchase of General Motors stock,
du Pont enlarged its interest in paints and varnishes by acquiring, in
1918, the stock of Flint Varnish & Chemical Works, which had been
selling substantial quantities of paints and varnishes to General Motors.6
Thus du Pont entered upon the manufacture of a variety of productsfor which the automobile industry provided a large and growing market.
The large munitions orders of World War I postponed the du Pont

5 Id. at 609.
6 United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 126 F. Supp. 23S, 265-67 (N.D.
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program of diversification, but it also resulted in very large profits and
the accumulation of some $90,000,000 for which du Pont was "seeking
employment."7 Some $40,000,000 was invested in the "new industries"
which du Pont was starting during the war period. The remaining
$50,000,000 was available for other investments.
The General Motors Company had been organized in 1908 by William

C. Durant as a holding company to bring together the manufacturers of

Cadillac, Buick, Oldsmobile and Oakland. In 1910, in order to raise
$14,000,000, Durant entered into a voting trust agreement with certain
Boston bankers which gave the bankers control of the board of directors
for five years and resulted in the replacement of Durant as president.
Durant thereupon organized the Chevrolet Motor Co. and, through that

company, began buying General Motors stock.
Between 1914 and 1917, Pierre S. du Pont, Irenee du Pont, and John

J. Raskob, treasurer of du Pont, on the recommendation of the latter,
made various purchases of General Motors stock. They became actively
interested in General Motors when, in September 1915, at the invitation
of a banker they attended a stockholders meeting. At the stockholders

meeting, Durant and the banker group deadlocked on the election of

directors, and as a compromise, Pierre S. du Pont was invited to become
chairman of the board and to designate three neutral directors in addi
tion to the fourteen candidates selected by the Durant and banking
groups. During this period as neutral directors, Pierre S. du Pont and

John J. Raskob declined Durant's invitation to become members of the
General Motors finance committee. However, in May 1916, after it was
clear that Durant had obtained control of General Motors through the
Chevrolet purchase of 450,000 shares of the common stock (825,000
shares outstanding), Pierre S. du Pont and Raskob accepted Durant's
invitation to exchange their General Motors stock for Chevrolet stock.
In August 1917, they became members of the General Motors finance
committee.8
Shortly thereafter the du Pont Company, as such, made its first invest

ment in General Motors. Durant had been urging Messrs. du Pont and
Raskob, and the "Wilmington people" to take more stock in General
Motors. Raskob proposed that the du Pont Company make a substantial
investment in General Motors as a means of finding a profitable invest-

7 Post-Trial Brief for the United States, p. 80, United States v. E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co., 126 F. Supp. 23S (N.D. 111. 1954).

8 126 F. Supp. at 240-41.
9 Id. at 241.
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ment for the company's funds. On December 21, 1917, the executive
and finance committees of du Pont approved the purchase of General
Motors and Chevrolet stocks in the amount of $25,000,000. Further

purchases during the next two years increased the investment to approxi
mately $49,000,000, and in 1920, du Pont owned approximately 23.96

per cent of the outstanding stock of General Motors.9
The decision to have the du Pont Company purchase General Motors

stock was apparently made on the basis of, or at least after considera
tion of, a report prepared by Raskob setting forth the advantages of
the proposed investment. This report, which was reviewed and approved
by Pierre S. du Pont, became one of the key documents in the trial,
although, as with all other critical documents, there were sharp dif
ferences in the evaluation of the report by the Government and the

defendants, as well as by the district court and the majority of the

Supreme Court.10

During 1920, while General Motors was engaged in new financing,
Durant became indebted for about $27,000,000 to various banks and

brokerage houses in the course of an unsuccessful effort to support the
market for General Motors stock, and pledged 2,700,000 shares of the

10 The Raskob report, as quoted in the opinion of the district court, summarized the
reasons for the investment in General Motors as follows:

1. With Mr. Durant we will have joint control of the companies.
2. We are immediately to assume charge and be responsible for the financial opera

tion of the Company. This involves the direction of cash balances which will aggre
gate upwards of $25,000,000 and the handling of annual gross receipts aggregating
$350,000,000 to $400,000,000. From a financial standpoint, I feel that a consolidation
of the financial divisions of du Pont and General Motors Companies will be of tre
mendous advantage to us as well as to the General Motors Company and is a thing
to be sought and desired from our standpoint.
3. The du Pont Company, if the Class A stock is sold to the stockholders, will

share in the profits of the industry to an extent equal to 120% on our investment
and will receive 14% in annual dividends thereon; or in the event of carrying Class A
stock in our Treasury the dividend rate will be about 12.6% and will share in the
earnings about 42% and this after paying $20,000,000 war taxes.
4. Our purchase is on better than an asset basis.
5. Our interest in the General Motors Company will undoubtedly secure for us the

entire' Fabrikoid, Pyralin, paint and varnish business of those companies, which is a

substantial factor.
Management

Perhaps it is not clear that the directorates of the motor companies will be chosen
by Du Pont and Durant. Mr. Durant should be continued as President of the Company.
Mr. P. S. du Pont will be continued as Chairman of the Board, the Finance Com
mittee will be ours and we will have such representation on the Executive Com
mittee as we desire, and it is the writer's belief that ultimately the Du Pont Com
pany will absolutely control and dominate the whole General Motor's situation with
the entire approval of Mr. Durant, who, I think will eventually place his holdings
with us taking his payment therefor in some securities mutually satisfactory ....

Id. at 241-42.
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securities. To avoid having the stock thrown on the market, du Pont
Securities Co. was organized to take over the Durant holdings, pay his
creditors, and preserve so much of his equity as possible. The net result
of the additional stock acquisitions was that du Pont owned some 38 per
cent of General Motors stock at a cost in excess of $75,000,000. It was
at this point that Pierre S. du Pont became president of General Motors
but only "reluctantly, and on condition that his tenure would be tem

porary, pending the resolution of the crisis and selection of a suitable
permanent president."11 The position was held from November, 1920
until May, 1923.
In 1923, du Pont sold some 2,250,000 shares of General Motors to

Managers Securities Co. as part of a plan to provide additional incentives
to the principal executives of General Motors. The sale enabled du Pont
to recover its last 1920 investment, and after the shares were distributed,
by 1938, du Pont's interest in General Motors was again reduced to

approximately 23 per cent.12
2.

The Paradox of the Decision

The du Pont-General Motors case has perhaps received attention

beyond its due because of certain surprise elements in the decision. First,
why did the Supreme Court, after the case had been tried for eight years
as a violation of the Sherman Act, sections 1 and 2, reject this approach
and seize on the afterthought allegations of a Clayton Act section 7
violation? The section 7 issue had been present from the beginning, but
it had been neglected by both the Government and the defense, both in

presentation of evidence and in argument and brief. It had received an

equally casual dismissal by the district court. Was the Court reacting to

wide-of-the-mark arguments against the applicability of section 7? Was
it an act of judicial statemanship to provide guidance in interpreting the
new section 7 in the light of the heightened activity of both the Depart
ment of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission in bringing anti

merger cases? Or was it a simple case of a Court in search of a majority,
a situation where three Justices had disqualified themselves and the

remaining could not agree on a position that would produce a majority
with reference to the Sherman Act questions?
The surprise elements in the decision are not limited to the selection

11 Brief for Appellee du Pont, pp. 156-57, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co., 3S3 U.S. 586 (1957). See also 126 F. Supp. at 244-45.

12 126 F. Supp. at 244.
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of section 7 as the basis for decision. There is also the discovery that
section 7 has been a "sleeping giant all along" and is potent to reach

early stock acquisitions where anticompetitive effects have developed
long after such acquisition. There is also the narrowly defined "relevant
market" that is welcomed by many who regard the broadly defined
"substitutes market" for flexible wrapping materials in the Cellophane
case13 as a serious obstacle to the effective enforcement of section 7 of
the Clayton Act. And there was the not-so-surprising application of
the old section 7 to a vertical acquisition, and the equally not-so-surpris
ing application of section 7 to the acquisition of a minority stock interest.

3.

The Antitrust Case

The original complaint was filed on June 30, 1949, and was twice
amended. The amended complaint charged violations of sections 1 and 2

of the Sherman Act and section 7 of the Clayton Act. It named the fol

lowing as defendants: three manufacturing companies, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Co., General Motors Corp., and United States Rubber Co.;
two holding companies, Christiana Securities Co. and Delaware Realty
& Investment Corp.; a corporate trustee, Wilmington Trust Co.; seven

members of the du Pont family, as architects and participants in the

conspiracy or combination; and some twenty-six "beneficiary" defend
ants, also members of the du Pont family.14
The amended complaint charged the defendants with conspiring to

secure and maintain control of the three manufacturing defendants, with
placing representatives on the boards of directors and among the officers
of the three corporations, and with using the subsequent control to

provide du Pont and U. S. Rubber with a preferential noncompetitive
market for the sale of a variety of products to General Motors. It was
also charged that there was a reservation of exclusive fields of produc
tion for the du Pont Company, and that du Pont obtained, on a non

competitive basis, the right to exploit for its own benefit certain chemical
discoveries made by General Motors.15
More particularly, the Government presented a detailed story of the

history of the acquisition of the du Pont stock interests in General
Motors and in U. S. Rubber and of the arrangements concluded to

13 United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377 (1956).
14 126 F. Supp. at 236-37.
15 Id. at 237. See also Post-Trial Brief for the United States, pp. 3-17, United States

v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 126 F. Supp. 235 (N.D. HI. 1954).
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assure the perpetuation of that voting interest through holding companies
and trust devices.18 The role of the du Ponts in the management of
General Motors, as directors, as officers, as members of the finance,
executive and other committees was described. This role evidenced itself
not only in the assumption of responsibility for the financial affairs of
General Motors, as originally contemplated when the Durant-du Pont

partnership controlled General Motors, but also in the active manage
ment of the Company, pushing the expansion program, selecting its
directors and executives, and, at times, taking an interest as General
Motors' officers in the relations between General Motors and the du Pont

Company.17 Similar facts were developed with respect to participation in
the management of U. S. Rubber.18
In support of its allegation that there was a conspiracy "to restrain

trade in certain products produced by the du Pont Company, U. S.
Rubber and General Motors, in violation of section 1 of the Sherman

Act, and to monopolize a substantial part of such trade in violation of

Section 2,"19 the Government presented detailed evidence. Du Pont's
success in selling Duco and other paints20 and automotive fabrics for

upholstery, trim and tops was shown.21 The success of U. S. Rubber
sales of tires and tubes to General Motors was similarly demonstrated.22
The respondents countered with details about the sales of other du Pont

products to General Motors, products which General Motors purchased
more largely from du Pont's competitors than from du Pont. These in
cluded automotive undercoats, chassis enamel and motor enamel, interior
enamel, synthetic resin enamels (Dulux for refrigerators), and other
industrial finishes, as well as such products as plastics, brake fluid, case-
hardening materials, electroplating materials, safety glass, neoprene and
rubber chemicals.23
The Government also presented evidence with respect to the role of

du Pont as sole manufacturer of tetraethyl lead for the Ethyl Corpora
tion, a joint subsidiary of General Motors and Standard Oil Co. (N.J.),

16 Post-Trial Brief for the United States, pp. 17-164, 498-560, United States v. E. I.

du Pont de Nemours & Co., 126 F. Supp. 235 (N.D. 111. 1954).
" Id. pp. 70-485.
is Id. pp. 498-563.
19 Id. p. 3.
20 Id. pp. 267-99.
21 Id. pp. 187-254.
22 Id. pp. 564-619.
23 Brief for Appellee du Pont, pp. 39-59, 89-103, United States v. E. I. du Pont de

Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. 586 (1957).
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after its anti-knock qualities had been discovered and patented by
General Motors and an improved method of production had been patented
by Standard Oil.24 It also developed the history of the discovery by
the General Motors research department of Freon as an ideal refrigerant
and of its production by Kenetic Chemicals, initially a joint subsidiary
of General Motors (49 per cent) and du Pont (51 per cent).25 Another
aspect of the allegedly preferential treatment for du Pont related to

General Motors recommendations in buyers' manuals respecting the use

of ethyl alcohol as an antifreeze in preference to glycerine.26
4.

The Section 7 Afterthought
The section 7 charge was clearly an afterthought. In a post-trial brief

of 777 pages, the Government devoted barely eleven pages to its section 7
allegation.27 It charged that the acquisition of General Motors stock
had the effect of lessening competition between the two companies and
tended to create a monopoly in particular lines of commerce. It pointed
out that to come within the reach of section 7, an acquisition need not
amount to a controlling interest, but argued that the 23 per cent stock
interest was sufficient to give du Pont "working control." Some of the
limited argument was concerned with the nature of the lessening of
competition between General Motors and du Pont, and no attention was
devoted to the General Motors-U. S. Rubber relationship. Authorities
were cited to sustain the contention that the acquisition could not be
brought within the investment exemption, but no mention was made of
the time element as a factor in the applicability of section 7.
The district court was even more casual in its dismissal of the section

7 allegation:
It may be that a violation of the Clayton Act can be made out in the absence of

an actual restraint of trade where it is established that there is a reasonable probabilitythat a condemned restraint will result from an acquisition of stock. The acquisitionchallenged by the Government�duPont's investment in General Motors�took place
over thirty years ago. In those many intervening years the record discloses that no
restraint of trade has resulted. Accordingly, the Court is of the opinion that there is
not, nor has there been, any basis for a finding that there is or has been any reason
able probability of such restraint within the meaning of the Clayton Act.28
24 Post-Trial Brief for the United States, pp. 356-462, United States v. E. I. du Pont

de Nemours & Co., 126 F. Supp. 235 (N.D. 111. 1954).
25 Id. pp. 463-84.
26 Id. pp. 209-17.
27 Id. pp. 753-63.
28 126 F. Supp. at 335.
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In this brief dismissal, the time when the case was brought seemed to
have no significance except as the intervening years afforded an opportu
nity to observe the results of the acquisition. The court's reference to
the absence of any restraint of trade may pose a question whether the
court was not applying "Sherman Act standards" in judging the Clayton
Act complaint.
In its appellate brief, the Government gave only perfunctory attention

to the Clayton Act issue. However, the brief did argue for the reduced
burden of proof required in Clayton Act cases, noted that whether the
du Pont stock holdings constituted control was no issue under the
Clayton Act, and answered the argument that section 7 was intended

only to eliminate abuses at the time the stock acquisition occurred. It
observed further that "in situations where the entire picture may not be

apparent at the time of purchase, the Government is certainly not in
tended to be powerless when the violation becomes evident."29 It argued
that section 7 could not be limited to horizontal integration and called
attention to the fact that "competitors can be restrained equally effective

ly, if indirectly, through vertical integration."30 The Government's

principal objection on appeal was to the casual dismissal of the section 7

complaint by the district court.31 Perhaps the "scant regard" complained
of was a measure of the Government's failure to give due regard to the
section 7 charge in the presentation of its case.

The issues in applying section 7 were raised more sharply in the ob
jections of the appellees. It was urged that forty years of administrative
interpretation had established that section 7 was not intended to apply to

an acquisition of stock in a corporation which was not in competition
with the acquiring company. Further, it was argued that section 7 was

"directed solely and unequivocally at 'the acquisition' of stock, not the
29 Brief for Appellant, p. 86, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 353

U.S. 586 (1957).
30 Id. pp. 85-86.
31 In its brief the Government declared:
The importance of the Clayton Act argument to this case is not only cumulative,

i.e. that du Pont has violated not one Act but two, but, more important, that the
Clayton Act here supports the Sherman Act to catch violations which might other
wise slip through. The court below, having found no restraint of trade and no monop
olization under the Sherman Act, decided almost a fortiori there was none under the
Clayton Act. This was error. It is clear that the essential purpose of the 1914 Act
was to meet specific situations not explicitly forbidden in the earlier legislation and
to impose a less stringent burden of proof. Since the Government asserts the court
below was in error in finding no violation of the Sherman Act, it follows that we urge
that it compounded the error in refusing to find violation of the Clayton Act.

Id. pp. 148-49.
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holding or subsequent use of the stock," and could be applied only to

"arrest restraints of trade in their incipiency."32 It was also contended
that there was not adequate proof to show the illegality of the acquisi
tion, that such proof would have to show the impact of the acquisition
on competition in the relevant market in 1917, and that the present size
of the two companies could not affect the legality of the 1917 acquisition.33

II

Lessons From The du Pont-General Motors Decision

An economist's appraisal of the precedent value of a particular deci

sion, even when it involves the subjection of an economic problem to

the legal process, is in many respects a foolhardy undertaking, although
perhaps no more so than interpreting the "economic meaning" of a

decision. In the former operation, the economist knows that the ulti
mate unfolding of the full meaning of a precedent must await the choice
of those who find, in the precedent, an invitation to bring new cases or to

try new marshallings and new interpretations of evidence. In the latter,
it is the businessmen who, with appropriate legal advice, adjust their
operations to the new hazards or the new freedoms which the decision
has created. However, since the problems with which section 7 deals
are inescapably economic, it may be permissible for an economist to

ponder how this decision may shape the economics of enforcement.

1.

A Hazardous Precedent

The du Pont-General Motors decision presents special hazards in

interpretation and prediction. The case was tried to prove a Sherman
Act violation. The legislative history of section 7 of the Clayton Act,
original and amended, is replete with statements that Sherman Act

32 Brief for Appellee du Pont, pp. 282-83, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co., 3S3 U.S. 586 (1957). The appellee further maintained:

Thirty years far exceed any reasonable period of incipiency; and there is no occasion,
or justification, for prediction as to probable effect when the actual effect of the
challenged acquisition can be and has been ascertained. The Government's error is not
laches, but a misconception of the place of Section 7 in the panoply of antitrust laws.
It supplements the Sherman Act in the manner described above, but its full force is
spent once the actual effects of an acquisition become ascertainable. At that point�
which in this case was long before 1949�any alleged restraint can be dealt with under
the Sherman Act.

Id. p. 283.
33 Id. pp. 283-84.
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standards are not to be applied in merger cases.34 The evidence is not

only ill-fitting for the issues as ordinarily tried in a section 7 case, but
the evidence is almost exclusively concerned with hindsight, with what

happened during the thirty years when du Pont had a substantial stock
interest in General Motors. Congressional intent, however, is that sec

tion 7 shall be enforced prospectively to forestall any reasonable proba
bility that a merger may lessen competition or further monopoly. The
section 7 charge was neither adequately briefed nor fully argued, either
by the Government or the defendants. The present section 7 differs in
some respects from the original section 7 under whose terms the decision
was rendered. And finally, the decision was rendered by a majority that
was less than a majority of the full membership of the Supreme Court.
These considerations, and perhaps others, have caused some to conclude
that the decision has little meaning for the future enforcement of section
7. However, a closer study of the Court's opinion foreshadows the

possibility of significant developments in the application and enforce
ment of this section of the Clayton Act.

The significance of the du Pont-General Motors decision for the future
enforcement of section 7 may be examined with reference to four

questions :

1. What cases will now be brought under section 7 that might not
otherwise have been initiated?

2. What does the decision reveal with respect to satisfying the

statutory standards, and in particular, what does the case suggest as to

the inferences that will presumably be drawn that particular situations
and conduct may presage a lessening of competition or a furthering of
monopoly!

3. What economic tests will be applied to the evaluation of economic
facts; that is, what role will the analytical techniques and tests of the
economist with respect to competition and monopoly have in future
section 7 trials?

4. What economic evidence will be sought and what kinds of economic
evidence will be rejected in judging competitive effects and monopoly?

34 As stated in the Standard Stations case:

[T]he history of Anti-Trust legislation shows that less is required to prove illegality
under the Clayton Act than under the Sherman Act. . . . For the object of the Clayton
Act was to declare illegal, in their incipiency, acts which would only be illegal under
the Sherman Act in their full fruition. Differently put, what, in its result, is an un

reasonable restraint under the Sherman Act is, in its beginning, a substantial restraint
under the Clayton Act, if it is of a nature likely to achieve such result.

United States v. Standard Oil Co., 78 F. Supp. 8S0, 866-67 (S.D. Cal. 1948) .
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Examined with reference to these benchmarks, the du Pont-General
Motors decision may stimulate some significant changes in antimerger
enforcement, but it offers no visible assistance in solving other equally
pressing problems.

2.

An Invitation to Section 7 Enforcement
The du Pont-General Motors decision extends two invitations to bring

new cases under the Clayton Act's antimerger provisions. By holding
that a thirty-year-old acquisition may be judged in terms of its probable
anticompetitive effects as of the time the case is brought, the decision
will permit a re-examination of earlier acquisitions under the original or
the amended section 7. By its very pointed remarks on the applicability
of the original section 7 to vertical acquisitions, administrative usage
and much opinion to the contrary notwithstanding, the Court has, in

effect, told the enforcement agencies to look for the evils against which
the act is directed�the prospective substantial lessening of competition
or tendency toward monopoly�and let the courts answer whether the
form of the acquisition is a barrier to effective corrective action.

A. The Timing of Section 7 Cases. The antimerger law, old or new,
is silent as to the time within which action must be brought against
acquisitions. Enforcement agencies have generally sought prompt action,
both to insure effective relief in the divestment of the acquired property
and to avoid undue hardship for investors and others having a financial
stake in the merged enterprise.35 The majority opinion, however, is au

thority for the proposition that the reasonable probability of a lessening
of competition or a tendency toward monopoly is to be tested at the time
of the suit.36 Therefore, section 7 powers do not become inoperative
because they are not promptly invoked,37 but the Government may ini
tiate a proceeding against an acquisition whenever a threat to competition
may be identified. Thus, the Court rejected the argument that section 7
applies only to the acquisition of the stock and not to the holding or

subsequent use of the stock, and stated:

35 Of the 12 reported cases brought by the FTC under the original � 7, complaints were

issued within 1 year in 4 cases, within 2 years in 3 cases, within 3 years in 4 cases, and
within 4 years in 1 case.

36 353 U.S. at 589.
37 Prior cases under Sec. 7 were brought at or near the time of acquisition. . . . None
of these cases holds or even suggests, that the Government is foreclosed from bringing
the action at any time when a threat of the prohibited effects is evident.

Id. at 598.
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This argument misconceives the objective toward which � 7 is directed. The Clayton
Act was intended to supplement the Sherman Act. Its aim was primarily to arrest

apprehended consequences of intercorporate relationships before those relationships
could work their evil, which may be at or any time after the acquisition, depending
on the circumstances of the particular case. The Senate declared the objective of the
Clayton Act to be as follows:

"... Broadly stated, the bill, in its treatment of unlawful restraints and
monopolies, seeks to prohibit and make unlawful certain trade practices which, as a

rule, singly and in themselves, are not covered by the Act of July 2, 1890 [the
Sherman Act], or other existing anti-trust acts, and thus, by making these practices
illegal, to arrest the creation of trusts, conspiracies, and monopolies in their incipi
ency and before consummation. . . ." S. Rep. No. 698, 63d Cong., 2d Sess. 1.

(Emphasis added.)
"Incipiency" in this context denotes not the time the stock was acquired, but any

time when the acquisition threatens to ripen into a prohibited effect. See Trans-
america Corp. v. Board of Governors, 206 F.2d 163, 166. To accomplish the con

gressional aim, the Government may proceed at any time that an acquisition may be
said with reasonable probability to contain a threat that it may lead to a restraint of
commerce or tend to create a monopoly of a line of commerce.38

Mr. Justice Burton in dissent strenuously attacked this majority hold

ing on two grounds. First, this view, he argued, ignores "the language
and structure of � 7, the purpose of the Clayton Act, and all existing
administrative and judicial precedents."39 Since the first paragraph of
section 7 refers only to the "acquisition" of stock and not to its subse

quent "use" or "holding," and since other paragraphs of section 7 do
refer to both unlawful acquisition and unlawful use of stock, Mr. Justice
Burton maintained that "the offense described by � 7 is the acquisition,
not the holding or the use, of stock. When the acquisition has been made,
the offense, if any, is complete."40 Any subsequent antitrust violation
arising from the use of the stock acquisition should, in his view, be
attacked under the Sherman Act.41 Secondly, he urged that the result of
the majority opinion "is to subject a good-faith stock acquisition, lawful
when made, to the hazard that the continued holding of the stock may
make the acquisition illegal through unforeseen developments,"42 or,

38 Id. at 597. The Court found further confirmation for its interpretation in the lan

guage of the acquisition-for-investment exemption.
39 Id. at 619-20.
40 Id. at 620.
41 If, at the time of the stock acquisition, a potential threat to competition is apparent,
the acquisition is unlawful under � 7. If, on the other hand, a potential threat to
competition is not then apparent, an antitrust violation is not involved unless subse
quent use of the stock constitutes a restraint of trade prohibited by the Sherman Act.

Id. at 622.
*2 Ibid.
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stated differently, that "the Court's holding is unfair to the individuals
who entered into transactions on the assumption, justified by the lan

guage of � 7, that their actions would be judged by the facts available
to them at the time they made their decision."43
Mr. Justice Burton would not preclude the Government from bringing

an action under section 7 "if it fails to proceed within a few years of the
stock acquisition," but the test of illegality would then be whether "the

acquisition threatened competition when made."44 Nor would he exclude
evidence of anticompetitive effects subsequent to the acquisition that "are
traceable to the original acquisition rather than to other factors" if such
evidence supports "an inference that such effects were 'reasonably prob
able' at the time of acquisition."45
The majority holding, that the Government may proceed under section

7 whenever an acquisition threatens to produce the prohibited results,
and that the reasonable probability of a lessening of competition or a

tendency toward monopoly is to be judged at the time of the suit, clearly
strengthens the Clayton Act's antimerger provisions. An acquisition that
seems at first to be neutral in its effect on competition may prove in the

long run to be critical in undermining the vitality of that competition.
This could arise because the acquisition is followed by other purchases
by the same firm, and a meaningful remedy might require divestment of
some early acquisitions. Or an acquisition by one firm, which seems in

nocuous, could turn out to be part of an industry trend which reduces
the number of competitors below the number desirable for active and
effective competition ; in this situation no one firm would be the firm that
has "broken the law," but collectively all have contributed to the result.
Here also, a reasonable remedy may require reaching early acquisitions
as well as the later ones.
The significance of the new time dimension for section 7 is not that

earlier acquisitions may be questioned, for that could have been done at

any time under the Sherman Act. What is important is that in testing
earlier acquisitions, Clayton Act standards rather than Sherman Act
standards shall apply. Dissolution suits under the Sherman Act have not
been conspicuously successful, partly because the Sherman Act calls for
a showing that a particular defendant has been engaged in restraint
of trade or in monopolizing a part of the trade or commerce. This may be
a difficult burden of proof to sustain, whereas it may be demonstrable

43 353 U.S. at 623.
44 Id. at 624.
45 Id. at 625.
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that a reduction in the number of competitors has produced a reasonable
probability of changes in market structure or market behavior which are

inconsistent with effective competition.
In Clayton Act cases it may not be possible, in dealing with early

acquisitions, to avoid the reasoning that because "some competition"
survives there is no "reasonable probability" of a future substantial
lessening of competition. This hazard is present in all merger litigation.
It is altogether possible that the courts may, explicitly or implicitly, re
quire a higher standard of proof in cases involving earlier acquisitions
because it may be difficult to demonstrate conclusively just how much
more vigorous competition was in the earlier period or how much more

effective it could be with some measure of dissolution.
The nature of this difference in the question of proof is fully recognized

in the alternatives posed by Mr. Justice Burton:

The determination required by the Act is one of predicting the probable outcome of
a particular transaction, here an acquisition of stock in another corporation. If, at

the time of the stock acquisition, a potential threat to competition is apparent, the

acquisition is unlawful under � 7. If, on the other hand, a potential threat to com

petition is not then apparent, an antitrust violation is not involved unless subsequent
use of the stock constitutes a restraint of trade prohibited by the Sherman Act.46

Or again, Mr. Justice Burton states:

Evidence that anticompetitive effects have occurred since the acquisition, and that
these effects are traceable to the original acquisition rather than to other factors, may
support an inference that such effects were "reasonably probable" at the time of

acquisition. The element of causation is the necessary link with the past.47

This is a road that ends in a morass. If acquisitions are effective in

reducing the number of competitors, there is less and less need for any
"conspiracy," "combination," or formal "restraint of trade" to eliminate
or sublimate competitive behavior; the Sherman Act offers little to pro
tect competition in this situation. To establish "causation" between

early mergers and subsequent losses in competition, either through disap
pearance of competitors or changes in competitive behavior, may be an

impossible task; there will always be other factors in the decline in com

petition to give broad scope for argument about the relative significance
of the causes. The "reasonable probability" standard of the Clayton Act
is the only practicable solution to the acquisition problem.
The liberal time dimension, that "the Government may proceed at any

time that an acquisition may be said with reasonable probability to con-

46 Id. at 622. (Emphasis added.)
47 Id. at 625. (Emphasis added.)
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tain a threat that it may lead to a restraint of commerce or tend to create

a monopoly of a line of commerce,"48 surely applies to the amended
section 7 as well as to the original provision. Thus the antimerger law
remains viable with respect to all acquisitions of stock under the original
act,49 and to all acquisitions of both securities and assets under the
amended section 7.
A wholesale series of cases calling into question many earlier acquisi

tions is hardly to be expected. Those concerned with the enforcement of
the law are still mindful that it has been difficult to persuade the courts

to order dissolutions under the Sherman Act, and it is not anticipated that
this difficulty can be cured by a change in the statutory label on the

complaint. The reluctance of courts has seemed to be concerned less with
the standards of proof that have prevailed under the Sherman Act than
with possible damage to industrial efficiency and economical operations
from a split-up of integrated operations.50 However, the liberal time
dimension should result in some change in approach to acquisition cases,

especially in industries which have become highly concentrated, where
recent acquisitions are no more responsible than earlier ones for the

disappearance of effective competition, and where a divestment simply of
the most recent acquisitions will not be effective to restore competitive
conditions. The new interpretation does offer the possibility of an

industry-wide appraisal of acquisitions and competition, if there are

significantly anticompetitive situations that can still be reached by the
Clayton Act route. In general, however, there is likely to be reluctance
to undertake any campaign to review past mergers.
B. A Reexamination of the Statute's Reach. The second area in

which new cases may arise under the impetus of the du Pont-General
Motors decision is less capable of neat definition. An indirect invitation
to fresh thinking is implicit in the Court's vigorous language rejecting the
argument that section 7 "before its amendment in 1950, applied only
to an acquisition of the stock of a competing corporation, and not to an

48 Id. at 597.
49 If the acquisition of stock was followed by an acquisition of assets prior to Decem

ber 29, 1950, presumably the acquisition is immune from further consideration under the
precedents of Arrow-Hart & Hegeman Elec. Co. v. FTC, 291 U.S. 587 (1934), and Thatcher
Mfg. Co. v. FTC, 272 U.S. 554 (1926). But a more recent conversion of a stock interest
under the original � 7 into an acquisition of assets would presumably leave the acquisition
still within the reach of the statute.

50 Indeed, the question may be asked whether the Supreme Court would have reached
the same decision in the du Pont-General Motors case if it had been dealing with another
United States Steel "situation."
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acquisition by a supplier corporation of the stock of a customer corpora
tion . . . ."51 The Court's scanty respect for restricted readings of legisla
tive history, earlier opinions, and administrative practice and interpreta
tion reads as a reprimand to those who placed a narrow interpretation
on the original statute and a warning against that error with the amended
section 7.52

To the argument that the Federal Trade Commission and the Depart
ment of Justice had never proceeded against a vertical integration,53 that
the Commission had repeatedly declared that the original section 7

applied only to competing corporations,54 and that the Commission had
even stated explicitly that the 1914 Act applied only to horizontal
mergers,55 the majority opinion replied simply that "the failure of the
Commission to act is not a binding administrative interpretation that
Congress did not intend vertical acquisitions to come within the purview
of the Act."56 To the argument that the Supreme Court had "twice
construed old � 7 as applying only to stock acquisitions involving compet-

51 353 U.S. at 590.
52 The FTC issued 58 complaints under the original � 7. Although there were vertical

elements in some of the cases, the emphasis was on the elimination of direct competition
between horizonal competitors. Orders were issued in only 11 cases; 47 were dismissed
before trial, many because adverse decisions in the courts indicated that the orders could
not be effectively enforced. Only 3 cease and desist orders did not reach the courts.

In fairness to those who sought to enforce the original � 7, the possibility (probability?)
must be recognized that a du Pont-General Motors case reaching an earlier Supreme Court

might have been decided differently.
53 Id. at 615.
54 A footnote in Justice Burton's dissent contained an examination of the view of

the Commission:

See, e.g., F.T.C., Ann. Rep. for Fiscal Year 1929, 6-7, 60, where the Commission
stated that it could take no corrective action under the Clayton Act against large
consolidations in the food industry "even though the consolidation was effected through
the acquisition or exchange of capital stock," because "most of these consolidations
and acquisitions were of corporations engaged in the distribution of allied but non

competitive products." See also, F.T.C., Ann. Rep. for Fiscal Year 1927, 13-15; State
ment of General Counsel Kelley in Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Senate Com
mittee on the Judiciary on H.R. 2734, 81st Cong., 1st and 2d Sess. 37; Report of the
Federal Trade Commission on Interlocking Directorates, H.R. Doc. No. 652, 81st

Cong., 2d Sess. 1.

Id. at 615-16 n.9.
55 "While the 1914 Act applied solely to horizontal mergers, the 1950 Act applies not

only to horizontal acquisitions but to vertical and conglomerate acquisitions which
might substantially lessen competition or tend to create monopoly." F.T.C., Report on

Corporate Mergers and Acquisitions (May 1955), 168, H.R. Doc. No. 169, 84th Cong.,
1st Sess.

Id. at 615-16.
56 Id. at 590.
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ing corporations,"67 the majority replied that this was the first case to

present the issue. In the matter of legislative history, the Court observed
that Senator Chilton, when the Clayton Act was before the Senate, had
explained that there might still be a tendency to create monopoly or to

restrain commerce with no lessening of competition,68 and that in the
consideration of the amended section 7 a congressional committee in
dicated a broader interpretation of the original section 7.69

The Court ruled a vertical acquisition (it might even be described as

conglomerate in some respects) within the statute by the simple expedient
of noting that section 7 is "written in the disjunctive" so that there are

three separate and distinct anticompetitive possibilities: (1) to sub

stantially lessen competition between the corporation whose stock is so

acquired and the corporation making the acquisition; (2) to restrain
such commerce in any section or community; or (3) to tend to create a

monopoly of any line of commerce. Whereupon the Court stated:

We hold that any acquisition by one corporation of all or any part of the stock
of another corporation, competitor or not, is within the reach of the section when
ever the reasonable likelihood appears that the acquisition will result in a restraint of
commerce or in the creation of a monopoly of any line of commerce.60

In the language of amended section 7, there are two statutory tests of

illegal acquisitions of either stocks or assets: (1) substantially to lessen

competition or (2) to tend to create a monopoly, but these tests are

inclusive enough to comprehend the three offenses under the original
section 7 and to reach other acquisitions, whether of stocks or assets.

"Substantially to lessen competition" surely comprehends the first two
tests of original section 7 to substantially lessen competition between
the corporation whose stock is so acquired and the corporation making
the acquisition when this competition is important to preserving competi
tion generally, and also, to restrain commerce in any section or com

munity. The second, or monopoly, test is virtually identical in the two

provisions.
57 Id. at 618. The contention was based on the holdings in International Shoe Co. v.

FTC, 280 U.S. 291 (1930), and Thatcher Mfg. Co. v. FTC, 272 U.S. 554 (1926).
58 Id. at 592.
59 Also, the House Committee considering the 1950 revision of � 7 stated that "... it
has been thought by some that this legislation [the 1914 act] applies only to the so-

called horizontal mergers. ..." H.R. Rep. No. 1191, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 11. The
House Report adds, however, that the 1950 amendment was purposed "... to make
it clear that the bill applies to all types of mergers and acquisitions, vertical and
conglomerate as well as horizontal . . . ." (Emphasis added.)

Id. at 590.
60 Id. at 586, 592.
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The original du Pont-General Motors case involved situations which
might have been challenged under all of the statutory tests. Du Pont
and General Motors could have been considered to be competitive, or
potentially competitive, in the manufacture of several of the items which
du Pont supplied to General Motors�paints and fabrics, freon for

refrigerators, and, though a subsidiary, tetraethyl lead. In the absence
of the du Pont-General Motors relationship, General Motors might have
undertaken the production of its own paint and fabrics, as Ford did, or
might have participated more directly in the commercial development of
its two chemical discoveries, tetraethyl lead and the freon refrigerants.61
The Government theory of the case placed emphasis on restraint of

trade as a Sherman Act offense, and so presumably on restraint of com

merce, the second section 7 test. It was contended that the du Pont-
General Motors relationship shut out du Pont's competitors from the
General Motors market and restrained General Motors from engaging
in the development of products discovered in its own laboratories. In this

respect, the evil concerned primarily horizontal competitive rivalries, that
is, du Pont against other suppliers.
The Government also argued that the du Pont-General Motors rela

tionship tended to create a monopoly in the lines of commerce in which
it was alleged that du Pont had a preferential access to the General
Motors market. It was this monopoly issue upon which the Supreme
Court principally rested its decision:

Thus, although du Pont and General Motors are not competitors, a violation of the
section has occurred if, as a result of the acquisition, there was at the time of suit a

reasonable likelihood of a monopoly of any line of commerce. Judge Maris correctly
stated in Transamerica Corp. v. Board of Governors, 206 F.2d 163, 169 (3d Cir.
1953):
"A monopoly involves the power to . . . exclude competition when the monopolist

desires to do so. Obviously, under Section 7 it was not necessary ... to find that
. . . [the defendant] has actually achieved monopoly power but merely that the stock
acquisitions under attack have brought it measurably closer to that end. For it is
the purpose of the Clayton Act to nip monopoly in the bud. Since by definition
monopoly involves the power to eliminate competition a lessening of competition is
clearly relevant in the determination of the existence of a tendency to monopolize."62
There was also a relation which might have been attacked under the

second paragraph, or holding-company prohibition, of section 7 63 Gen-
61 Brief of Appellant, pp. 48-60, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,

353 U.S. 586 (1957). See also Brief for Appellee du Pont, pp. 55, 78.
62 353 U.S. at 592-93.
63 No corporation shall acquire, directly or indirectly, the whole or any part of the
stock ... of two or more corporations engaged in commerce where the effect of such
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eral Motors and U.S. Rubber were both alleged to be "controlled" by
common interests, although perhaps not by a single "corporation," and
the dealings between General Motors and U.S. Rubber in tires and tubes
for original equipment of cars presented the same issues which arose

from du Pont's dealings with General Motors.64 There were also the

preferential price and discount features of tire contracts with General
Motors which were cited as further evidence of something other than

arm's-length dealing between the two affiliated companies.65
It will be noted that the attention of both the Government and the

Court was on the horizontal competitive results to be anticipated from
the du Pont-General Motors ties. Du Pont was able to "pry open the
General Motors market to entrench itself as the primary supplier of
General Motors' requirements for automotive finishes and fabrics."66 The

principal concern appeared to be with the exclusion of other competitors
from a significant market, for the Court added that "the statutory policy
of fostering free competition is obviously furthered when no supplier
has an advantage over his competitors from an acquisition of his cus

tomer's stock likely to have the effects condemned by the statute."67
Yet this is not necessarily the most significant economic approach to
vertical mergers and certainly not with respect to conglomerate acquisi
tions. It will be recalled that the House Committee Report recommending
the 1950 amendment to section 7 stated that the purpose of the amend
ment was "to make it clear that the bill [the Clayton Act] applies to all
types of mergers and acquisitions, vertical and conglomerate as well as
horizontal."68
The Government did not undertake to develop evidence of the full

scope of competition between du Pont and General Motors, perhaps be
cause attention was focused on the monopoly issue, perhaps because the
Sherman Act took priority over the Clayton Act in choosing strategy, or
perhaps because of a lack of perception concerning the essentials of the
competitive process. Thus, it was not inconsistent with the Government's

acquisition . . . may be to substantially lessen competition between such corporations,
or any of them ... or to restrain such commerce in any section or community, or to
tend to create a monopoly of any line of commerce.

38 Stat. 732 (1914), as amended, IS U.S.C. � 18 (1952).
64 The U.S. Rubber phase of the case was dropped on appeal.
63 Post-Trial Brief for the United States, pp. 564-618, United States v. E. I. du Pont

de Nemours & Co., 126 F. Supp. 235 (N.D. 111. 1954).
66 353 U.S. at 606.
67 Id. at 607.
68 H.R. Rep. No. 1191, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 11 (1949).
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case to have the Supreme Court majority remark casually that "du Pont
and General Motors are not competitors";69 yet in reality, they were in
competition, for the essence of competition is the relation between sup
plier and customer, between buyer and seller. All the forces of competi
tion meet in transactions between buyers and sellers, in the effort of
sellers to get the best (highest) possible price and the largest practicable
volume, and in the effort of buyers to purchase the requisite quantities at
the best (lowest) possible price. The Court phrased the primary issue
to be "whether du Pont's commanding position as General Motors' sup
plier of automobile finishes and fabrics was achieved on competitive merit

alone,"70 an issue which might have been phrased with even wider com
petitive implications, "whether General Motors and du Pont consistently
dealt with one another as disinterested strangers on an arm's-length
competitive basis."
In all vertical acquisitions, the search for competitive effects must

include an examination of both horizontal and vertical relationships. A
vertical merger may work a lessening of competition through depriving
unintegrated suppliers of an outlet for their production or unintegrated
buyers of access to sources of supply. Or the vertical merger may set

the stage for a "squeeze" where the integrated competitor is in a position
to manipulate prices at successive stages to increase costs or to reduce

profits to unintegrated competitors, some of which may be dependent
upon him for materials or outlets. These are the horizontal relations
which are commonly recognized.
Vertical acquisitions of substantial proportions, or a series of less sub

stantial vertical acquisitions, may erode away competition from an

industry. In a largely unintegrated industry, competition is active at

each step from the production of the raw materials to the sale of the
final product to the ultimate consumer. Each producer is able, and com

pelled, to buy and sell at competitive prices. Where producers at each
stage must meet competitive standards of quality and price as they sell
to the next fabricators, any inefficiencies of intermediate producers can

not be shifted forward as costs for the fabricators at the next stage. On
the other hand, as integrated companies are built up by acquisitions and

mergers, materials and components move forward by administrative
decision and perhaps at bookkeeping costs; competitive tests are no

longer controlling, although, if the unintegrated sector of the industry
is still strong, management may find a market yardstick by which to

69 353 U.S. at 592.
70 Id. at 588-89.
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judge the efficiency of successive production stages. If the process of
vertical acquisition is carried to the point where integrated companies
dominate the industry, the open market, if not entirely eliminated, may
be so weakened that it no longer provides competitive tests of efficiency
for the intermediate stage "industries." At this point, there has been a

"substantial lessening of competition," even though no unintegrated com

petitors have been placed at a disadvantage by vertical mergers.
The House Committee indicated an intention that section 7 as revised

should clearly apply to conglomerate mergers.71 But commentators on

the act have expressed doubt that section 7 can ever be applied to a

conglomerate merger: how can there be a lessening of competition when
the companies being joined have never been in competition? The du Pont-

General Motors decision is at least a partial answer to that question. The
du Pont-General Motors tie was in some respects a conglomerate merger;
it became more so when the same interests acquired "control" of U.S.
Rubber. If members of a conglomerate merger have dealings with one

another that parallel those between General Motors, du Pont, and U.S.

Rubber, why should not the present decision constitute a precedent? The

competitive evils as originally presented in the Government's case were

not limited to vertical relationships. The tetraethyl lead and antifreeze
incidents were not essentially derivatives of vertical relations, and the
freon operations were only partially so.

It would not be appropriate here to explore all the ways in which

conglomerate acquisitions may work a substantial lessening of competi
tion and therefore be subject to attack under section 7. Three theoretical

examples will suffice to warn against the conclusion that conglomerates
are outside the reach of the Clayton Act.

Diversification is one manifestation of the conglomerate. It is gen
erally regarded as a search for greater stability of earnings in an economy
subject to cyclical declines. But diversification may have an adverse
effect upon competition by decreasing the will and the necessity to com

pete vigorously. The independent firm, standing alone, must compete or

be eliminated. The subsidiary of a large conglomerate is not under the
same necessity to compete; it is able to draw upon the resources of the
conglomerate firm, either to operate at a loss or to suspend or curtail
operations when market conditions are unfavorable. It is possible that
a study of conglomerates from this point of view would reveal significant
changes in competitive behavior.

H.R. Rep. No. 1191, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 11 (1949).
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Conversely, the diversified conglomerate may have an opportunity to

engage in predatory competition, perhaps supporting below-cost competi
tion from general resources until the chosen operation can drive out

competitors and capture a larger share of the market. The loss-leader
technique can be employed by departments in a conglomerate firm.
Diversification into different geographical markets has been a phenom

enon of growth in chain stores, dairy products, bakery goods, and a

variety of other industries. Again the competitive incentives are mod
erated for the local unit, which is no longer dependent on its own limited
resources. There is opportunity to practice local discrimination, employ
ing the resources of the whole to engage in "promotional," guerilla,
predatory, or loss-leader competition. In yet another way, geographical
diversification may diminish the incentives to compete: a series of inde

pendent local bakeries must compete, each in the particular market in
which it sells; but when a chain bakery faces other chains in many
markets, there is less incentive to compete since each chain can be ex

pected to take counter measures and hold its position; and even if some

competition survives, it is unlikely to be price competition, for price
competition started in one market can be spread in retaliation to other
markets where the price-cutter may be vulnerable.

Secondly, a series of conglomerate acquisitions may scatter the mem

bers of a once independent industry as satellites among a variety of

conglomerate companies that compete with one another only through
their recently acquired satellites. Such has been the fate of the earth-

moving equipment industry.72 As manufacturers with their entire com

mitment in the production and sale of earth-moving equipment, the

formerly independent companies were under the necessity of competing.
As satellites of such large and diverse conglomerates as General Motors,
Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Allis Chalmers, Caterpillar Tractor, Petti-
bone Mulliken Corp., Pullman Standard Car Manufacturing Co., Bald
win Locomotive, and Clark Equipment Co., these "kept" companies need
not be the vigorous competitors that they were before the acquisitions.
A third situation in which conglomerate acquisitions may lessen or

impair competition could stem from a loss of vigor and initiative in
management when managerial responsibilities are spread over too many
diverse operations. It may be difficult to organize the proof for such a

case, but that this is a factor to be considered is indicated by the disap
pointing profit experience of some conglomerates and by the actions of

72 See Business Week, April IS, 19S4, pp. S6-62.
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some conglomerates in disposing of previously acquired properties. So

long as an industry remains reasonably competitive, it may be assumed
that these conglomerate extravagances will be self-correcting; but, when
competition loses its vigor, conglomerate misfits may survive despite
inefficiencies.
Until the enforcement agencies and the courts become sophisticated

with respect to the effects of mergers, there will very likely be few cases

enforcing section 7 as a prospective law in conglomerate mergers. How

ever, an examination of competitive experience following such mergers
may give rise to hindsight cases to undo conglomerates and to restore

competition which has languished.
The du Pont-General Motors decision may stimulate new section 7

cases. The opportunity to challenge mergers long consummated is likely,
however, to be used sparingly. Past mergers are most likely to be chal

lenged where changed conditions, such as produced by a series of acqui
sitions spread over a considerable period, have undermined competition
and where that competition can be effectively restored only by proceed
ing on an industry basis. Without an industry-by-industry survey, it is
not possible to judge how much could be accomplished by proceeding
against past mergers, but it is known that in some highly concentrated
industries, the section 7 remedy could not reach the concentrations which
appear to present the chief impediment to effective competition. If the
surgery of divestment is required to preserve or to restore competition,
it may be more promptly and economically accomplished with section 7,
when it is available, than with the Sherman Act.
Effective and equitable enforcement of section 7 demands not more

time but less time, much less time, between the acquisition or merger and
the final order. Fairness to business and corporations, to their stock
holders, and to their customers and suppliers, requires that uncertainties
be quickly resolved.73 Effective restoration of competition becomes in
creasingly difficult, if not impossible, when divestment is long delayed.
Enforcement agencies will presumably make most effective use of their
resources if they concentrate their energies on promptly discovering and
prosecuting those current section 7 cases which threaten to impair the
functioning of the competitive system.
There may also be a stimulus to the enforcement imagination in the

Court's discussion of the du Pont-General Motors relation and a disposi
tion to examine new theories in regard to both vertical and conglomerate

73 This would continue to be true even if provision were made for enjoining proposed
mergers and acquisitions pending the determination of their legality.
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acquisitions. Competition is a complex of many market relations;
adverse effects upon competition may not always be discovered by focus
ing only on the horizontal relationship between competitors performing
the same functions or even on the "horizontal aspects" of vertical acqui
sitions. Until investigation probes into the mores of competition, recog
nizing that in some respects each market and industry is unique, in
order to learn how competition is functioning, the enforcement of section
7 will never fulfill its appointed office in the panoply of antitrust weapons.

3.

Statutory Standards and Their Application
What does the du Pont-General Motors decision reveal with respect to

the statutory standards of section 7? What does it disclose concerning
the findings which the courts will make on the basis of particular market
situations and business practices?
A. A Rule of Reason�Substantive and Procedural. There is need

for a procedural "rule of reason" in the trial of section 7 cases. Section 7

already has a substantive "rule of reason" written into the act; not all

mergers are condemned, only those where there is a reasonable proba
bility of a substantial lessening of competition or of a tendency toward

monopoly. However, the reasonable probability of a substantial lessen

ing of competition or of a tendency toward monopoly is not capable of
direct proof. The statutory determination calls for a judgment or an

inference of probable competitive effects from a weighing of the evidence,
principally economic evidence.
Thus the stage may be set for an "economic extravaganza": a multi

plying and elaborating of the "economic evidence," the analysis and
evaluation of that evidence, and the building of a superstructure of

opinion testimony. Compiling factual evidence, either through introduc

ing documents, preparing statistical studies, or taking testimony descrip
tive of competitive behavior, takes time; developing, by expert opinion
testimony, the economic significance of such "factual" evidence may be
come an even more prolonged process as expert is balanced against expert,
and the search for truth is pushed back to each expert's hypotheses and
the theories that justify the hypotheses. Each side is satisfied so long
as the evidence and its evaluation tilts the balance of "reasonable proba
bility" to support its position; each sees a chance to correct an adverse
balance by seeking other facts with respect to industry or market, by
bringing in more background evidence to explain (or to confuse) the
record. In this process the relevant and the meaningful may be buried
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under the irrelevant and immaterial, and the competition which the

Clayton Act seeks to preserve is in danger of being irretrievably lost.

The present, urgent need is for a "rule of reason" of trial procedure
which will guide the Commission and courts in selecting a reasonable

quantum of economic facts as a basis for decision, which will accord rec

ognition to the indicia of competition and monopoly as they are reflected
in the competitive mores of contemporary industry and trade, and which
will rule out the extraneous and the irrelevant. The beginning of this

process lies in an understanding of the economics of competition by bench
and bar and in rulings which explicitly relate the evidence used to the

statutory standard by which the acquisition is judged.
B. The Monopoly Test. What does the du Pont-General Motors

decision reveal concerning the statutory standards of section 7? In

particular, what does the decision indicate with respect to the competitive
situations and business conduct which will lead to a conclusion that an

acquisition infringes these statutory standards?
The Government in its presentation of the case never undertook to

analyze the economic record for the purpose of showing precisely how
the acquisition had produced competitive effects, or had the probability
of producing competitive effects, forbidden by section 7. The attitude of
the Government, to paraphrase its criticism of the district court's opinion,
was that in demonstrating a Sherman Act violation by documentary evi
dence it had a fortiori shown a violation of section 7. The Government
appellate brief gave the Supreme Court no help in choosing a section 7
test beyond the bare assertion that "the law is explicit that the owner

ship of any part of the stock of a corporation which may restrain com

merce or may tend to create a monopoly is prohibited."74 The Court,
left to choose its own statutory test and to assemble the facts to sustain
a decision, selected the monopoly test.75

i. Monopoly as Exclusion of Competitors. The Court defined
monopoly by quoting with approval the Judge Maris statement in the
Transamerica case,76 wherein monopoly was identified with the power to
exclude competitors, and a lessening of competition was said to be "clear
ly relevant in the determination of the existence of a tendency to
monopolize."77 The record did not establish that du Pont had completely

74 Brief for Appellant, p. 144, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 353
U.S. 586 (1957).

75 353 U.S. at 592.
76 Transamerica Corp. v. Board of Governors, 206 F.2d 163 (3d Cir. 1953).
77 Id. at 169.
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excluded competitors from the General Motors market even with respect
to the selected products, finishes and fabrics, with which the case was

principally concerned. The Court's conclusion, "that du Pont's com

manding position was promoted by its stock interest and was not gained
solely on competitive merit," and "that du Pont purposely employed its
stock to pry open the General Motors market to entrench itself as the
primary supplier of General Motors' requirements for automotive finishes
and fabrics,"78 established in effect one firm test for a violation of the
monopoly standard of section 7�a preferential position not based on

competitive considerations.79
What evidence did the Court rely on in determining that du Pont had

a preferential position in the automotive market and that the preferen
tial position was the result of the stock acquisition? It was noted that
du Pont, before acquiring the General Motors stock, had expanded its

operations to include artificial leather, celluloid, rubber-coated goods, and
paints and varnishes, all of which were purchased by automobile com

panies, and that du Pont was actively seeking markets for these products.
In reviewing the circumstances surrounding the du Pont investment in
General Motors, it appeared that a "major consideration was that an

expanding General Motors would provide a substantial market needed by
the burgeoning du Pont organization."80 This conclusion was supported
both by the Raskob report to the du Pont finance committee and by
statements in du Pont annual reports prepared after the acquisition. Du
Pont executives and former du Pont employees occupied strategic posi
tions in the General Motors management, and in these positions they
engaged in activities which were judged to have given du Pont a preferred
position as supplier to General Motors.81

78 353 U.S. at 605-06.
79 A caveat: not all market positions based on "competitive considerations" can be

harmonized with the antitrust laws�for example, the use of discriminatory pricing.
so 353 U.S. at 601.
81 For example, Haskell, a General Motors vice-president and former du Pont official,

had the various General Motors departments report how much of designated items were

purchased from du Pont and how much from du Pont competitors. Pierre du Pont, chair
man of the boards of directors of both du Pont and General Motors, made inquiries as to

"whether General Motors was taking its entire requirements of du Pont products from du

Pont, passim, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. 586 (1957).
Body business, was not satisfactory. Id. at 602-05.
The defense, on the basis of background evidence of the circumstances attending the prep

aration of various documents and reports, argued for different interpretations of many

documents. It was shown that the pattern of purchases of the different General Motors

departments did not conform to the theory that du Pont was a preferred supplier; on the
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The Court was also impressed with the statistical position of du Pont

as a supplier to General Motors. "Expressed in percentages, du Pont

supplied 67% of General Motors' requirements for finishes in 1946 and

68% in 1947. In fabrics du Pont supplied 52.3% of requirements in

1946, and 38.5% in 1947."82 It was also noted that the bulk of du Pont

production of paints and finishes (93 per cent of Duco production in
1941 and 83 per cent in 1947) went to General Motors.83 The court was

constrained to conclude :

The fact that sticks out in this voluminous record is that the bulk of du Pont's pro
duction has always supplied the largest part of the requirements of the one customer in

the automobile industry connected to du Pont by a stock interest. The inference is

overwhelming that du Pont's commanding position was promoted by its stock interest
and was not gained solely on competitive merit.84

If a preferential noncompetitive position with respect to a particular
market is a test of monopoly position, then the "tendency toward monop

oly" test has a far reach.85 This position has been variously recognized
in Sherman Act proceedings, as in the decision which required the manu

facture and operation of sleeping cars to be separated,86 and in the first
Yellow Cab decision upholding a complaint that a manufacturer of taxi-

contrary, it was said that these allegedly autonomous departments had followed no con

sistent practices in purchasing finishes and fabrics from du Pont, but that each had pur
chased from du Pont solely on a competitive basis in the exercise of its own commercial

judgment and without regard to du Pont's stock ownership. And in rebuttal, it was

shown that with respect to other products�plastics, brake fluid, casehardening materials,
electroplating materials, safety glass, and neoprene and rubber chemicals�du Pont had
not been conspicuously successful in selling to General Motors. Brief for Appellee du

Pont, passim, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., 353 U.S. 586 (1957).
82 353 U.S. at 596.
83 Id. at 605. The Government had argued from this fact that du Pont was not success

ful in selling to other automobile manufacturers on a competitive basis.
The defendants put a different interpretation on these statistics, noting that the con

centration in the automotive industry had reduced the substantial purchasers to three, that
Chrysler preferred to buy from a source for which it would be a principal customer, that
Ford produced much of its own requirements, and that du Pont did sell to some of the
remaining small producers. Brief for Appellee du Pont, pp. 54-55, 78, United States v.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. 586 (1957).
84 353 U.S. at 60S.
85 The antitrust laws are not wholly consistent in reaching this situation. Thus, � 8

of the Clayton Act does not reach interlocking directors between companies trading as

supplier and customer.
86 United States v. Pullman Co., 50 F. Supp. 123 (E.D. Pa. 1943). See also United

States v. Griffith, 334 U.S. 100 (1948) and American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328
U.S. 781 (1946).
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cabs had acquired control of operating cab companies with the purpose
and effect of excluding competing manufacturers from selling to the
operating companies.87 Investments by suppliers in return for exclusive
contracts to supply petroleum products, tires and tubes to 46 operating
bus companies was held violative of section 2 of the Sherman Act.88 In
general, exclusive dealing contracts having an appreciable impact upon
the competitive market have been ruled in violation of the principles of
the antitrust acts.89 On the other hand, United States Steel Co. was

permitted to purchase the facilities of Consolidated Steel Corp., a west
coast steel fabricator of sheets and forms, although it was recognized
that competitors would thereafter be excluded from supplying rolled
sheet to this plant.90

U. Other Dimensions of Monopoly. Monopoly has dimensions
other than the exclusion of competitors from a market. Monopolistic
behavior may appear in an industry while there are still many competi
tors and while business rivalries are still vigorous. Will the courts and
the enforcement agencies be alert to recognize the symptoms of such

monopolies in the incipiency stage?
Symptoms of monopoly can be recognized whenever a competitor, or

a few competitors, achieve a market position wherein the competitor may
choose his competitive strategy. In a fully competitive market, com

petitors have no choice of competitive strategy; each must compete on

the basis of price or its equivalent, an improved product or greater
service. When, however, competitors are able to select competitive tac

tics, there is a beginning of market security and competitive immunity
87 United States v. Yellow Cab Co., 332 U.S. 218 (1947). On remand, the lower court

found that the defendant had no specific intent to restrict the market and dismissed the

Government's case. This dismissal was affirmed, 338 U.S. 338 (1949).
88 United States v. National City Lines, 186 F.2d 562 (7th Cir.), cert, denied, 341 U.S.

916 (1951).
8� FTC v. Motion Picture Advertising Service Co., 344 U.S. 392 (1953) ; Standard Oil

Co. v. United States, 337 U.S. 293 (1949) ; United States v. Paramount Pictures, 334 U.S.
131 (1948) ; United States v. Griffith, 334 U.S. 100 (1948) ; International Salt Co. v.

United States, 332 U.S. 392 (1947); Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1 (1945);
International Business Machines Corp. v. United States, 298 U.S. 131 (1936).

90 United States v. Columbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. 495 (1948). In seeking to rationalize
this decision the Government brief makes no mention of the fact that the Geneva plant was
purchased by U.S. Steel from the War Assets Administration, with the Attorney General's
approval, and attempts a dubious explanation that this vertical acquisition "was merely
a step in the preparation of steel for ultimate use, not a separate line of manufacture."
Brief for Appellant, p. 112, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S.
586 (1957).
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for the favored competitors; these are the hallmarks of that partial
monopoly which has marked the demise, first of price competition, and
then of other forms of competition in many industries.
The substantive evils of monopoly may appear long before there is

monopoly in any formal sense. It is possible to have the prices charged
by competing sellers approximate monopoly prices without any collusion

among the sellers. This occurs when the sellers are so few that each

recognizes that any attempt to gain volume by price cutting will be un

profitable. In such circumstances, mutual confidence soon gives rise to a

convention of price leadership, and the price leader is free to set non

competitive or monopolistic prices. An industry operating under a price
leadership convention may charge monopoly prices without realizing
monopoly profits : high prices may so limit volume that production costs

are high, or sellers may expend so much on advertising, salesmen, and
costly promotions that distribution costs absorb profits.
The tendency toward monopoly may appear early in the development

of concentration in an industry or it may appear late. It may appear as

a reduction in the number of competitors or in the tendency for one or

two competitors to become disproportionately large. It may appear in
the form of product differentiation and a segmentation of the market
which enable the large seller to discriminate in price among different
segments of the market. It may first be noted in a shift of competitive
tactics, as in the early automobile industry, where the Model T Ford
was the symbol of competition and the annual-model change became the
tactic whereby small manufacturers were progressively eliminated. The
competitive significance of business rivalries, not their intensity or diver
sity, must supply the key to monopolistic tendencies.
The trend-toward-monopoly standard cannot be applied mechanically;

competitive tactics must be interpreted in the light of the mores of the
industry, and of its history and character. The matter of product dif
ferentiation may provide an example. For many products, engineering
design and technical improvements are the essence of competition; the
product is typically improved rather than reduced in price as a means of
meeting competition. Each progressive change involves an element of
product differentiation and confers on the innovator a temporary monop
olistic advantage. A trend toward monopoly is not to be found in such
product differentiations, which represent genuine changes in the utility of
the product. It is to be found rather in those artificial, pseudo-differentia
tions which supply the basis for sales puffing without real differences
which are important to the consumer.
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Another dimension of monopoly might seem to require attention in
the du Pont-General Motors liaison. How much did the union of
du Pont and General Motors contribute to the growth of each partner in
its own industry and what effects on competition in motors (and other
fields) on the one hand and in chemicals on the other, have flowed
from the partnership? If disproportionate size is an index of monop
oly trends, and if this burgeoning of size has meant the disappearance
of smaller competitors, is there here a situation which the Clayton Act
antimerger provision was designed to solve?

These questions have no satisfactory answer in the context of the

present case, for the Government's suit was not planned to tell the story
of the competitive growths of General Motors and du Pont or of the
changes in competition in the automotive industry that have accom

panied the decline in the number of car makers.

Fragmentary evidence indicates that these questions are not far
fetched. At the time of the first purchases of General Motors stock,
du Pont was barely launched on its program to become a general
chemicals manufacturer, and its production for the automobile industry
and its sales to General Motors were insignificant. Ford was then the
leader of the automobile industry, and General Motors accounted for
about 11 per cent of the national production.91 The du Pont interests
were active in pushing the expansion of General Motors both during
the presidency of Durant and thereafter. The merger of Chevrolet
with General Motors was suggested at an early date by Raskob and
carried out under the du Pont management. Raskob was active in
the negotiations that led to the General Motors acquisition of the
Fisher Body Corporation. The du Pont leaders took a major role in
the refinancing of General Motors.92
The evidence is scanty and conflicting as to what preferential treat

ment General Motors may have received on purchases from du Pont;
such evidence would not have served either the Government's theory
of the case or the needs of the defense argument. Thus, a du Pont
sales manager, reporting on a meeting with Haskell as a General

91 353 U.S. at 599.
92 Edward R. Stettinius, a partner in J. P. Morgan & Co., wrote to Pierre S. du Pont

in this connection: "I need not tell you that however attractive General Motors may have
been to us, it would not have received the support we have given it had it not been for

your active connection with and interest in the Company." Post-Trial Brief for the
United States, p. 100, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 126 F. Supp.
235 (N.D. HI. 1954).
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Motors vice-president, indicated that du Pont's dealings with General
Motors' Competitors were discussed as well as some reasons why
du Pont could not safely give special concessions to General Motors.93
However, during the short-lived super-discount scheme, du Pont stated
that the discounts being offered to General Motors were possible only
because du Pont could get "much higher prices" from its other cus

tomers.94 The tire contracts between U.S. Rubber and General Motors
also involved very large discounts to the latter.95
The record contains significant instances of how the du Pont-

General Motors relationship contributed substantially to the growth
of du Pont. The General Motors market for automotive finishes and
fabrics apparently provided much of du Pont's earnings on the produc
tion of these products.96 The production contract between du Pont and
Ethyl Corporation made du Pont the sole producer of tetraethyl lead
from 1926 to 1948, left it in 1948 as one of two producers, and yielded
profits for the 1926-1948 period in excess of $86,000,000.97 No figures
are available on what benefits accrued to du Pont from its exploitation
through Kinetic Chemicals of General Motors' discoveries with respect
to the freon refrigerants.98

93 Mr. Haskell is in full agreement with my views . . . that we cannot afford to
jeopardize our business with other Motor Companies by giving preferential treatment
to the General Motors Company or to any of their units.
I gave Mr. Haskell a synopsis, presenting what I believe to be the full and true facts

regarding our relations with the various automobile manufacturers, and it is Mr.
Haskell's opinion that a continuation of our present policy should result in our secur
ing practically all of the business of the General Motors Company without jeopardizing our relations with other manufacturers. [Emphasis supplied ]

Id. p. 175.
94 A letter from W. P. Allen, General Manager of the Chemical Products Department of

du Pont to the general purchasing committee of General Motors contained two significant
statements:
I want to say a word to you about the desirability of keeping this matter confidential

and treating it as an arrangement within the duPont-G.M. family rather than as a
mere concession in prices on individual commodities.

I again want to emphasize the importance of treating this whole matter in a confi
dential manner. It is obvious that we would be unable to continue this arrangement
unless we can secure much higher prices from our other customers; and, if the terms of
this arrangement became public knowledge in the trade, we would inevitably be forced
to reduce prices generally, which would wipe out the earnings which we propose to
return to you as a rebate under this plan.

Id. p. 232.
95 Id. pp. 593-619.
96 353 U.S. at 605.
97 Post-Trial Brief for the United States, pp. 427-63, United States v. E. I. du Pont

de Nemours & Co., 126 F. Supp. 235 (N.D. 111. 1954) .

98 Id. pp. 463-84.
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If General Motors and du Pont have given rise to monopoly prob
lems in the national economy, the problems may perhaps be traced in
some measure to the acquisition which joined the fortunes of these
two large and expanding corporations.
C. A Lessening of Competition. The same economic facts upon

which the Court relied for its finding that the du Pont acquisition of
General Motors stock created a reasonable probability of tendency
toward monopoly, would have supported a finding of a reasonable proba
bility of a substantial lessening of competition.

i. The Avoidance of Competition between du Pont and General
Motors. The Government's argument pointed to a lessening of competi
tion in the relation that gave one company the exclusive right to exploit
such chemical discoveries as tetraethyl lead and freon refrigerants.
Indeed, there was competition neither in the production of these products
for commercial use nor in the development of technologies for their im

proved production.
The prospect of potential competition in the production of antiknock

agents caused du Pont and General Motors to include the Standard Oil

Company of New Jersey in the partnership when the latter company
discovered the ethyl chloride process for making tetraethyl lead." When
the Badische Co. (I. G. Farben) developed the iron carbonyl antiknock
material, a cartel and patent pooling arrangement was concluded between
I. G. Farben and Ethyl Company.100
During the period of General Motors expansion, the company not only

acquired car manufacturers, but it also achieved a considerable measure

of vertical integration with the acquisition of a number of accessory and

parts manufacturers: United Motors, with its subsidiaries�Hyatt Roller
Bearing Co., New Departure Manufacturing Co. (ball bearings), Delco
Remy Electric Co. (electrical equipment), Dayton Engineering Labora
tories Co. (self-starters), Perlman Rim Corp., and Fisher Body Co.101
General Motors was at one time a part owner of Flint Varnish & Chemi
cal Works, both before and after du Pont acquired the controlling
interest.102 It is not known what competitive significance to attach to the
fact that General Motors did not expand into production fields occupied
by du Pont. It may be noted that Ford also achieved a large measure of

99 Id. pp. 379-89.
i�o Id. pp. 421-27.
i�i Id. pp. 94, 111.
102 126 F. Supp. at 266-67.
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vertical integration, including the production of much of its own re

quirements for automobile finishes and fabrics.
It would not be unreasonable to conclude that General Motors and

du Pont were at least potential competitors in the production of many
of the items which du Pont supplied to General Motors.

ii. Competition between Buyer and Seller. When a supplier has
an advantage over his competitors from an acquisition of his customer's

stock, there is a lessening of competition in the most essential of all

competitive nexus. Competition survives or perishes on the preservation
of disinterested arm's-length relations between buyers and sellers. If

buyers and sellers no longer deal with one another as disinterested

strangers, it is probably impossible to say how substantial is any surviv

ing competitive bargaining between them. Obviously, however, not every
merger that brings together supplier and customer is offensive to the

Clayton Act. Whether the effect is substantial enough to make such

acquisitions objectionable must depend upon the relationship of the

merging firms to the remainder of the market.
The practice of permitting du Pont to meet competitive prices was

both evidence of diminished competition between buyer and seller and
a deterrent to competition by outside suppliers.103 It also left General
Motors in doubt as to what competitive prices were.

There is a certain academic unreality in the extended discussion about
whether the du Pont stockholdings, some 23 per cent, influenced General
Motors to throw its business to du Pont. It would seem to be a foregone
conclusion that with such close stockholdings and with an interlocking of
officers and directors, the two companies would, whenever possible, pre-

103 The minutes of the general purchasing committee recognized this situation:

Leather; Substitute-Rubber Coated Fabrics.
It was brought out that the DuPont Company has enjoyed the larger portion of

General Motors requirements of these items. That on account of constantly increasing
consumption, sound judgment demands the maintenance of more than one source of
supply. That the DuPont Company has been afforded the opportunity of meeting
competitive prices and that competitors now believe that no matter what price they
put in they would receive no business. [Emphasis supplied.]

Post-Trial Brief for the United States, p. 195, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co., 126 F. Supp. 235 (N.D. 111. 1954).
Also on the same point, a letter of W. P. Allen to Alfred Sloan on October 6, 1923,

stated:
You are advised that at a recent meeting of the G.M. Purchasing Committee, of which

you are Chairman, a resolution had been adopted which in substance outlines a policy
of purchasing not more than 75% of your requirements of these materials from the
du Pont Company so as to enable G.M. units to obtain bona fide prices from our com

petitors by actual purchases. [Emphasis supplied.]
Ibid.
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fer one another in their commercial transactions. When Benrus Watch
Co. acquired a minority stock interest in the Hamilton Watch Co., which
would have enabled it to obtain a minority representation on the Hamil
ton board of directors, the district court was readily persuaded to enjoin
a voting of the Benrus holdings, since it was assumed that such an inter
locking director would influence competitive behavior.10*
The effectiveness of intercorporate stockholdings to destroy arm's-

length competitive dealings between companies has been recognized in

many industrial areas. The "commodity clause" was early incorporated
in the Interstate Commerce Act105 because it was considered a certainty
that railroad stockholdings in companies shipping over their lines would
result in preferential treatment. Similarly, railroads have been restricted
from investing in competing forms of transportation.106 The Public

Utility Holding Company Act107 defined an affiliated company as any
company joined to another, directly or indirectly, through stockholding
of 10 per cent of the voting stock, and severely restricted relations be
tween affiliated companies.
The significance of intercorporate stockholdings would not appear to

be a matter that would require any extensive exploration in a section 7

proceeding. Indeed, if the du Pont-General Motors case had been tried

primarily as a section 7 case, rather than as a conspiracy or combination
case under the Sherman Act, the lengthy record relating to the details
of the trade relations between the two companies, affiliated through sub
stantial stock holding, might have been omitted. It would always appear
to be a reasonable probability, approaching a per se test, that any signifi
cant stock relation between two companies would influence competition
between them. Whether this would constitute a violation of section 7

would, of course, depend upon the judgment of the Commission or the

10* Even if, contrary to my inference, the acquisition were made without a formulated
purpose to obtain control, there was at least a purpose to obtain minority represen
tation on the Hamilton Board. . . .

In the situation here, I incline to the view that the acquisition if made only with
intent to obtain minority representation constituted a violation of section 7: having in
mind the probable effect on the relevant "line of commerce" of the competitive prac
tices of these two competitors and the practical considerations that confront the board
of directors of any corporation in a competitive enterprise, I think it fairly inferable
that minority representation, because of the opportunity thereby afforded to persuade
or to compel a relaxation of the full vigor of Hamilton's competitive effort would
come within the ban of section 7.

Hamilton Watch Co. v. Benrus Watch Co., 114 F. Supp. 307, 316-17 (D. Conn.), aff'd, 206

F.2d 738 (19S3).
105 24 Stat. 379 (1887), as amended, 49 U.S.C. � 1 (1952).
106 24 Stat. 379 (1887), as amended, 49 U.S.C. � 5 (1952).
iot 49 Stat. 838 (1935), 15 U.S.C. � 79 (1952).
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courts with respect to the importance of this loss of competition to the

relevant markets.108
Intercorporate stockholding is not the only form of intercourse between

firms which may moderate the climate of competition or modify the dis

interested-stranger standard of arm's-length dealings. The antitrust
record testifies to the frequency with which competitors find it profitable
to make common cause against the forces of the market place, and, where
the business relation is not one of rivalry for the same customers, a

mutualization of interests should not be regarded as unlikely. Thus the
"buying" of customers through discriminatory discounts, extensions of
credit, and excessive and unusual services is not merely of significance in
horizontal competition among suppliers where the large and financially
powerful firm may thereby eliminate its otherwise efficient but less power
ful competitors. It is also important vertically as the influence of the
subsidizing supplier extends into its customers' markets and influences
competition at that level. The competitive problem is no different in
these situations from that encountered with intercorporate stock holdings.
It is simply a fortuitous circumstance (the provisions of section 7) that
directs particular attention to stock acquisition as a device for influencing
the competitive behavior of other business units.
D. The Investment Exemption and the Question of Control. Section

7, old and new, contains a general exemption with respect to stock acqui
sitions for investment purposes.109 Although the district court gave no
detailed consideration to the section 7 issue, its opinion did incorporate a

finding with respect to the character of the du Pont investment of ap
proximately $49,000,000 in 23.96 per cent of the outstanding stock of
General Motors.
[A]ll the circumstances leading up to du Pont's acquisition of this substantial interest
in General Motors, as shown by the record, establish that the acquisition was essen
tially an investment. Its motivation was the profitable employment of a large partof the surplus which du Pont had available and uncommitted to expansion of its own
business.110

108 A complaint under both � 7 of the Clayton Act and � 5 of the Federal Trade Com
mission Act was directed against the Union Bag & Paper Company and Hankins Container
Co. when a series of contracts was entered into providing for an investment by Union
in Hankins in return for an agreement by Hankins to take a designated volume of con-
tamer board and corrugating medium from Union. F.T.C. Docket 6391, June 30, 1955The matter was settled by consent order on May 10, 1956.

109 "This section shall not apply to corporations purchasing such stock solely for invest
ment and not using the same by voting or otherwise to bring about, or in attempting tobring about, the substantial lessening of competition. . . "38 Stat 732 doui
amended, 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952).

' V ;' as

110 126 F. Supp. at 242.
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The Supreme Court rejected a plea that the du Pont stockholdings
came within the investment exemptions. It noted that contemporaneous
documents destroyed any basis for concluding that the acquisition was

"solely for investment." These contemporaneous documents were the
Raskob report that preceded the investment, with its reference to pros
pective trade advantages from the General Motors tie, and the expressions
of a similar commercial interest in the du Pont annual reports for 1917
and 19 18. 111 The Court also noted that the stock acquisition was fol
lowed promptly by du Pont participation in the General Motors manage
ment, not only through voting the stock but through membership on the
board of directors and on various committees, and later with larger man
agement responsibilities. Finally, there was the evidence, convincing to

the majority of the Court, that du Pont had used influence stemming
from the stock holdings to swing substantial volumes of General Motors'
purchases to du Pont.112 Even without such evidence it would be difficult
to assume that any investment of such proportions in a single company
would be "solely for investment"; it would violate all the principles of
diversification to place $49,000,000, or even $25,000,000, in one enter

prise. Moreover, the du Pont management would have been negligent
not to have followed such an investment with as close supervision as

would be given to such funds invested in their own enterprise. If not

"solely for investment," the du Pont purchase of General Motors stock
was nevertheless important as an investment. Approximately 20 per cent
of du Pont earnings during the years 1925 to 1955, inclusive, accrued as

dividends on its General Motors stock.113
As an important investor in General Motors, du Pont had a dual

interest. As stockholder, it was interested in seeing General Motors
succeed in competition in its fields. As a supplier, it was interested in

selling materials and supplies for use in General Motors manufacturing
operations, but it could afford to sell to General Motors only so long as

the du Pont products were reasonably satisfactory for General Motors
use. The principle governing the du Pont-General Motors relationship
was summarized as follows in the words of J. L. Pratt, a General Motors

vice-president and member of the executive committee, in a letter to a

general manager of a General Motors division:

In other words, I feel that where conditions are equal from the standpoint of quality,
service and price, the du Pont Company should have the major share of General

m 353 U.S. at 601-02.
112 Id. at 602-06.
us Moody's Industrial Manual, 1925 to 1955.
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Motors divisions' business on those items that the du Pont Company can take on

the basis of quality, service and price.114
It was this kind of understanding that the Court had in mind when it
observed :

[T]he fact that all concerned in high executive posts in both companies acted honor

ably and fairly, each in the honest conviction that his actions were in the best inter

ests of his own company and without any design to overreach anyone, including
du Pont competitors, does not defeat the Government's right to relief.115

The question of control in any formal sense, another highly con

tentious feature of the du Pont-General Motors case, likewise loses much
of its relevance in a section 7 proceeding. In its place there is the ques
tion, perhaps equally difficult in any particular instance, whether the

intercorporate stockholding is significant enough to influence the manage
ment of the two firms. If there is a possibility that a change in relation

ship between the two companies could influence competitive conditions

generally, the "reasonable probability" standard of the antimerger pro
vision would appear to be satisfied.
Industrial and commercial firms exist to carry on industrial and trad

ing operations; they are not investment companies as such. If such
companies accumulate liquid funds, such funds may require temporary
investment, presumably in readily liquidated assets such as treasury
notes or government bonds. There is, therefore, a presumption that a

stock acquisition by an industrial or commercial firm in another company
is not "solely for investment," but that it has been made for some other
business reason�to secure an outlet for its goods and services, to assure

a source of supply of critical raw materials, to join with other firms in a

joint enterprise, etc. The significance of intercorporate stock acquisitions
and stock holdings can hardly be judged by dollar amounts or per
centages to total capital. Their significance can be determined only
through an examination of the industrial and market status of the
participants and of the competitive mores of the industries and markets
involved.

4.

Economic Tests

A. Little Reliance on Economic Analysis. What economic tests will
be applied to the evaluation of economic facts? What role will the ana

lytical techniques of the economist have with respect to findings of com
petition and monopoly in future section 7 decisions?

114 353 U.S. at 606.
115 Id. at 607.
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The du Pont-General Motors decision throws little light on the economic
analysis which will satisfy the statutory standards. The character of
the evidence relied upon in this case called for little use of the economist's
skills.

The Court found the du Pont acquisition and holding of General
Motors stock violated section 7 as tending toward monopoly because the
stock relation had the reasonable probability of giving du Pont a non

competitive preferential position in supplying certain products to General
Motors. The finding rested almost exclusively on a record of the past
relations between the two companies. The concept of monopoly�the
exclusion of competition�was as much legal as economic. There was no

analysis of the economic effects of this monopolistic situation either on

General Motors or on the du Pont competitors, who were excluded in
some measure from the General Motors market.

There was no analysis of monopoly as a price problem, a realm in
which economic analysis would be essential. There was no analysis of
the competitive or monopolistic aspects of the automotive finishes and
automotive fabrics markets to determine the extent to which competition
had suffered or the degree to which elements of monopolistic competition
had been advanced. In the du Pont-General Motors case such analysis
was unnecessary to answer the statutory question; in other cases these

analyses may be required.
B. Relevant Markets. The concept of the relevant market is central

to all section 7 proceedings. In the amended section 7, the statutory test

is a substantial lessening of competition or a tendency to create monop
oly "in any line of commerce in any section of the country."116 In the

original section 7, the concept of the market is less explicit, but it is
nonetheless inherent in the prohibition against restraint "in any section
or community" or monopoly "of any line of commerce."117 In the lan

guage of the du Pont-General Motors decision:

Determination of the relevant market is a necessary predicate to a finding of a

violation of the Clayton Act because the threatened monopoly must be one which
will substantially lessen competition "within the area of effective competition."118

Although the relevant market is "a necessary predicate," the determi
nation of the market is not necessarily the first step in an analysis of an

acquisition or merger. The first requirement is an understanding of the

"6 64 Stat. 1126 (1950), 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952).
1" 38 Stat. 732 (1914).
118 353 U.S. at 593. See also Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 337 U.S. 293, 299 (1949).
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competitive structure of the relevant industries and the competitive mores

therein. Once the nature and extent of the probable competitive conse

quences have been appreciated, it is possible to select the appropriate
market in which to measure the substantiality of the prospective injury
to competition.
A "relevant market" is clearly one which is relevant to the purposes

and objectives of the antitrust statute which invokes the test.119 The

purpose and intent of the Clayton Act is to take preventive action, to
halt in their incipiency any tendency to weaken competition or to move

toward monopoly.120 To make this intent clearer, the language of section

119 The very phrase "relevant market" implies that the definition must be relevant to
something. The economist might (although we doubt that this precision is attainable)
be able to inform the court that the cross-elasticity of demand between two products
measures, for example, 0.6, but only the court can decide if this degree of substitutabil-
ity is sufficient to warrant inclusion of the substitute product in the "relevant market."
And it is more than possible that the purposes of antitrust might best be served by
encouraging the court to make different determinations of relevance in Sherman and
Clayton Act cases. Given the pattern of behavior and intent of, let us say, Alcoa, one

might well wish to exclude from the relevant market those products which the court
did in fact exclude in finding that Alcoa had violated the Sherman Act in achieving
dominance of ninety per cent of the primary ingot market. And yet, it would seem

equally reasonable, in a section 7 case, to prohibit Alcoa from acquiring, for example, a

major manufacturer of copper on the grounds that, given the purposes of the Clayton
Act�to reach in their incipiency acts which may adversely affect competition�copper
is a sufficiently close substitute for aluminum to bring it into the market relevant in
a Clayton Act case. Any given degree of cross-elasticity, in other words, has different
implications, or relevance, under the Sherman and Clayton Acts (and in different fact
situations, under the Sherman Act) .

Dirlam and Stelzer, The Du Pont-General Motors Decision: In the Antitrust Grain, S8
Colum. L. Rev. 24, 39-40 (19S8).

120 it was expressed as follows in the report of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary
when the amendment to � 7 was under consideration:
The committee wish to make it clear that the bill is not intended to revert to the
Sherman Act test. The intent here, as in other parts of the Clayton Act, is to cope
with monopolistic tendencies in their incipiency and well before they have attained
such effects as would justify a Sherman Act proceeding.
The type of problem to which this bill is addressed was described by the Federal

Trade Commission in these words:
"Under the Sherman Act, an acquisition is unlawful if it creates a monopoly or con

stitutes an attempt to monopolize. Imminent monopoly may appear when one large
concern acquires another, but it is unlikely to be perceived in a small acquisition by a

large enterprise. As a large concern grows through a series of such small acquisitions,
its accretions of power are individually so minute as to make it difficult to use the
Sherman Act test against them * * *

Where several large enterprises are extending their power by successive small
acquisitions, the cumulative effect of their purchases may be to convert an industry
from one of intense competition among many enterprises to one in which three or four
large concerns produce the entire supply. This latter pattern (which economists call
oligopoly) is likely to be characterized by avoidance of price competition and by
respect on the part of each concern for the vested interest of its rival * * * (The
Merger Movement, A Summary Report, pp. 6-7) .

S. Rep. No. 1775, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. 4-5 (1950).
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7 was revised. In the original provision, "in any section of the country"
applied to a restraint of commerce, and "of any line of commerce" ap
plied to a tendency to create monopoly. In the amended bill, "in any
line of commerce in any section of the country" applies both to a lessen
ing of competition and a tendency toward monopoly. This revised lan
guage is highly important to an understanding of the "market test" of
either the original or the amended section 7. It means simply that an
acquisition or merger shall be judged in terms of any market, product or
geographic, in which the forbidden effects are discernible.
Those who look for a fixed meaning and statistical precision in the

delineation of a market misapprehend the basic thrust of the statute.
The law is concerned with prevention, and prevention requires a pre
cautionary approach, an approach which condemns not of the certainty
that the resulting evil will be realized, but the risk, or "reasonable
probability," that the evil may befall. The statement that a "determina
tion of the relevant market is a necessary predicate to a finding of a

violation of the Clayton Act" can, considering the nature of the act,
signify little more than that the prospective injury to competition must

be capable of reasonable identification.
The Senate Committee on the Judiciary warned against the futility of

seeking fixed standards with respect to either "any line of commerce"
or "any section of the country." With respect to the former, it was

stated:

It is intended that acquisitions which substantially lessen competition, as well as those
which tend to create a monopoly, will be unlawful if they have the specified effect
in any line of commerce, whether or not that line of commerce is a large part of the
business of any of the corporations involved in the acquisition.121

With respect to "section of the country," the report continued:
What constitutes a section will vary with the nature of the product. Owing to the

differences in the size and character of markets, it would be meaningless, from an

economic point of view, to attempt to apply for all products a uniform definition
of section, whether such a definition were based upon miles, population, income
or any other unit of measurement. A section which would be economically significant
for a heavy, durable product, such as large machine tools, might well be meaningless
for a light product, such as milk.122

121 Id. at 5.
122 ibid. The report elaborated further on its market concept:
As the Supreme Court stated in Standard Oil Co. v. U.S. (337 VS. 293), "Since

it is the preservation of competition which is at stake, the significant proportion of
coverage is that within the area of effective competition."
In determining the area of effective competition for a given product, it will be

necessary to decide what comprises an appreciable segment of the market. An appreci-
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In commenting on the words, "may be," the Senate Report stressed that
the concept of reasonable probability is essential in any law aimed at

arresting restraints in their incipiency, and that "a requirement of cer
tainty and actuality of injury to competition is incompatible with any
effort to supplement the Sherman Act by reaching incipient restraints."123
Similarly, when there is no possibility of measuring with mathematical

precision the probable lessening of competition or movement toward
monopoly, attempts at such precision and refinement are out of place in

defining the relevant market.
In summary, the relevant market must be identified with respect to

the purposes of the statute. The objective of the statute is to identify
all situations where there is a reasonable probability of a substantial

lessening of competition or of a tendency toward monopoly. Therefore,
any market is relevant if it provides evidence of either a lessening of

competition or of developing monopoly. Greater precision in identifica
tion and definition should not be sought. When, in the study of the

competitive consequences of an acquisition or merger, a market is found
where the competitive effects can be judged, that market is a relevant
market for the purposes of the statute. It may not be the only relevant
market. But since the statute refers to any line of commerce in amy
section of the country, one market may suffice to condemn an acquisition
(although one may not suffice to clear it of an allegation of violation).

i. Dimensions of Markets. Markets have many dimensions. The
essential dimensions of a market may include the product, the place, the
time, and the buyers and sellers who make up the demand and supply
sides of the market. There may be other elements in the definition of
the market, such as the trade level (manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer,
etc.) or price line (as in wearing apparel and other items). These dimen
sions become important chiefly when statistical market studies are under
taken and the results must be related to some competitive reality.
Markets, particularly geographical and product markets, are generally
interrelated, and this interrelation may be an important factor in judging
able segment of the market may not only be a segment which covers an appreciable segment of the trade, but it may also be a segment which is largely segregatedfrom, independent of, or not affected by the trade in that product in other parts of
the country.

* *

It should be noted that although the section of the country in which there may be a
lessening of competition will normally be one in which the acquired company or the
acquiring company may do business, the bill is broad enough to cope with a sub
stantial lessening of competition in any other section of the country as well.

Id. at 6.
123 Ibid.
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the reach of the competitive effects of an acquisition. However, it is not

necessary to explore all interrelated markets to arrive at a satisfactory
judgment of a merger; one significant or substantial market may suffice.

ii. Relevant Markets for the du Pont-General Motors Trade. The
relevant market was a matter of sharp debate in the du Pont-General
Motors decision, as it has been in most section 7 cases. The majority
confirmed the central role of the market in any judicial determination of
the competitive effects of an acquisition :

The market affected must be substantial. Standard Fashion Co. v. Magrane-
Houston Co., 258 U.S. 346, 357. Moreover, in order to establish a violation of � 7
the Government must prove a likelihood that competition may be "foreclosed in a

substantial share of . . . [that market]."124

The lower court was never under the necessity of determining the rele
vant market, and, as a result, the question was never briefed for the

Supreme Court.125 The discussion in the majority opinion is hardly more

than a statement of final position with little supporting reasoning;126
the dissenting opinion strenuously attacked this position.127 As is usually
the case, a change in market definition would greatly alter the quantita
tive aspects of the case.

It will be recalled that the question of the relevant market was the
central issue in the Cellophane case decided almost exactly a year earlier

by an even smaller majority.128 In the view of that majority, the determi-

124 353 U.S. at 595, citing Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 337 U.S. 293, 314 (1949).
125 This state of affairs prompted Mr. Justice Burton, in dissent, to suggest that the

case should be remanded for a suitable determination of the factual questions:
The District Court did not reach this question since it found that there was no

reasonable probability of any foreclosure of du Pont's competitors by reason of du
Pont's 23% stock interest in General Motors. Consequently, there are no findings of
fact dealing with the relevant market. Also, the record appears deficient on such
crucial questions as the characteristics of the products, the uses to which they are put,
the extent to which they are interchangeable with competitors' products, and so on.

For these reasons, I believe the Court in any event should remand the case to the
District Court to give the District Judge, who is more familiar with the record than
we can be, an opportunity to review the record, and entertain argument with respect
to the substantiality of the share of the relevant market affected by the foreclosure which
the Court finds to exist. By declining to remand, the Court necessitates a scrutiny
here of this huge record for a determination of an essentially factual question not passed
on by the District Court, and not thoroughly briefed or argued by the parties.

Id. at 649 n.30.
126 id. at 593-96.
i2? Id. at 648-54.
128 United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377 (1956). Mr.

Justice Reed delivered the opinion of the Court with Justices Burton and Minton con

curring; Mr. Justice Frankfurter concurred in so much of the opinion as supported the

conclusion that the relevant market was not cellophane but flexible packaging materials.
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nation of the relevant market involved a factual problem of no great
difficulty:
The "market" which one must study to determine when a producer has monopoly

power will vary with the part of commerce under consideration. The tests are

constant. That market is composed of products that have reasonable interchange-
ability for the purposes for which they are produced�price, use and qualities con

sidered.129

Others, before and since, have found that an understanding of the terms,

"price, use and qualities considered," call for an intimate knowledge of

the economics of competition and of the competitive mores of the particu
lar industry and market, as well as the exercise of much expert economic

judgment and a capacity to reconcile sharply conflicting evidence. The

Government had argued, in the Cellophane case that the courts should
"not consider substitutes other than those which are substantially fungi
ble with the monopolized product and sell at substantially the same

prices."130 To this, Mr. Justice Reed replied:
But where there are market alternatives that buyers may readily use for their

purposes, illegal monopoly does not exist merely because the product said to be

monopolized differs from others. ... In considering what is the relevant market for

determining the control of price and competition, no more definite rule can be de
clared than that commodities reasonably interchangeable by consumers for the same

purposes make up that "part of the trade or commerce," monopolization of which
may be illegal.131

The Court continued:

Cellophane costs more than many competing products and less than a few. But
whatever the price, there are various flexible wrapping materials that are bought by
manufacturers for packaging their goods in their own plants or are sold to converters
who shape and print them for use in the packaging of the commodities to be
wrapped.132

The majority then concluded that, although cellophane "differs from
other flexible packaging materials" and admittedly "combines the desir
able elements of transparency, strength, and cheapness more definitely
than any of the others,"133 it must nevertheless "meet competition from
other materials in every one of its uses," and this interchangeability
Mr. Chief Justice Warren and Justices Black and Douglas dissented, essentially on the ques
tion of the relevant market. Justices Clark and Harlan took no part in the decision.

12� Id. at 404.
130 Id. at 394.
131 Id. at 394-95.
132 Id. at 396.
133 Id. at 397-98.
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"suffices to make it a part of this flexible packaging material market."134
The majority took this position in the face of a persuasive dissent in
which Chief Justice Warren examined the notable differences between
cellophane and the other enumerated flexible packaging materials�
differences in physical properties and in prices which were reflected in
the market behavior of producers and users.135

This broad definition of the relevant product market, including prod
ucts which were quite imperfect substitutes, has been thought to seriously
threaten the enforcement of section 7, as well as other provisions of
the antitrust laws. Further decisions were, therefore, awaited in the ex

pectation that this extreme "relevant market position" would be moder
ated. Now the du Pont-General Motors decision, fashioned by the

Justices who were in dissent in the Cellophane case, takes a position in
the direction of narrowing the relevant market. Unfortunately, the more

recent case did not present a record which permitted a particularly help
ful development by the Court of the principles governing the determina
tion of a relevant market.

There were at least three different concepts of the relevant market
which were projected into the du Pont-General Motors case. A conglom
erate market included an aggregation of all the products which General
Motors purchased from du Pont; its universe was the total of General
Motors purchases of those products. A broad, all-industry market con

cept included the total market for fabrics and finishes, automotive and

non-automotive; this market Mr. Justice Burton accepted in his dissent

ing opinion. The automotive-industry market was the sales of finishes
and fabrics to the automotive industry; and this market was accepted
by Mr. Justice Brennan and the majority.
The conglomerate market was the market that the district court con

sidered in passing on the Sherman Act charges, rejecting the argument
of the Government to confine the evidence to a consideration of selected
items which du Pont sold in volume to General Motors. The Govern-

134 id. at 399-400.
135 This case, like many under the Sherman Act, turns upon the proper definition of the
market. In defining the market in which du Pont's economic power is to be measured,
the majority virtually emasculate � 2 of the Sherman Act. They admit that "cello
phane combines the desirable elements of transparency, strength and cheapness more

definitely than any of "a host of other packaging materials. Yet they hold that all
of those materials are so indistinguishable from cellophane as to warrant their inclu
sion in the market. We cannot agree that cellophane ... is "the self-same product"
as glassine, greaseproof and vegetable parchment papers, waxed papers, sulphite papers,
aluminum foil, cellulose acetate, and Pliofilm and other films.

Id. at 414-15.
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ment evidence was primarily concerned with finishes and fabrics in its

scrutiny of General Motors' purchases from du Pont. The respondents
introduced evidence regarding six groups of products with respect to

which it was shown that du Pont had had only indifferent success in

sales to General Motors. These six groups included plastics, brake

fluid, casehardening materials, electroplating materials, safety glass, syn
thetic rubber, and rubber chemicals.136
Mr. Justice Burton would have preferred to follow the district court

in considering these miscellaneous items since du Pont "influence," if
any, would be expected to operate with respect to all du Pont products.
He concluded that the evidence with respect to these products warranted
the lower court finding that there were no limitations on General Motors
freedom to buy or to refuse to buy from du Pont.137
The conglomerate market would be inappropriate in any determina

tion of section 7 issues. It involved the assumption that General Motors
was a separate and distinct market, and that its requirements for these

products were so specialized that specific technical problems arose in

selling to the "General Motors market." It is conceivable, of course,
that such might be the situation, but there was no indication that the
General Motors market differed from the rest of the automotive market,
except perhaps in its size and concentrated buying power. While size
and concentrated buying power might delineate a market, this factor did
not enter into the arguments in the instant case. Finally, even if General
Motors purchases constituted the market, it would have to be considered
in its segments, since different groups of sellers were competing with
du Pont in the sale of different groups of products. Indeed, the considera
tion of such a conglomerate market would seem to preclude any orderly
findings of probable competitive consequences of the acquisition on the
different groups of competitors. No data were available showing any
reliable substantiality or market share figures on the basis of a conglom
erate General Motors market.
The all-industry market would have included the total industrial

market for industrial finishes and fabrics. This was the market for
which Mr. Justice Burton argued in his dissenting opinion.

136 with respect to these miscellaneous items, the Government argued that the facts
showed either that General Motors produced the item internally or that the du Pont product
was not fully competitive with other similar items that were on the market. Post-Trial
Brief for the United States, pp. 313-43, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,
126 F. Supp. 235 (N.D. 111. 1954).

137 353 U.S. at 640-43.
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In 1947, when du Pont's sales of Duco and Dulux to General Motors totaled about
$15,400,000, the total national market for paints and finishes was $1,248,000,000, of
which about $552,000,000 was for varnishes, lacquers, enamels, japans, thinners and
dopes, the kinds of finishes sold primarily to industrial users.138

Since there was "no evidence" that these industrial finishes were not

competitive with Duco and Dulux and "considerable evidence" that

"many" were, it was concluded by the dissent that du Pont's total sales
were 8.1 per cent of the industry and that its sales to General Motors
were 3.5 per cent of total sales of industrial finishes.139
Mr. Justice Burton also favored the all-industry market for imitation

leather and coated fabrics, the fabrics used for automobile trim and
convertible tops, since such fabrics are used in the manufacture of in
numerable products. In 1946, 1947, and 1948, du Pont was estimated
to have produced about 10 per cent of the industry total and sold 20

per cent of its production to the automobile industry; hence the dissent
calculated that du Pont's sales to the automobile industry were about 2

per cent of the total market.140
The case for the use of the all-industry market is not to be established

simply by the facts cited in the dissenting opinion. Considering the

diversity of uses to which finishes and fabrics are put by industrial users,
it may be doubted that all are reasonably interchangeable as practical
substitutes for one another. Certainly the fact is not established by any
showing that du Pont's Duco was sold for other than automotive uses.

What would be needed would be a demonstration that other manufac
turers (who account for the $552,000,000 of sales) are both producing
products that could satisfy the requirements of the automotive industry
and are in the regular course of business able to otherwise qualify as

suppliers to the automotive industry. In the enforcement of a preventive
statute such as the Clayton Act, the courts should not resolve ambiguities
concerning the economic facts against the policy which the Congress has
laid down in the law.
All who purchase a particular product are not necessarily part of a

relevant market. There are many situations in industry where a manu

facturer sells substantially the same product to different classes of buyers
and charges different prices. In some situations, such segmented markets
reflect conditions approaching monopoly on the selling side of the market.
In others, the practice is symptomatic of a trade that maintains the

138 Id. at 652.
139 Ibid.
�o Ibid.
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convention of price-lines. In some instances, the classification of buyers
is based upon the end use of the product. Elsewhere, superficial distinc
tions in labelling and packaging preserve the fiction of differences to

justify the segmented market. Every case arising under section 2 (a) of

the Robinson-Patman Price Discrimination Act141 is a reminder that an

identical product does not make a single common market.
The automotive-industry market was the relevant market on which the

majority based its decision. The Court gave scarcely any explanation for

its decision beyond holding that:

The record shows that automobile finishes and fabrics have sufficient peculiar char
acteristics and uses to constitute them products sufficiently distinct from all other

finishes and fabrics to make them a "line of commerce" within the meaning of the

Clayton Act. . . . Thus, the bounds of the relevant market for the purposes of this

case are not coextensive with the total market for finishes and fabrics, but are co

extensive with the automobile industry, the relevant market for automotive finishes
and fabrics.142

Mr. Justice Burton tied his disagreement with the majority to certain
additional principles governing relevant markets:

The relevant market is the "area of effective competition" within which the de
fendants operate. Standard Oil Co. of California v. United States, 337 U.S. 293, 299-
300, n. 5. " [T]he problem of defining a market turns on discovering patterns of
trade which are followed in practice." United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp.,
110 F. Supp. 295, 303, aff'd per curiam, 347 U.S. 521. "Determination of the com

petitive market for commodities depends on how different from one another are the
offered commodities in character or use, how far buyers will go to substitute one

commodity for another." United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351
U.S. 377, 393. This determination is primarily one of fact.143

The majority determination was essentially one of fact�that auto
mobile finishes and fabrics have distinctive characteristics and uses. The
facts which support the distinctive characteristics were supplied primarily
by the defense in justifying the course of trade between du Pont and
General Motors. The defense explanation was that the du Pont products
were especially suited to General Motors requirements.144
With respect to Duco, the automobile finish with which du Pont had

the greatest success, the Court quoted from the du Pont brief as follows:
"The largest single finish item which du Pont sells to General Motors is a low-

141 49 Stat. 1526 (1936), IS U.S.C. � 13(a) (1952).
142 353 U.S. at 593-95.
143 Id. at 649.
144 Brief for Appellee du Pont, p. 23, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours &

Co., 353 U.S. 586 (1957).
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viscosity nitrocellulose lacquer, discovered and patented by du Pont and for which
its trademark is 'Duco'. ...
"The invention and development of 'Duco' represented a truly significant advance

in the art of paint making and in the production of automobiles; without 'Duco'
mass production of automobiles would not have been possible.
"By the early 1920's the need for better finishing materials for automobiles had

become urgent .... The varnish method then used in finishing automobiles was
described in detail at the trial by automobile pioneers .... Finishing an automobile
with varnish required an intolerably long time�up to 3 or 4 weeks�to apply the
numerous coats needed. When the finish was complete, its longest life expectancy
was less than a year, and often it began to peel off before the car was delivered. . . ,"145

The patented status of Duco presumably is indicative of special proper
ties. Its development in collaboration with the research groups in General
Motors to improve it as a car finish and to adapt it to the demands of
the production line146 would seem to be the factual characteristics on

which the Court might make a finding that automobile finishes constituted
a "line of commerce" distinct from industrial finishes generally.
In support of its conclusion that automobile fabrics constituted a dis

tinct "line of commerce," the Court quoted from the testimony of du
Pont's director of sales:

"Q. Now over the years, isn't it true that speaking generally du Pont has followed
the policy in selling its fabrics to the automobile field of undercutting its com

petitors in price? You don't try to sell it on a lower price than that quoted by any
other competitor, do you?
"A. Well, we don't know. We go in and we bid based on our costs. Now, in the

automotive industry, we have a different situation than you do in the furniture trade,
for example, where you have an established price.
"You see, in the automobile industry, each manufacturer uses a different construc

tion. They all have their own peculiar ideas of what they want about these fabrics.
Some want dyed backs, and some want different finishes, so you don't have any
standard prices in the automobile industry.1^

Thus the evidence was that competitive practices were different in the
automobile market. That automobile purchasers required "different con

struction," "different fabrics," and "dyed backs." There were no stand
ard prices. This is evidence of a different market from the sale of fabrics
to the furniture, book, and other trades. Indeed, the district court ap
parently concluded that du Pont had to make continuous adjustments in
its product to meet the changing needs of its largest customer.148
"5 353 U.S. at 594 n.12.
146 Brief for Appellee du Pont, pp. 48-49, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours &

Co., 353 U.S. 586 (1957).
w 353 U.S. at 594 n.12.
148 Du Pont, the record shows, has maintained its position as a principal fabric sup-
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The evidence may not be fully satisfactory with respect to the relevant
market. The majority found that automobile finishes and fabrics had

"peculiar characteristics and uses."149 The dissent objected that other
finishes used in the manufacture of automobiles were not considered.150
But if the reasonable probability of furthering monopoly is shown with

respect to one product line, the statutory standard is satisfied.151 The
dissent showed further that in 1927 "44% of du Pont's sales of colored
Duco, and 51.5% of its total sales" went outside the automobile indus

try,152 and that more recently a substantial portion continued to go for
nonautomotive uses. This fact and these percentages are not conclusive
with respect to whether there is one or several markets, even if all Duco
is technically an automotive finish. It is quite possible that the pur
chasers of a small portion of the total product could be a distinct market,
if the conditions of sale and the number of effective competitors for that

product were different in the remaining markets. And similar reservations
must be noted with respect to the considerations which the dissent urged
against the majority's "relevant market for automobile fabrics."
It would be desirable to know more about the markets for both the

finishes and fabrics, but in the state of the present record, it is easier to
understand and accept the automotive-industry market than the all-

industry market for testing the applicability of section 7. Since the
statute is a preventive law, the mandate of which is to avoid acquisitions
which have a reasonable probability of injuring competition, conflicts in
evidence should be resolved in favor of making the statute more, rather
than less, effective. A relevant market for the purposes of section 7 is
any market in which a substantial competitive effect can be demonstrated.
C. The Substantiality Test. Is there a substantiality test and are

there quantitative standards which apply whenever the Clayton Act
refers to a substantial lessening of competition to test the legality of
mergers and other competitive practices?153 Does the substantiality test

plier to General Motors through its early leadership in the field and by concentrating
upon satisfactorily meeting General Motors' changing requirements as to quality, serv
ice, and delivery.

United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 126 F. Supp. 235, 301 (N.D. 111. 1954).
149 353 U.S. at 593.
150 Id. at 650.
151 The majority noted Van Camp & Sons Co. v. American Can Co., 278 U.S. 245 (1928),

and the statement of the Court that "if the forbidden effect or tendency is produced in one

out of all the various lines of commerce, the words 'in any line of commerce' literally are

satisfied." Id. at 253.
152 353 U.S. at 650.
153 A test is a discriminative characteristic or fact, a means of trial to establish the
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yield a quantitative standard which serves to distinguish legal from illegal
actions, and if so, has the quantitative standard been established or

identified? Can economics supply quantitative measures of competition
and of changes in competition? If so, what are the units of measure

ment? Or, more fundamentally, can "substantiality" be separated from a

"lessening of competition," or is it actually one test, so that the courts
and Commission should be directing their attention primarily to qualita
tive factors relating to competition, that is, to the competitive structure and
mores of industries and markets, and only thereafter to quantitative
evidence?

Section 7 prohibits acquisitions where the effect may be "substan

tially to lessen competition." Similar language in other sections of the

Clayton Act has directed attention to the quantitative aspects of anti

competitive practices in assessing their effects on competition generally.
Inevitably, there has followed a search for quantitative yardsticks, the
search being conducted largely in the rhetoric of judicial opinions.
In the du Pont-General Motors decision, the Court concluded that

(1) a relevant market, the market for automobile finishes and fabrics,
was substantial, and (2) the du Pont-General Motors link was likely to

foreclose competition in a substantial share of that market.184 There were

no data measuring, quantitatively, the size of the automotive industry
market for either finishes or fabrics, and the Court did not find it neces

sary to search for either absolute or comparative data on the size of the

industry market. "The substantiality of a relevant market comprising
the automobile industry is undisputed."155
The conclusion that competition was foreclosed in a substantial share

of the automobile market was based on findings that General Motors had
an "upwards of two-fifths of the total sales of automotive vehicles in
the nation,"156 that "du Pont supplied 67% of General Motors' re

quirements for finishes in 1946 and 68% in 1947," and that "in fabrics
du Pont supplied 52.3% of requirements in 1946, and 38.5% in 1947."157
Applying percentages to percentages, it may be calculated that du Pont

validity of a fact or conclusion. A standard refers to a critical value, a "magic number,"
which in the present context would separate the legal from the illegal conduct or which
could be used in interpreting the results of a test.
is* 353 XLS. at 595.
iss Ibid.
156 Ibid. For this figure, the Court went to Moody's Industrials which showed General

Motors' estimated share of the market to have varied between 36.3% and 49.9% in the

years between 1938 and 1955.
1ST 353 U.S. at 596.
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had 24 per cent and 26 per cent of the automobile finishes market in
1946 and 1947, respectively, and 19 per cent and 15 per cent of the auto

mobile fabrics market in the same two years. The Court concluded that
"because the record clearly shows that quantitatively and percentagewise
du Pont supplies the largest part of General Motors' requirements, we
must conclude that du Pont has a substantial share of the relevant
market."158
What has been said to be "substantial" has taken many forms and

many magnitudes. In an acquisition of the fifth largest shoe manu

facturer by the country's largest shoe manufacturer, the pre-existing
competition between them was held to be insubstantial because "about
95 per cent of the McElwain sales were in towns and cities having a

population of 10,000 or over; while about 95 per cent of the sales of the
International were in towns having a population of 6,000 or less," and
the companies had only 16 retailers and three wholesalers as common

customers.159
In the International Salt case160 the Court upheld a decision that sec

tion 3 of the Clayton Act had been violated by a utilization of leasing
contracts which required the lessees of patented salt-dispensing machines
to buy the lessor's salt for use in those machines. The Court found a

tendency toward monopoly when the lessor was the country's largest
producer of salt for industrial purposes, having more than 900 leases out
standing, and selling, in 1944, approximately 119,000 tons of salt for
some $500,000 for use in the leased machines.161
In the Standard Stations case,162 Judge Yankwich had statistics of

sales of gasoline, lubricating oil, and tires and batteries before him in
judging the substantiality of the market foreclosed by the requirements
contracts between the Standard Oil Co. of California and its retail dealers.
The number of outlets covered by the contract varied from 7,650 to

6,000, and some $68,000,000 of annual business was involved. The court
concluded that the agreements "affect a substantial number of outlets
and a substantial amount of products, whether considered comparatively
or not."163 The Supreme Court, in affirming the lower court finding, ex
pressed its judgment respecting the substantiality of the restraint in per-

158 Ibid.
159 International Shoe Co. v. FTC, 280 U.S. 291, 296 (1930).
160 International Salt Co. v. United States, 332 U.S. 392 (1947).
161 Id. at 394-96.
162 United States v. Standard Oil Co., 78 F. Supp. 8S0 (S.D. Cal. 1948), aff'd 337 U.S.

293 (1949).
163 Id. at 869-75.
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centages of the market and, with some recognition of the over-all competi
tive practices in that market, stated:
It [Standard Oil] is the largest seller of gasoline in the area. In 1946 its combined
sales amounted to 23% of the total taxable gallonage sold there in that year: sales
by company-owned service stations constituted 6.8% of the total, sales under ex

clusive dealing contracts with independent service stations, 6.7% of the total; the
remainder were sales to industrial users. Retail service-station sales by Standard's
six leading competitors absorbed 42.5% of the total taxable gallonage; the remaining
retail sales were divided between more than seventy small companies. It is un

disputed that Standard's major competitors employ similar exclusive dealing ar

rangements.164

In the parallel Richfield Oil case,165 Judge Yankwich in judging the

competitive effects of that company's requirements contracts, referred to

statistics which showed that the agreements, 7,546 in number, applied to

about 2,965 stations with gasoline sales of over $37,000,000 in 1950.166
In a private suit to forestall voting of stock by a competing watch

manufacturer, a district court found a probable substantial effect upon
competition in the national market for jeweled watches.167 Hamilton
Watch Co. had a dollar volume of sales of $18,719,000 in 1950 when it
accounted for about 6 per cent of the unit sales of jeweled watches,
whereas Benrus Watch Co. had annual sales of $16,000,000 and 9y2
per cent "of the dollar volume in nationally advertised branded jeweled
watches sold in the United States."168
What significance attaches to such magnitudes as 119,000 tons of salt

sold for $500,000, or 6,000 dealers and $68,000,000 of annual business,
or 6.7 per cent of sales to independent service stations, or $37,000,000
annual sales to 2,965 stations, or 6 per cent of unit sales of jeweled
watches and 9J4 per cent of dollar volume? Indeed, do such figures
have any general precedent value in section 7 cases? Obviously not, for
neither absolute figures nor percentage figures have significance when
divorced from the industry and markets to which they apply.
The Supreme Court warned, in its Standard Station decision, against

extending the significance of the quantitative data beyond the circum-

164 337 U.S. at 295.

United States v. Richfield Oil Co., 99 F. Supp. 280 (S.D. Cal. 1951), aff'd 343 U.S.
922 (1952).

!6� Id. at 285-86.
"7 Hamilton Watch Co. v. Benrus Watch Co., 114 F. Supp. 307 (D. Conn.), aff'd 206

F.2d 738 (2d Cir. 1953).
i�8 Id. at 310.
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stances of the particular case when it contrasted requirements contracts
with other restrictive devices :

Since these advantages of requirements contracts may often be sufficient to account
for their use, the coverage by such contracts of a substantial amount of business
affords a weaker basis for the inference that competition may be lessened than would
similar coverage by tying device. . . .

Thus, even though the qualifying clause of � 3 is appended without distinction
of terms equally to the prohibition of tying clauses and of requirements contracts,
pertinent considerations support, certainly as a matter of economic reasoning, vary
ing standards as to each for proof necessary to fulfill the conditions of that clause.169

If there are any guide-lines in the judicial discussions of quantitative
substantiality, they are to be found, not in the particular figures selected
from voluminous records to illustrate the findings, but in the manner in
which the courts have handled such evidence. What have the courts said
about the quantitative evidence which they have cited?
In the International Salt case, the Court significantly observed that

"the volume of business affected by these contracts cannot be said to be

insignificant or insubstantial and the tendency of the arrangement to ac

complishment of monopoly seems obvious."170 Judge Yankwich's position
in the Standard Stations case as revealed by the following quotations
indicates the quality of the conclusion which he was seeking:
The teaching of these cases is this: When we are dealing with price-fixing, we are

dealing with a contract which is invalid per se and violative of the Act. However,
when we consider any other restrictions, their legality must be determined by the
nature of the contract in relation to the line of commerce which it may affect. A con

tract by a manufacturer of a product which binds an agent who is used as an outlet
to the exclusive use of his product is not necessarily violation of either the Sherman

169 337 U.S. at 307-08. The per se issue as interpreted by the Court, that is, whether
the statutory test "may be met simply by proof that a substantial portion of commerce is
affected or whether it must also be demonstrated that competitive activity has actually
diminished or probably will diminish," id. at 299, is not analyzed here. The Court con

cluded that "the qualifying clause of � 3 is satisfied by proof that competition has been
foreclosed in a substantial share of the line of commerce affected." Id at 314. But what
was the substantial share foreclosed? Was it the 6.7% representing the dealers with which
Standard had requirement contracts, or was it that percentage plus the 42.5% of the
market ascribed to the six leading competitors operating under their own requirement con

tracts. The share foreclosed also could have been considered all the Standard market, 23%,
plus the 42.5% which represented the competitor's market. Even if the substantial share
was just the 6.7% that percentage did not stand alone; it was weighed in conjunction with
the other evidence of the "closed" characteristics of the retail service station market for
gasoline.

See also Transamerica Corp. v. Board of Governors, 206 F.2d 163, 169-70 (1953).
170 332 U.S. at 396. (Emphasis added.)
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Act or the Clayton Act. But it may be so under the Sherman Act, if it results in an
unreasonable restraint of trade, and under the Clayton Act, if it results in a monopoly
in a line of commerce or lessens competition substantially.171
In summary, when we are asked to determine unreasonableness of restraint under

the Sherman Act, or substantiality in lessening competition or tendency to create
a monopoly in a line of commerce under the Clayton Act, we must envisage the entire
situation affected by the practices, and relate it to the object of both statutes, which
is to maintain freedom in interstate commerce and trade and to prevent all attempts
to monopolize them.172

The practices which the Government seeks to prohibit are not of recent origin. To
the contrary, they have been in effect for over IS years. They are employed not
only by Standard, but also, as Standard sought to show at the trial,�by its com

petitors in the Western Area, especially the "majors",�Associated, Shell, General
Petroleum, Texas Co., Union Oil Co., Richfield.173

Substantiality of restraint or tendency to create monopoly is established by (a) the
market foreclosed�here represented by the controlled units,�and (b) the volume of
controlled business, totalling here in value $68,00O,0O0.174

Applying these "standards" of determination the court then concluded:

Grant that, on a comparative basis, and in relation to the entire trade in these prod
ucts in the area, the restraint is not integral. Admit also that control of distribution
results in lessening of costs and that its abandonment might increase costs. Despite
all this, there confronts us the inescapable fact that such "balanced distribution"�

as counsel for the defendants characterize it,�calls for concentration of representa
tion, which, in turn, results in an unreasonable restriction of trade, and a substantial
lessening of competition, so far as the 5167 outlets, their independent operators and
those who seek to supply them, are concerned. As the restriction corners a market
of the value of $68,000,000, it is illegal, even considered on a comparative basis.
Concede further, that the arrangement was entered into in good faith, with the honest
belief that control of distribution and consequent concentration of representation
were economically beneficial to the industry and to the public, that they have con

tinued for over fifteen years openly, notoriously and unmolested by the Government,
and have been practiced by other major oil companies competing with Standard,
that the number of Standard outlets so controlled may have decreased, and the

quantity of products supplied to them may have declined, on a comparative basis.

Nevertheless, as I read the latest cases of the Supreme Court, I am compelled to find
the practices here involved to be violative of both statutes. For they affect in

juriously a sizeable part of interstate commerce, or,�to use the current phrase,�
"an appreciable segment" of interstate commerce.175

171 78 F. Supp. at 859-60.
172 Id. at 863. (Emphasis added.)
173 Id. at 867.
174 Id. at 872.
"6 Id. at 875.
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Here is no explicitly found quantitative standard; no "magic number"
is the standard which separates the legal from the illegal. Here are

only quantitative data which support, but do not compel, the decision.

Judge Yankwich was not seeking a quantitative substantiality standard
and he did not define one.

The Supreme Court was equally far from reading any definitive signifi
cance into the particular quantities involved in the Standard Stations
case. It is noted that "a gross business of $58,000,000 comprising 6.7%
of the total in the area goes far toward supporting the inference that

competition has been or probably will be substantially lessened."176 It
reasoned that these contracts may have enabled the major suppliers "col
lectively, even though not collusively, to prevent a late arrival from

wresting away more than an insignificant portion of the market," for it
recognized that the relative share of each major supplier remained about
the same.177 And in stating its conclusions, the Court omitted all ref
erence to specific quantitative data:
We conclude, therefore, that the qualifying clause of � 3 is satisfied by proof that

competition has been foreclosed in a substantial share of the line of commerce

affected. It cannot be gainsaid that observance by a dealer of his requirements con

tract with Standard does effectively foreclose whatever opportunity there might be
for competing suppliers to attract his patronage, and it is clear that the affected
proportion of retail sales of petroleum products is substantial. In view of the wide
spread adoption of such contracts by Standard's competitors and the availability of
alternative ways of obtaining an assured market, evidence that competitive activity
has not actually declined is inconclusive. Standard's use of the contracts creates just
such a potential clog on competition as it was the purpose of � 3 to remove wherever,
were it to be become actual, it would impede a substantial amount of competitive
activity.178
In the du Pont-General Motors decision, the Court never suggested

that it was dealing with a precise quantitative standard in discussing sub

stantiality. The automobile industry market was judged to be substan

tial; the General Motors' share of that market was known to be
substantial,179 and du Pont was shown to have the largest share of the
General Motors market, quantitatively and percentagewise. As already
noted, there are figures in the record to which the Court referred,180 but
these figures are related to no standard or yardstick.181

176 337 U.S. at 30S. (Emphasis added.)
177 Id. at 309.
178 Id. at 314.
179 353 U.S. at 595. It did not matter to the Court that the data from outside the

record, as cited, showed the percentages to vary from 36.3% to 49.9%.
180 Id. at 596.
181 Id. at 595-96.
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In none of the cases considered on this point have the courts estab

lished a standard or defined substantiality in quantitative terms, and it
is well that it has not attempted to do so. It has only been found that
in particular situations the amount of commerce affected was not "in
significant or insubstantial," or that it was "substantial," without defin
ing what substantial was in that specific situation.
The decisions here considered leave the question of "substantiality" in

a less than satisfactory state. In some opinions, the courts appear to be
creating a substitute standard for the statutory standard, "substantially
to lessen competition," and applying it, as the Court did in the du Pont-
General Motors decision, to the second standard, "to tend to create

monopoly." In this application of the standard, the argument is that if
a lessening of competition has been shown with respect to a substantial
amount of business, there has been ipso facto a substantial lessening of
competition.
Is this the significance that the Court attached to its statement in the

du Pont-General Motors opinion, when it said that "the market affected
must be substantial. . . . Moreover, in order to establish a violation of

� 7 the Government must prove a likelihood that competition may be
'foreclosed in a substantial share of . . . [that market]' "?182 Or was the
Court simply saying, as it apparently was in earlier decisions, that the
issue presented must be of some importance and involve more than an

insignificant or insubstantial volume of business or insubstantial effect

upon competition? If a substantiality standard is applied in this manner,
the quantities used may reasonably refer in one situation to a share of
the market, and in another, to physical quantities or dollar amounts.

When used in this fashion, the substantiality of a quantity should not be

judged primarily in relation to the size of the market or the volume of
business done by the larger companies. Substantial quantities in this
sense should be understood to refer to those quantities which would offer
an opportunity for other competitors, especially the small and marginal
producers, to find "living space" in the competitive market. Any quantity
which is large enough to provide an opportunity for an efficient competi
tor to survive is not an insubstantial quantity, in view of the statutory
purposes to preserve and extend competition.
It appears obvious that if a course of action, be it a merger, a tying

contract, or a requirements contract, affects a substantial amount of
business, then it has a substantial effect upon competition. If competi
tion diminishes even slightly with respect to a substantial amount of

182 Id. at 595.
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business, those who buy and sell in that market have lost the benefits
and protection of competition. This, however, is only an attenuated ver

sion of the statutory standard, "substantially to lessen competition."
This standard is more significantly interpreted to look toward those

changes in the structure or functioning of competition, large or small

in their beginnings, which have the potential to work large and far reach

ing changes in the patterns of competition and in the structure of com

petitive markets. Thus it is the "substantial lessening" which is the

more important touchstone for testing the merger or other anticompeti
tive action. In this interpretation, the statutory standard may be satis
fied even though the amount of business affected is relatively small, or
even though there is no immediate prospect of a decrease in the vigor of
competition or in the forms which competition assumes. The most serious

long run threats to competition are often associated with what appears
to be an increase in the intensity and variety of competitive activities.

Indeed, General Motors, in the period when du Pont was investing in
that company, affords a historical example of the acquisitions which

bring changes in competitive incentives and opportunities and which
must be foreseen if section 7 is to operate prospectively in preserving
competition. The growth of General Motors in the 1920's set the stage
for that disparity in size which has been the principal factor in the
successive elimination of small competitors until the automotive industry
is essentially a three-company industry. Despite the huge size of the
national market for cars, a market which could support a dozen or per
haps a score of manufacturers of efficient size, there are, for practical
competitive purposes, only three. Disproportionate size has changed the
character of the automotive industry, changed the patterns of competi
tion, and changed the conditions for survival.183
Perhaps the most helpful question that can be asked in relation to a

merger is whether the acquisition will give the acquiring company, or any
other company, an opportunity to choose competitive strategies which

183 One factor in the decline in competition in the automotive industry has been the
change in the competitive strategies used by the larger manufacturers, of which the annual
model change is an example. If new tooling costs be assumed to be $25 million, the unit
costs of retooling for annual model changes in 1954, based on estimates of production in
that year, would vary from $18 for a Chevrolet or a Ford, to $41 for a Buick, $58 for an

Oldsmobile, $62 for a Plymouth, $67 for a Pontiac, $94 for a Mercury, $165 for a Dodge,
$294 for a Studebaker, and $400 for a Nash. Competition which places emphasis on annual
model changes imposes almost insuperable handicap on the small volume producers. See
Barnes, Markets, Competition, and Monopolistic Tendencies in Merger Cases 40 Marq
L. Rev. 141, 155 (1956).
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have the potential to change patterns of competitive behavior and ulti
mately to change the competitive structure of industries and markets.184
If the acquisition sets the stage for changes in competitive strategies,
then the Commission or courts may be able, on the basis of experience
in other industries and markets, to express a judgment as to the ultimate
competitive significance of that prospective change in strategy.
The decisions here reviewed would indicate that there is no independent

quantitative standard of substantiality. "Substantially" qualifies "lessen
ing of competition" in section 7 and in other sections of the Clayton Act;
it has meaning only in relation to the lessening of competition. What is
a "substantial market" and a "substantial share" of a market can have
no meaning apart from some analysis of the patterns of competition in a

particular industry or market in relation to the particular anticompeti
tive device that is under examination. In enforcing section 7, or other
Clayton Act prohibitions, the statutory standard is satisfied when the
nature of the probable competitive effects is identified and when it is
shown that the market and the probable competitive effects are not in
substantial. It is not necessary to measure the probable competitive
effects or to show that the competitive effects will have any particular
magnitude.
"Substantially" should not be separated from "lessening of competi

tion." Attention must be focused on the lessening of competition, and on

the nature or character of that lessening. If it can be shown that compe
tition will probably be diminished, the amount by which competition will
be lessened, being itself immeasurable, is of limited importance for the
administration of a statute which seeks to deal prospectively with prob
able impairments of competition in their incipiency. "Substantially to

lessen competition" is more a qualitative than a quantitative standard,
and the Commission and courts must necessarily be principally concerned
with such matters as changes in industry and market structure, and with

prospective changes in the incentives and opportunities for competitors
to compete.
The "substantiality" of a lessening of competition cannot be quantita

tively stated. The law has not devised, and economics cannot supply, any
exact statistical measure or precise quantitative scale for assessing
changes in competition. None of the statistical expressions with which

184 in a completely competitive market, the individual competitor has no opportunity to

choose a competitive strategy; for example, the wheat farmer has no choice but to compete
in price with other wheat farmers, and his only ''strategy," if it can be called that, is to

produce as efficiently as possible.
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economics abounds�concentration ratios, indexes of cross-elasticity of

demand, cost functions, even the number and size distribution of competi
tors in a market�is a direct measure of the state of competition. Each is
a somewhat ambiguous figure when offered as a measure of changes in

competition, however much any one, or all, may facilitate the process of

evaluating competitive consequences. Competition is a complex of busi
ness mores, of changing and divergent practices, of quantitative and

qualitative factors, such that no single statistical measure and no series
of statistical exercises can by a mere arithmetical process, yield a quanti
tative answer. Fortunately, the Clayton Act does not ask this impos
sible performance; it only asks a reasonable judgment of the probable
direction of the change in competition to be anticipated.
The absence of a quantitative standard of substantiality, however, does

not mean that quantitative evidence is not necessary or desirable in

Clayton Act cases. Quantitative evidence will continue to be the best
evidence on which to base an economic judgment concerning many of the

competitive characteristics of an industry or market. Likewise, an in
sistence that quantitative evidence must be interpreted and evaluated in
the context of the particular industry does not open the floodgates to an

"economic extravaganza" of repetitive, irrelevant, and immaterial evi
dence simply because it is labelled "economic" or "competitive." In any
industry or market, there will be a limited number of salient facts which
will accurately and reliably delineate the competitive situation and pro
vide a foundation for appraising the probable competitive effects of a

merger or other action. The reasonable procedure is to concentrate on

meaningful evidence, not to pile up statistics and opinion in search of a
magic number which never has been, and never can be, found.

5.

Economic Evidence

What economic evidence will be sought and what kinds of economic
evidence will be rejected in judging whether an acquisition may sub
stantially lessen competition or tend toward monopoly? How much
economic evidence will suffice to support a decision?
A. The Relevance of Economic Evidence. The questions are phrased

in terms of economic evidence because in most section 7 cases the
factual evidence is largely of an economic character. Such evidence
ordinarily relates to: (1) the delineation of markets, geographically and
in terms of products and their substitutes; (2) the organization and
operation of competition (including the number and relative size of
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competitors and their specializations with respect to products, geographic
markets and classes of customers); and (3) the strategies and tactics of
competition (including pricing policies, price changes, selling methods,
and the like). In the du Pont-General Motors case, however, such evi
dence was minimal, and chief reliance was placed on documentary evi
dence and direct testimony relating to past business activities.
B. Documentary Evidence and Retrospective or Prospective En

forcement. The record in the case included 2,000 exhibits, chiefly docu
ments drawn from the company files, and 8,283 transcript pages of
testimony by 52 witnesses, principally officers and employees of the
corporate defendants. Some testimony was concerned with establishing
factual data; more was concerned with the evaluation and interpreta
tion of those facts and the documentary evidence. While the majority
asserted that there was "no significant dispute as to the basic facts

pertinent to the decision,"183 the dissenting opinion took sharp issue with

respect to many of the facts.
The facts not in dispute were the following: that du Pont had acquired

and held some 23 per cent of General Motors stock; that du Pont officials
held positions as directors, officers and committee members in General
Motors; that du Pont officials, both in and out of General Motors, sought
to enlarge du Pont sales to General Motors; and that General Motors

bought its automobile paints and fabrics largely from du Pont. On the
other hand other facts were disputed: that the instances of alleged
pressure or of intent by du Pont to obtain noncompetitive preferences
were representative; that General Motors operating divisions were com

pletely autonomous in their purchasing, uninfluenced by knowledge of
the du Pont stock interest in General Motors or by actions of General
Motors top officials relating to trade with du Pont; that General Motors
had purchased from du Pont only on a competitive basis; and that du
Pont sales to General Motors were indicative of a preferential position.
Indeed, it might almost be said that the significance of each document
and its evaluation by each witness was disputed.
The Court did not limit itself to "basic facts not in dispute," although

it might reasonably have concluded that a substantial stock interest ac

companied by participation in management was not consistent with a

finding that corporations having substantial trade relations were dealing
with one another at arm's length as disinterested strangers. A decision
based on such barebone facts, and the reasonable inferences to be drawn
from them, would have been a highly significant precedent in confining
!85 3S3 U.S. at S98 n.28.
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section 7 trials to easily determined objective facts. Instead, the Court
drew upon a broad array of other facts whose significance was disputed
and in doing so demonstrated the difficulties and infirmities which must

always be associated with an attempt to explore intent and to evaluate
behavior.

In general, the Court showed a preference for contemporaneous docu
ments in evaluating the intent and the success of various du Pont efforts
to achieve a preferential status as a supplier to General Motors.186
And it was prepared to draw its own conclusions, contrary to the testi

mony of company witnesses, as to the competitive effects of particu
lar conduct.187 Statistics with respect to changing percentages of pur
chases from du Pont were scrutinized critically and were not found

adequate to support other evidence offered to show that du Pont had
not received preferential treatment in more recent years.188
The majority opinion laid down the guiding principle that section 7

"is violated whether or not actual restraints or monopolies, or the sub
stantial lessening of competition, have occurred or are intended."189
Nevertheless, the majority entered into a lengthy review of other evi
dence which, in its opinion, demonstrated that there had been an "in
tent" on the part of du Pont and General Motors officials to place du Pont
in the position of a noncompetitive preferential supplier of automobile
finishes and fabrics.190 This digression into intent does not, however,
create a controlling precedent for the investigation of intent in other
section 7 cases; in this instance, the survey of intent was merely to

186 Id. at 602.
187 Haskell [du Pont's former sales manager and vice-president who became the
General Motors vice-president in charge of the operations committee] set up lines of
communication within General Motors to be in a position to know at all times what
du Pont products and what products of du Pont competitors were being used. It is
not pure imagination to suppose that such surveillance from that source made an

impressive impact upon purchasing officials.
Id. at 603.

188 Competitors did obtain higher percentages of the General Motors business in later
years, although never high enough at any time substantially to affect -the dollar amount
of du Pont's sales. Indeed, it appears likely that General Motors probably turned to
outside sources of supply at least in part because its requirements outstripped du Pont's
production, when General Motors proportion of total automobile sales grew greater
and the company took its place as the sales leader of the automobile industry.

Id. at 605.
189 Id. at 589. The House Committee on the Judiciary, in presenting the bill to revise

� 7, explained that the proposed bill differed from the Sherman Act, for "it would be un

necessary for the Government to speculate as to what is in the 'back of the minds' of those
who promote a merger." H.R. Rep. No. 1191, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 8 (1949).

190 Id. at 598-606.
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supply additional support for the inferences of noncompetitive trading
derived from the facts of intercorporate relations and the statistics of
intercompany trading.
Documents have their ambiguities, and when related by witnesses to

the historical context in which they were written or considered, they
may appear to lose much of their significance in showing noncompetitive
relations between the two "partners," du Pont and General Motors.
The Raskob report of December 1917, predicting that du Pont's invest
ment in General Motors would "secure for us the entire Fabrikoid,
Pyralin [celluloid], paint and varnish business of those companies"191
was discounted by the district court when Pierre S. du Pont testified that
"no agreement was made in connection with du Pont's investment in
General Motors, or subsequent thereto, which bound the latter to buy
any portion of its requirements from du Pont."192 The Pratt letter
written in 1926 stated:

I feel that where conditions are equal from the standpoint of quality, service and
price, the du Pont Company should have the major share of General Motors divi
sions' business on those items that the du Pont Company can take on the basis of
quality, service and price.193

The Court dismissed this as the personal expression of an executive re

ferring to a situation where du Pont did not, in fact, secure the business.194
The large reliance placed on documentary evidence inevitably raises

the question whether the Court would have arrived at the same decision
in the absence of the documentary record of the relationship between
du Pont and General Motors.195 Would the identical objective economic
facts relating to the stockholdings of du Pont and those affiliated with

191 Id. at 602.
192 126 F. Supp. at 242.
193 353 U.S. at 606 n.35.
194 Mr. Justice Burton explained the circumstances of this episode as follows:
Delco Light was buying paint from a competitor of du Pont. When the competitor
failed to solve a paint problem which confronted Delco, it called on du Pont for help.
However, although du Pont solved the problem and obtained one order for paint,
Delco asked du Pont to withhold delivery so that the competitor could be given an

other opportunity to retain the business. Understanding^, Elms of the du Pont Paint
Department was somewhat piqued by this, and he wrote a personal letter to his friend
Pratt asking for his assistance. Pratt's letter to the general manager of Delco was the
result.
Despite the fact that the du Pont product was offered at a lower price and the

fact that the technical staff at Delco thought the du Pont product superior, Delco
nevertheless continued to buy from the competitor.

Id. at 644 n.27.
195 Many companies follow the policy of destroying all records that are five or seven

years old as a routine procedure to save the costs of providing file space and clerk time.
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du Pont, the same interlocking officers and directors, but identified only
as to position and with no correspondence or memoranda describing their
activities, and the same course of trading between the two companies
have led to the same decision? Or assume that another case involving
an earlier stock acquisition is challenged years after the event, that there
are the same objective facts relating to intercorporate relations, that there
are no documents illuminating those intercompany relations, and that the

company officials testify, as they did in the du Pont-General Motors
case, that the companies have been dealing with one another on a fully
competitive basis�then would the Court have reached the same de
cision? Unless both questions can be answered in the affirmative, sec

tion 7 is not a fully effective measure against mergers and acquisitions
which have the delayed potential of lessening competition or of setting
in motion a trend toward monopoly, whether the law is enforced pro
spectively or retrospectively.
The du Pont-General Motors case was a hindsight case, abundantly,

but ambiguously, documented with correspondence and memoranda and

confusingly interpreted by the testimony of corporate officials. These

very factors give the case a larger, rather than a lesser, significance for
the future history of section 7. It should serve as a directive to the
Commission and the courts to look realistically at the essential facts of
corporate relations and market structure and to recognize incipient signs
of long run prospects for a lessening of competition or a tendency
toward monopoly.
C. Facts or Opinion; Market Structure or Competitive Behavior.

The trial experience in the du Pont-General Motors case points out an
other valuable lesson for the enforcement of section 7. The courts had to
deal with two types of evidence: objective facts relating verifiable eco

nomic evidence such as production, sales, capacity, number and size
of competitors, supplier-customer relations, and opinion testimony
interpreting and evaluating business conduct and its consequences. A
preference for the former should do much to simplify and expedite the
trial of section 7 cases.

Objective factual evidence may relate either to market structure or to

competitive behavior. However, when testimony turns to competitive
behavior, the evidence often passes beyond the factual�sales activities,
pricing practices, and becomes entangled in opinions. Testimony with
respect to the facts of market structure, the number and size of com

petitors, the markets served, and the like, is usually not subject to the
same confusion of fact and opinion. It ordinarily affords a reasonable
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basis for comparing prospects for competition before and after the
acquisition.
If section 7 is to be enforced prospectively, as the Congress intended,

courts and the Commission must be prepared to draw the economically
logical conclusions from changes in the competitive structure of indus
tries and markets. Market structure tests have validity because cor

porate managements will, in general, be responsive to market logic,
adopting policies which are calculated to be profitable for their com

panies in the particular market setting. Market and industry structures
are more easily and objectively examined than competitive behavior;
differences with respect to such facts are more easily resolved than in
the behavior field. However, evidence with respect to competitive be
havior, when presented in the form of objective facts rather than opinions,
can be valuable in judging the probable competitive significance of

mergers. Competitive behavior, either in the particular industry or in
similarly organized industries, may yield insight into the importance to
be ascribed to changes in market structure.
D. Competition and the Quantum of Evidence. It must always be

recognized that the central issue in any section 7 case is competition.196
Competition is a complex of behavior patterns, which patterns vary from

industry to industry and within a single industry with changes in in-

196 Not all business rivalry is competition in the sense in which the Clayton Act or the
economist employs the term. This was recognized by Judge Dawson in the American

Crystal Sugar case:

In urging that a merger of Crystal and Colonial would not raise a reasonable prob
ability of a substantial lessening of competition, defendant asserts that competition
will be increased because Crystal and Colonial combined will be better able to compete
with American, National, C & H and Great Western. Thus it is contended that a boost
to a competitor of the pre-eminent firms in an industry is pro tanto a benefit to com

petition. Examination of this contention reveals that the term "competition" is therein
used in two different, if not in fact adverse, ways. For, to the extent that a union of
Crystal and Colonial would produce a stronger entity, it is true that the new firm would
be a greater rival of other sugar refiners. It does not follow, however, that competition
in the industry would thereby be increased. "Competition" is a descriptive term indi
cating the extent to which certain desirable types of market behavior occur. A union of
two units of economic significance fails to give rise to a presumption that competition
is thereby promoted; in the abstract such a union is inimical to independent pricing
policies, price flexibility and the dispersion of market power. It is relevant to note
that the legislative history of the 1950 Celler-Kefauver amendment to � 7 of the Clayton
Act indicates that Congress conceived that substantial additions to concentration would
be, in general, detrimental to competition. Certainly to the extent that a reduction in
the number of significant firms in an industry reduces the incentive to reap a short term

advantage by independent action, economic analysis indicates that increased concentra
tion is detrimental to competition. In any event, that Colonial and Crystal when
merged would form a stronger competitor does not by itself thereby establish that
competition in the industry would be intensified.

American Crystal Sugar Co. v. Cuban-American Sugar Co., 152 F. Supp. 387, 399-400

(S.D.N.Y. 1957).
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dustry structure and market organization. What is effective competition
depends on many factors. The criteria of competition cannot, therefore,
be summed up mechanically but must be judged in relation to one an

other. An examination of the competitive mores of an industry calls for
some analysis of how raw materials are secured, how production opera
tions are organized, and how companies compete in the sales of their

products. It may require an examination of the presence or absence of

price competition, the evidence of price leadership, the use of product
differentiation, advertising and other promotional practices, and the

displacement of price and quality competition by other forms of com

petition. It may require a consideration of changes in the quality of the

product, production costs, production technologies, and business popu
lations and demand.

An inquiry into competitive mores need not be prolonged or undisci

plined. Once the competitive characteristics of an industry and its mar

kets are understood, it becomes possible to evaluate any quantitative data
that are available and to rule out, as immaterial, any extraneous evidence
that may be offered. A substantial lessening of competition or a tendency
toward monopoly arises either from a reduction in competitive opportuni
ties or a reduction in the incentives to compete. Since the antimerger law
must generally be applied prospectively, the economic analysis of mergers
must be focused primarily on changes in the competitive structure of
industries and markets, evaluated in the light of the competitive be
havior of the relevant industry and market, and perhaps of other com

petitively similar industries and markets.197
The evidence which the Court rejected or disregarded provides an im

portant guide to courts, the Commission, and the enforcement authori
ties in expediting the trial of section 7 cases.

The Court did not undertake to weigh all the evidence which might
have provided a basis for a judgment of the over-all relations between
General Motors and du Pont. It confined its attention to two lines of

commerce, automobile finishes and automobile fabrics, and with respect
to these two, it was satisfied that there was evidence of du Pont having
been a noncompetitive preferential supplier to General Motors and of a
reasonable probability that that preferential status might be continued.
It declined, despite the insistence of the defense and the dissenting Jus
tices, to examine the evidence with respect to other products which

197 See Barnes, Markets, Competition, and Monopolistic Tendencies in Merger Cases,
40 Marq. L. Rev. 141 (1956) .
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du Pont had not been successful in supplying to General Motors.198
It also disregarded the evidence which the Government offered with
respect to the purchase and recommendation of antifreeze, the manu

facture of tetraethyl lead, and the production and sale of freon refrig
erants.

If it is not necessary to examine all product lines which may reflect
the consequences of an acquisition or merger, it is certainly not neces

sary to trace the competitive consequences of a merger into all of the
geographic or other markets which may be affected. It is enough to estab
lish the lessening of competition or the tendency toward monopoly "in any
line of commerce in any section of the country."

Ill

In Conclusion

In the du Pont-General Motors case, the Supreme Court was presented
with a Sherman Act quantum of proof based on hindsight; there was

little need for the Court to indulge in that prospective evaluation of
economic evidence which, in the usual section 7 case, must ordinarily
form the basis for decision. However, a comparison of the facts which
might have been examined prospectively in 1917 or 1920, with the facts
viewed retrospectively as of 1949 or 1954, may provide a precedent, a

very challenging precedent, for reading "incipiency" into a limited array
of current facts.
The decision that the Government may proceed with a section 7 pro

ceeding, rather than a Sherman Act action, whenever a past merger or
acquisition gives rise to a reasonable probability of a substantial lessen

ing of competition or a tendency toward monopoly, should result in using
the Clayton Act, with its simpler standards of judgment, rather than
the Sherman Act in dealing with markets and industries where com

petition has been eroded away through a discrete series of mergers. Such
actions would be prophylactic rather than punitive; they would pre
sumably impose no hardship on the companies involved beyond requir-

198 The majority refused to accept the "logic" of Mr. Justice Burton's logic:
The Court concludes only that du Pont has been given an unlawful preference with

respect to paints and fabrics. By limiting the issue to these products, it eliminates
from deserved consideration those products which General Motors does not buy in
large quantities or proportions from du Pont. Yet the logic of the Court's argument�
that the stock relationship between du Pont and General Motors inevitably has or

will result in a preference for du Pont products�requires consideration of the total
commercial relations between the two companies. Du Pont "influence," if there were

any, would be expected to apply to all products which du Pont makes and which
General Motors buys.

353 U.S. at 640-41.
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ing them to take their "capital gains" (or losses) as of the time of divest

ment of the acquired properties. Equally important to the future reach
of section 7 is the Supreme Court's challenge to enforcement agencies
to look more realistically at the competitive consequences of acquisitions
and to be less concerned about labels and theories.
There is need for a procedural rule of reason which will limit the

economic evidence to that quantum which is requisite for a reliable de
termination of the statutory standard�a probable lessening of competi
tion or a probable tendency toward monopoly. An examination of the

prospective competitive consequences of a merger requires no "economic
extravaganza" of voluminous evidence.
The du Pont-General Motors decision establishes that there is a

tendency toward monopoly when competitors are excluded from access

to a substantial market, in this instance because stock holdings made
the acquiring company a preferential noncompetitive supplier to the
company in which the stock was acquired. The Court had no occasion to
consider other dimensions of monopoly that might be associated with a

reduction in the number of competitors, the appearance of competitors
of disproportionate size, or changes in the strategies of competition.
Many of the competitive facts which the Court thought significant as

evidence of a tendency toward monopoly could also have supported a

finding of a substantial lessening of competition. This is particularly true
of the impairment of the disinterested-stranger arm's-length standard of
bargaining between supplier and customer.
The du Pont-General Motors case called for little use of the skills of

economics; the concept of monopoly, the exclusion of competition, was

as much legal as economic.
The selection of the relevant market requires an examination of the

competitive structure and patterns of competition in the industries and
markets affected by the merger to determine the nature and extent of
the probable competitive consequences. Any market is a "relevant
market" within the meaning of the Clayton Act if it provides evidence of
either a substantial lessening of competition or of a tendency toward
monopoly. The Court selected the automotive industry as the relevant
market for judging the competitive significance of the market for fin
ishes and fabrics in which du Pont had a noncompetitive advantage. This
was despite the fact that there was some evidence that these products,
or quite similar products, were sold for use in other industries. Since
section 7 is part of a preventive law, the Court was justified in resolving
doubts arising from conflicts in the evidence in favor of making the
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statute more, rather than less, effective in preventing a lessening of
competition or a tendency toward monopoly.
The decision has done little to resolve the debate with respect to a

quantitative substantiality standard. Neither in the du Pont-General
Motors decision nor in any other case has the Court identified a precise
quantitative standard of substantiality. A lessening of competition with

respect to a substantial amount of business has been held to be a violation
of the Clayton Act, presumably because a lessening of competition with

respect to a substantial amount of business is, in one sense, a substantial
lessening of competition. In a larger and more meaningful sense, "sub
stantiality" must be related, as it is in the statute, to a "lessening of

competition." Courts and Commission must direct their attention pri
marily to the character of the change in competition rather than to the

quantitative data which are used to describe competitive conditions.
The most serious long run threats to competition may be associated with

acquisitions which produce no immediate prospect of appreciable changes
in the intensity of competition, but which, through the promotion of a

disproportionate growth in size or other change, make it advantageous
for some competitors to resort to competitive strategies which are ulti

mately destructive of competition.
In the interests of expeditious enforcement and concentration on the

substantive issues, the economic evidence in merger cases should be con

fined largely to objective economic facts rather than opinions, whether
by members of the industry evaluating competition or by expert wit
nesses propounding complex theories only remotely related to the facts.

Economic evidence will normally describe both market structure and
market behavior, but principal weight should be given to the former.

Market structure tests have validity because business managements will,
in the long run, be responsive to market logic, adjusting their competi
tive behavior to fit the profit opportunities of the particular market

situation.



PRECEDENT, PUBLIC POLICY AND
PREDICTABILITY

Blackweix Smith*

:is Article is addressed to the picture now visible with regard to

precedent, public policy and predictability in light of the du Pont-

General Motors decision1 with a particular slant toward its meaning for

Big Business.
The paradox of American industrial public policy, dramatized by the

Honorable Thurman Arnold in the Folklore of Capitalism,2 is that we

profess to worship success and initiative in business and give our

patronage to the biggest companies while at the same time we adopt
platforms and pass laws which seem to be aimed against bigness in busi
ness. Many topflight political careers have been built on a platform of

antimonopoly and anti-big business. Borah, O'Mahoney, Patman, Celler
and Kefauver are names that come to mind. On the other hand the
Sherman Act,3 which is the base of the pyramid of antitrust laws, is
now generally said by the courts not to condemn bigness as such.4 The
trust busters will usually agree with this.5 But it is also now clear that
the possession of great size, relative to all industrial surroundings, is
considered to be an "earmark of monopoly power."6
The Sherman Act has been followed by other laws built onto the

pyramid of antitrust. One of these is the Clayton Act7 which was sup
posed to be narrower and more refined than the Sherman Act. In this
act Congress singled out narrower objectives, as exemplified by the anti
merger section 7,8 which seeks to stop the trend toward monopoly in its
incipiency.9
The old section 7 of the Clayton Act seemed to give great latitude to

* Smith, Mathews, Bell & Solomon, New York City; Member Attorney General's
National Committee to Study the Antitrust Laws, now functis officio.

1 United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. 586 (1957).
2 Arnold, The Folklore of Capitalism (1937).
3 26 Stat. 209 (1890), as amended, 15 U.S.C. � 1 (Supp. TV, 1957).
4 United States v. International Harvester Co., 274 U.S. 693, 708 (1927) ; United States

v. United States Steel Corp., 251 U.S. 417, 447 (1920).
5 See, e.g., Haddock, The Sherman Act and Big Business, 1 ABA Antitrust Section

Report 17, 20 (Sept. 1952).
6 United States v. Griffith, 334 U.S. 100, 107 n.10 (1948).
7 38 Stat. 730 (1914), 15 U.S.C. � 12 (1952).
8 38 Stat. 731 (1914), as amended, 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952).
9 353 U.S. at 589.
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antitrust enforcers to jump into action if they thought they saw an

incipient threat looking toward monopoly, i.e., where stock was acquired.
The law seemed to indicate that the government should intervene where-
ever there might be a bad result:
No corporation engaged in commerce shall acquire, directly or indirectly, the whole
or any part of the stock or other share capital of another corporation engaged also
in commerce, where the effect of such acquisition may be to substantially lessen com

petition between the corporation whose stock is so acquired and the corporation
making the acquisition, or to restrain such commerce in any section or community,
or tend to create a monopoly of any line of commerce.10

But this seemingly powerful tool for nipping monopoly in the bud came

before the courts and was interpreted as leaving untouched the acquisi
tion of assets11 and by-passing the acquisition of either stock or assets
in a vertical merger.12 The antitrust lawyers and the businessmen
and Congress itself accepted the idea that this tool for nipping in the
bud could not nip long after the season in which the bud had sprouted.13
It was generally supposed that vertical integration, where one organiza
tion bought its supplier or its customer, was not even a matter of concern
to the antitrust laws except during the short interlude of the Yellow
Cab case.14 Before the du Pont-General Motors decision no "expert"
could have been found who would have said that the purchase of non-

controlling stock of a non-competing company was in the trouble zone.

Into these ancient citadels of legal opinion, the Supreme Court dropped
the block-buster decision known as United States v. du Pont-General
Motors. The questions raised by this decision are far-ranging and it
can hardly be said that the decision puts any of them to rest. The
broadest question raised is the fundamental one of the status of legal
precedent as such, and its corollary, the effect on the important matter
of having predictability based on well-settled law. This question can be
viewed within the frame of reference of the separation of powers and

10 38 Stat. 731 (1914), as amended, 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952).
11 Arrow-Hart & Hegeman Elec. Co. v. FTC, 291 U.S. 587 (1934) ; FTC v. Western Meat

Co., 272 U.S. 554, 561 (1926).
12 International Shoe Co. v. FTC, 280 U.S. 291 (1930). The Court pointed out that

there must be "substantial competition" between the acquired and the acquiring for there

to be a violation of � 7. Id. at 297-99.
13 See Mr. Justice Burton's dissent in du Pont-General Motors, 353 U.S. at 624-26.
14 United States v. Yellow Cab Co., 332 U.S. 218 (1947). It seemed that all vertical

integration was per se illegal as a "foreclosure." However, this interpretation of the Yellow

Cab case was severely restricted by the Court in United States v. Columbia Steel Co., 334
U.S. 495 (1948).
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the proper function of the Supreme Court as against the proper function
of Congress. Or it can be looked at in the frame of the constitutional
principle against ex post facto legislation. Or it can be looked at in light
of particular precedents that now become visible in a new light, such as

International Salt15 and the Standard Stations case.16 If a written law
with long-settled meaning has no predictable course of application, it
might be asked, what functions does it have that would not be performed
by declaring a broad policy and turning the field over to government
agencies with broad discretion to enforce it as they see fit?

Finally, the question arises as to the national industrial public policy
involved. What is it? Has it been honestly stated and directly and un

derstandably implemented by the statutes and courts? Or has the Court,
reading between the lines, decided that the statutes show a political
hostility to industrial bigness? Does the Court feel it should push back

against the tide of "Bigness," because that is what Congress or the

country really wants? It might be fair to ask, if that is so, why didn't
either the Court or the Congress say so? I propose to discuss these

questions in three aspects: Precedent, Public Policy and Predictability.
As everyone knows, the Supreme Court in the du Pont-General Motors

case held that the partial vertical integration of du Pont, supplier, with
its customer, General Motors, by means of a 23 per cent stock owner

ship, carried with it an illegal threat of monopoly power. The Supreme
Court's dissenters, however, established that the old section 7 of the
Clayton Act, under which the case was decided, was never meant to

apply to a vertical merger.17 In 1930 the Supreme Court had settled this
point itself in International Shoe Co. v. FTC.1S The dissenters also found
that in judging the illegality of the restraint the time of acquisition of
stock was the time to look at it,19 whereas the majority said, that it was
at the time of the suit.20
The unsettling nature of this decision is apparent. The Court must

have found that there was a strong public policy in favor of watching
for new budding monopolies growing on old mergers and that this should

15 International Salt Co. v. United States, 332 U.S. 392 (1947).
w Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 337 U.S. 293 (1949).
17 353 U.S. at 617-19.
18 280 U.S. 291 (1930). The Court pointed out that there must be "substantial competi

tion" between the acquired and the acquiring for there to be a violation of � 7.
Id. at 297-99.

19 353 U.S. at 622.
20 353 U.S. at 607.
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override the public policy in favor of knowable and stable law. Legis
lators having recently treated this entire subject, and having passed a
new law to cover vertical integration,21 it would seem unnecessary at
this date to indulge in judicial legislation on the same subject. Now,
however, it would seem clear that, until further notice from the Supreme
Court, any merger by stock acquisition may be attacked for an incipient
threat to competition at any time after it occurs. As the dissent pointed
out, the situation could arise thus: "growth of the acquired corporation,
a fortuitous decline in the number of its competitors, or the achievement
of control by an accidental diffusion of other stock may result, under this
test, in rendering the original lawful acquisition unlawful ab initio."22
The "market" in which was found a threat to competition was the field

of auto finishes and fabrics.23 But who could tell when the acquisition
occurred that twenty years later, the market will be so defined as to
make the acquisition a big frog in a little puddle of specialized uses,
rather than a big frog say in a Lake Michigan consisting of all paints
and finishes. Careful advisors will now have to consider the frog in each
situation as living in the smallest discernible puddle if they seek to avoid
belated reversal. It is true also that in the International Salt and Stand
ard Stations cases, based on similar language in section 3 of the Clayton
Act,24 a sufficiently substantial share of the market was found without

seeming to care what competition looked like.25 In the du Pont-General
Motors case a majority of about one-half of the narrow field defined as

the market was a more important proportion than in the International
Salt or Standard Stations situations. But are the narrow market defini
tion and the matter of proportion used in these cases now supposed to be
taken seriously in other cases? The Court in du Pont-General Motors
case pays no attention to the question of the effect on competitors. It
is assumed from the size of the customer and the size of its purchases
that this segment of the business is important to competition.26 Another
line of precedent gets a strong assist from the du Pont-General Motors

21 64 Stat. 1125 (1950), 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952). See McAllister, Where the Effect May Be

To Substantially Lessen Competition or Tend To Create a Monopoly, An Antitrust Hand

book (ABA Section of Antitrust Law ed. 1958).
22 353 U.S. at 623.
23 353 U.S. at 593. Du Pont's sales were 3.5 per cent of all industrial finishes and less

than 2 per cent of all industrial fabrics.
24 38 Stat. 731 (1914), 15 U.S.C. � 14 (1952).
25 See Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 337 U.S. 293, 311 (1949); International Salt

Co. v. United States, 332 U.S. 392, 396 (1947).
26 353 U.S. at 595-96.
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case. This is the ruling of Judge Wyzanski in the recent United Shoe

case,27 based on the Alcoa decision.28 It takes very little for the attacker
to satisfy the test that dominance must not be gained solely on competi
tive merit, as required by United Shoe.29 In du Pont-General Motors,
with little evidence the Court found that "the commanding position" of
du Pont was "promoted by its stock interest" and therefore not "solely"
by efficiency.30
But what of elemental fairness? Was it fair to overturn 40 years of

settled interpretation without the formality of the Congressional legis
lative process even receiving a slight bow of recognition? The dissenting
minority of the Court (and remember that even the so-called majority
was here a minority of four) found this an unfair decision.31 As Milton
Handler points out, Congress tries to avoid retroactive legislation:
Congress was particulary careful both in 1914 and again in 1950 to exclude from the

operation of its anti-merger enactments purchases that had been made before the
effective date of the new legislation. The Court, on the contrary, gives retroactive

scope to its new interpretations of the 1914 statute, upsetting an open and notorious
stock ownership of long duration. Is it not patent that what is not deemed unfair to
the industrial giants would be stigmatized as profoundly unjust to smaller business
units?32

The fat is now back in the fire on the whole matter of "quantitative
substantiality" and its relation to "foreclosure" of competition. The

Report of the Attorney General's National Committee to Study the Anti
trust Laws33 took up this matter and layed out a path of reason to make
such decisions fit into a rational scheme of law. The Supreme Court
dissenters cited this section of the Attorney General's Report with

approval.34 Now this matter is up in the air again, or is the unsettlement
applicable only for very large corporations? Professor Handler doubts
that a general rule is stated by the case.

The inarticulate major premise is that the Clayton Act does not countenance the
purchase by the fourth largest industrial concern of a substantial stock interest in

27 United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., 110 F. Supp. 295 (D. Mass. 1953),
aff'd per curiam, 347 U.S. 521 (1954).

28 United States v. Aluminum Co., 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945).
29 110 F. Supp. at 344-45.
30 353 U.S. at 605. (Emphasis added.)
31 Id. at 622.
32 Handler, Annual Review of Recent Antitrust Developments, 12 The Record 411, 425

(1957).
33 Report of the Attorney General's National Committee to Study the Antitrust Laws

122-27 (1955).
34 3 53 U.S. at 625.
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the second largest corporation in America. It may well be queried whether the same
result would ensue in cases of stock acquisitions involving companies of smaller
dimensions.35

If this is so, how small? Can the fourth largest concern in a small
industry purchase stock in the second largest in that industry? Hamilton
Watch36 and Pillsbury37 would indicate not.
Prof. Handler also raises the question of the significance of the du

Pont-General Motors case for horizontal stock acquisitions and indicates
that now the Court seems prepared to give the language of the act its
full meaning (contrary to the 1930 International Shoe case) and not
limit the test to competition between acquirer and acquired.38 This is
also indicated by the new section 7 itself. If this new approach plus
mere "quantitative substantiality" are the governing bases, then no sub
stantial acquisition of yesteryear will be safe from re-scrutiny, unless
the acquirer and acquired have no functional connection. Likewise, if
this approach is to be applied to new section 7 cases, other than against
the largest industrial companies, then, as Handler says, "the precedent
will have a sweeping impact," but adds that in his view the decision

may turn out to be limited to the idea that "it is wrongful for one of
America's largest companies to hold stock in a customer, described by
the majority as 'the colossus of the giant automobile industry'."39 Maybe
this is why the Court reserves to itself the privilege of the legislative type
of reversal of precedent; so that in its Platonic wisdom it can decide,
case by case, whether the industrial giants are sufficiently involved in a

particular case to merit restriction, in a way that Congress could never

do. If so, is that good? Is that not the rule of men instead of laws?
Where do we stand on "Bigness" as a factor? In Transamerica� the

facts found important by the Federal Reserve Board, in enjoining Trans

america, seemed to require a heavy reliance on the bigness of Trans
america and its acquisition of 48 banks with 645 offices. The local
communities in which competition was found to be a factor were not

found to be in the process of being monopolized by the acquisition. The
Board had even rejected evidence as to the effect on competition in these

35 Handler, op. cit. supra note 32, at 424.
36 Hamilton Watch Co. v. Benrus Watch Co., 114 F. Supp. 307 (D. Conn.), aff'd,

206 F.2d 738 (2d Cir. 1953).
37 Pillsbury Mills Inc., 50 F.T.C. 555 (1953).
38 Handler, op. cit. supra note 32 at 427-28.
39 Ibid.
40 Transamerica Corp. v. Board of Governors, 206 F.2d 163 (3d Cir.), cert, denied, 346

U.S. 901 (1953).
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local areas. The court in overruling the Board said that "evidence of
mere size and participation in a substantial share of the line of business
involved" is not enough.41
However in Hamilton Watch the 24 per cent of Hamilton's stock held

by Benrus was enjoined from voting although in this industry there were

2 companies larger than Benrus and Hamilton combined. This gets us

back to the problem of understanding the indicated public policy, that
even smaller competing companies can't get together under the section 7
restrictions even when the result is likely to be more effective competition
for the biggest companies.
In the Pillsbury case, the Federal Trade Commission found enough

reason to overrule an examiner and send back the case for a real competi
tive study. The factual basis for this decision was that the acquirer
would have increased his market for the product involved from 22.7 per
cent to 44.9 per cent, moved from second to first place, but still control
only 23 per cent of the whole market. This is hardly a threatening
monopoly but it is clear that Sherman Act standards in detecting monop
oly power do not apply.42 It seems apparent that the situation that is
treated in the statute as a trend toward monopoly is actually a trend
toward oligopoly; that is, a trend toward fewness. The Federal Trade
Commission frankly indicated that this was so and that

in some of them, under the policy of the Sherman Act, competition between the big
companies continues to protect the consumer interest. But, as we understand it, it
was this sort of trend that Congress condemned and desired to halt when it adopted
the new Clayton Act anti-merger provision.43

The Attorney General's Committee, after studying this whole field, con
cluded "the tendency-to-monopoly clause therefore should be construed
to slow an appreciable growth toward monopoly by even relatively minor

acquisitions."44
It now seems that the outside position of those who adhere to logic

must be that the industrial picture requires study in each case, to see if
there is any appreciable trend, not toward Sherman-Act-monopoly, but
toward dominance by a few large companies. The essential elements of

41 206 F.2d at 170.
42 See McAllister, Where The Effect May Be To Substantially Lessen Competition Or

Tend To Create A Monopoly, An Antitrust Handbook 209, 228 (ABA Section of Anti
trust Law ed. 1958) ; Report, op. cit. supra note 33 at 121-22.

43 Pillsbury Mills Inc., F.T.C. Doc. 6000, p. 16 (1953). Also quoted in full in Report,
op. cit. supra note 33, at 124.

44 Report, op. cit. supra note 33, at 124.
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such a study are well stated by the Attorney General's Committee.45
Nevertheless our start-off question remains : what has been added by the
du Pont-General Motors decision?

Since we know our outside position, in order to see the range of prob
able decisions, it only remains to stake down the inside position. The
case if taken at full strength, does not call for any competitive analysis
at all. Rather the trend toward oligopoly is discernible wherever the
biggest companies tie up any appreciable portion of an identifiable
market.
This position and anti-oligopoly are all of one piece. Both relate to

concentration of power and to the reduction of numbers of free units in

industry. Both positions put value on numbers, as such, and put the
pressure of law and policy against any coagulation of significant factors
in industries which have any commercial connection, among themselves,
either in line vertically, as customer-supplier or horizontally, as competi
tors. It is worth an aside that the entire position of the anti-oligopolists
is based on a false assumption that there is a trend toward concentra
tion. The irony of this whole phase of public policy formation is that
no such trend can be found by the greatest students of the subject.46
In connection with the major premise that a trend toward oligopoly

(assumed to exist) is a trend toward monopoly, it is interesting to recall
that a number of legislative efforts were launched containing express
provisions for outlawing mergers which involved more than stated sub
stantial dollar amounts or substantial proportions of an industry. These
all failed and only one emerged from committee.47 In spite of all this the
courts have come through with an indefinable and much stricter substi
tute based on "quantitative substantiality."
It is true that "quantitative substantiality" as a criterion, would be

easier to administer than the complex tests of competitive effect and this
fact has appealed to the Court at times.48 The Government recently
tried to establish a conclusive presumption based on this theory in the
Bethlekem-Youngstown merger litigation and asked for summary judg
ment accordingly. This was not granted.49 As previously pointed out,
in Transamerica the court overruled the Federal Reserve Board in its

� Id. at 12S.
46 Adelman, Acquire The Whole Or Any Part Of The Stock Or Assets Of Another Cor

poration, An Antitrust Handbook 195, 196 (ABA Section of Antitrust Law ed. 1958).
47 H.R. Rep. No. 1480, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. (1946).
48 Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 337 U.S. 293 (1949).
4� United States v. Bethlehem Steel Corp., 157 F. Supp. 877 (S.D.N.Y. 1958).
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reliance on mere quantitative substantiality and expressly stated that

this was not enough.50 A different line, but also a quantitative one, was

drawn in the case of American Crystal Sugar Co. v. Cuban-American
Sugar Co.,51 where the secondary companies involved were both con

sidered to be "prime forces" in the market involved. This thesis says
that large secondary companies may not be able to merge if they are

"prime forces" in the particular market. The converse is not yet a

presumable principle. We simply don't know.
We still have the possibility that "quantitative substantiality" as a test

is applicable in connection with vertical mergers or controls, even though
possibly not so in horizontal cases. An argument can be made for the

strong chain of quantitative rulings in International Salt, Standard Sta

tions, and du Pont-General Motors on vertical situations, while still

refusing to apply this approach in horizontal situations. The exclusion
of competitors, pro tanto, is obvious in vertically controlled situations, in
full requirements arrangements, and in exclusive selling and buying ar

rangements. The competitor is simply barred at the door. On the other
hand in horizontal cases if two secondary competing companies merge
there is no immediate obvious change in the extent of other competitors'
access to particular customers or other customers access to particular
suppliers. Both merging companies had groups of customers' before and
after that were the same, in aggregate. Qualitatively, their ability to

compete for more customers may be enhanced because each segment
then has the product line and resources of the other segment to offer.
That sounds strangely like more effective competition rather than less.
The law talks alternately of a tendency toward monopoly or of a

tendency to reduce competition. The tug of war on public policy goes
backward and forward around this latter phrase. One end of the rope
(invisible as in the Marcel Marceau pantomime) is pulled by the large
corporations who, like Bethlehem and Youngstown, are looking up at still
larger corporations like U.S. Steel. They say that the greater ability to

compete with their biggest competitors which is to be expected from
putting together the smaller companies would cause more competition
and not less. This seems so logical that it is hard to see the logic of
any other view. And yet the Government is suing in such cases notably
the Bethlehem-Youngstown case, to stop this increase of competition
against the largest, such as U.S. Steel. How can this be?
The Government, points out that there is at least one less competitor
50 206 F.2d at 170.
51 152 F. Supp. 387 (S.D.N.Y. 1957).
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every time a merger among competitors occurs. The trend is the thing.
There never could be a logical stopping point in the approval of second
and lower rank mergers, so long as the top company was the largest,
until all smaller companies had joined together into larger and larger
companies, up to the size of the largest. Would even this logical extreme
mean less competition or more? In logic the answer would seem to be
that the more effective the second string companies became, even though
fewer in number, the more competition there would be for the largest
company. But the Government would say that under this approach the
law would be more or less a dead letter, except to prevent mergers with
the top company. To this the rejoinder might be to write a law that says
something about stopping the trend toward bigness (or concentration),
even at the cost of more effective competition, if that is what is wanted,
instead of twisting the law to protect the biggest from any increase by
merger of the second-string competitors.
The trouble is that we cannot openly and honestly follow the policy of

legislating against the enlargement of second-string companies while

leaving their larger competitors intact. What then is to be done about
the largest companies? Are they to be given permanent immunity from
the achievement of more effective competition by the second-stringers?
Or is the logic of the position to 'be followed and split up the largest
companies? Of course, growth from within is still possible; but the

largest company can do this too, and perhaps better, with its access to

massive finance and other vast resources. The gap may or may not be
narrowed by internal growth. Here it is only fair to note that the Sher
man Act, as interpreted by Judge Hand in Alcoa52 and approved by the

Supreme Court in the American Tobacco case53 already calls for self-
restraint in the growth, even from within. This admonition is given in

the case of a monopoly or neo-monopoly which may be in trouble and

charged with foreclosing competition by acting "progressively to embrace
each new opportunity as it opened," in advance of the pack.54

One line of public policy implementation along this line, which Fortune

Magazine proposed some years ago,55 would certainly be unexceptionable.
That would be to encourage "unwinding" or "spin-offs" of the parts of
the corporate giants. This could be done, without any conflict with most

ideas of equity as between large and small, by affording legislative protec-
52 148 F.2d at 431.
53 American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781, 814 (1946).
54 Id. at 814 citing United States v. Aluminum Co., 148 F.2d 416, 431 (2d Cir. 194S).
55 Fortune, Nov., 1955, p. 100.
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tion against tax impacts resulting from unwinding where such a tax

impact would be avoided by merely doing nothing. If a coagulation like

du Pont-General Motors could avoid certain tax consequences by per

manently refraining from any move passing General Motor's stock to du

Pont's stockholders, would it not be justifiable to postpone these conse

quences until the stockholders actually realized a gain. This could be

accomplished by carrying over du Pont's cost base to the shareholder.

Why should tax form be controlling if public policy favors the result and
if no tax would result in either case? Why not go even further to make it

easy to unwind?

Now what does all this have to do with vertical integration, as in the
du Pont-General Motors organization? We have been dealing throughout
with consequences of the same language of the Clayton Act in various

applications. The prevention of competition is more clear-cut in the verti
cal case than in the horizontal merger because the segment that is
controlled is really cut off from competitors, if the controller wants this
result. Here logic, even under the Sherman Act as per Yellow Cab, was
about to turn the whole legal structure of industry upside down, until the
Supreme Court quieted things down by refusing to follow this logic in the
Columbia Steel case.66
If one puts together this idea of foreclosure by vertical integration

with the language of International Salt as reiterated in Times-Picayune5''
to the effect that it is illegal per se to foreclose competition in any sub
stantial segment of commerce, there seems again no hiding place for verti
cal integration. The $500,000 volume involved in International Salt was
held to be substantial enough. So in the Standard Stations case the 6.7
per cent of gasoline in that market was held to be enough. No stopping
point is visible, if the major premise is accepted that it is per se illegal to
foreclose competition in any substantial segment of commerce. It would
seem that administrative and judicial self-restraint are the only barriers
to the complete upset of all vertical integration.
To summarize, the public policy to stop incipient reduction of competi

tion or the threat to competition or tendency toward monopoly, seems

now to go to any given length�logically�that the courts choose to take
it. This is true if horizontal coagulation among small competitors is to be
stopped, even though competition becomes more effective, when there are
less units (as there always are) and if a trend toward oligopoly is to be

56 United States v. Columbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. 495 (1948).
57 Times Picayune-Publishing Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594 (1953).
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deduced from the resulting greater concentration and if vertical combina
tion is to be stoppable in all customer-supplier set-ups because someone

is cut off. It may be suggested that there are two clear zones of merger
which do not seem to run contrary to either the letter or spirit of the
Sherman Act. These zones would seem to be (a) where horizontal coagu
lations are putting together bits that are noncontiguous, area-wise or

product-wise and (b) where vertical coagulations are putting together
higher and lower levels of processing that do not relate to each other as

customers-suppliers. Even this may be a premature absolution. The

point is that the trend toward oligopoly has been identified as the thing to

stop and the way to stop it has been set up by identifying this as a trend
toward monopoly. No other explanation suffices to explain the protection
of top competitors from more effective competition from mergers of

second-string competitors. Now the largest companies, such as Trans
america in banking, are tending toward oligopoly and concentration as

much by conglomerate mergers as by anti-competitive mergers. The test

case on this may be the next shocker.
What then is the final word about predictability? This discussion has

been held until after the roundup on public policy because of the fact

that precedent, alone, is not enough on which to base predictions. Taking
precedent by itself there would have been no basis for predicting the
decision in du Pont-General Motors. Taking precedent and the statute,
as written, there would be no basis for predicting an attack on conglom
erate mergers under the new section 7 of the Clayton Act. However, there
is a continuous political pressure against concentration and oligopoly and

"Bigness" in business, which presses constantly under the more viable
label of anti-monopoly, sometimes blurred over by the terms "monopo
listic competition" to make the behaviour of oligopoly sound like

monopoly. When this pressure achieves a break-through by employing
a new tool like the amended section 7 and finds that this can be used
even where more effective competition results from coagulations, it is
time to expect new test cases to find out if the Supreme Court's antipathy
to concentration, taken with the new section 7, can be added up to a tool

against conglomerate mergers.
It has already been made clear, I think, that the decisive element in

prediction may be the slant of public policy, as opposed to the letter of
the law. The reliability of precedent as a basis for prediction is less than

nothing in this field if taken strictly on a legal footing, but over the long
pull may have greater point when weighed by the drift of public policy.
In this particular case the cumulative effect of precedent including du
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Pont-General Motors and the "quantitative substantiality" and "fore

closure" cases, plus the policy enunciated by Congress in connection with
the new section 7, clearly adds up to a strong anti-merger posture of
Government and courts.
The final sad comment on predictability is that the overturning of

well settled precedent should be left to Congress, with its proper care

for avoiding retroactivity, as opposed to the Supreme Court. Most as

suredly, reversal of law should not be accomplished by less than an

absolute majority of the Supreme Court and possibly should even be
restricted to unanimous decisions. As the old saying goes, "there ought
to be a law" based on the implicit meaning of the separation of powers
and ex post facto concepts embodied in our Constitution. Congress:
"over to you!"



BUSINESS' VIEW OF THE DU PONT-
GENERAL MOTORS DECISION

Bruce Bromley*

T^O STATE that the reaction of American industry to the du Pont-
General Motors case1 is scarcely approbation, approval, or enthusi

asm would be heavy understatement. Industry feels, I think, that the
Supreme Court was not justified in concluding that "the inference is

overwhelming that du Pont's commanding position was promoted by its
stock interest and was not gained solely on competitive merit."2 I be
lieve that industry generally resents that with those short, simple words
the Court should have overturned unequivocal findings of the district
court to the effect (1) that du Pont was a principal General Motors'
supplier long before any stock purchase, (2) that du Pont maintained
this position as a supplier for years following its stock purchase, and (3)
that for the entire thirty years preceding the suit purchases by General
Motors of du Pont products were based solely on the competitive merits
of those products. And whether the decision is to be interpreted broadly
or to be confined to General Motors and du Pont, as it well may be,
its popularity will not increase. In either event it will continue to receive
a full share of disapproval.
What test or tests did the Supreme Court actually apply to this con

troversy? I take it that most will agree that it adopted a test of sub
stantial foreclosure. That conclusion is hardly disputable. In addition
to citing the Standard Stations case,3 the opinion states that, in order to
establish violation of section 7 of the Clayton Act,4 the Government must

prove only that the market affected is "substantial" and "that competition
may be 'foreclosed in a substantial share of . . . [that market].'" It
thereafter concluded "both requirements are satisfied in this case" and
that "du Pont has a substantial share of the relevant market."5
If substantial foreclosure was the standard applied, why then did the

Court see fit to devote so much of its opinion to a consideration of the

purpose and intent of du Pont in making the General Motors stock

* A.B., University of Michigan; LL.B., Harvard University; member of the New York

Bar ; partner in the firm of Cravath, Swaine and Moore.
1 United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. 586 (1957).
2 Id. at 60S.
3 Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 337 U.S. 293 (1949).
* 38 Stat. 731 (1914), as amended, 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952).
5 353 U.S. at 595-96.
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acquisition? I think that the examination of purpose and intent was

thought to be necessary, and probably was necessary, in order to deter
mine whether du Pont's commanding position as a General Motors sup
plier of finishes and fabrics in the automotive field had been achieved on

competitive merit alone, as contended, or because of its stock purchase
and the subsequent close relation resulting therefrom.
It will be remembered that in Columbia Steel,8 a case under sec

tions 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act,7 the Court and the parties apparently
assumed that control over a purchaser would give the acquiring party
power to shut out other suppliers, and that the acquisition should be
tested on the assumption that given the control the resulting power would
be exercised. If that assumption is appropriate in a Sherman Act pro
ceeding, it would, at first blush, appear to be doubly appropriate in a

section 7 case. However, it seems to me that the answer to the question
which I posed, as to why the Court considered purpose, must be that the

premise of Columbia Steel, control, was missing in the du Pont-General
Motors case; and, necessarily foreclosure could not be assumed. Indeed,
the district court specifically found that the twenty-three per cent stock
interest of du Pont did not give it control over General Motors.8 Faced
with that finding, which surprisingly it evidently did not care to over

turn, the Supreme Court found it necessary to determine in order to

prove foreclosure whether the stock interest of du Pont was used or was

intended to be used to influence the purchasing policy of General Motors.
In proceeding to answer that query, the Court failed to assign due im

portance to the character of the initial du Pont-General Motors relation

ship. In 1917 the General Motors board of directors, in the face of a

deadlock on the composition of a new board and a pressing need for

capable and experienced management, invited members of du Pont to

join the board. During the subsequent period, the du Pont members
were urged to assume responsibilities in General Motors' financial man
agement and to augment their holdings of General Motors stock. That
background is crucial to an understanding of the Raskob Report9 which,
in view of the General Motors' requests, had to justify du Pont invest
ment in General Motors. But the Court concluded, ignoring this back-

6 United States v. Columbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. 495 (1948) .

7 26 Stat. 209 (1890), as amended, 15 U.S.C. �� 1-2 (1952).
8 United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 126 F. Supp. 235, 335 (N.D. 111.

1954).
9 Treasurer's report submitted by John J. Raskob, dated December 19, 1917, to the

du Pont finance committee, recommending a $25,000,000 purchase by du Pont of common
stock in General Motors and in Chevrolet Company. Id. at 241.
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ground, that "the inference is overwhelming that du Pont's commanding
position was promoted by its stock interest and was not gained solely
on competitive merit."10 Thus, du Pont's purpose in acquiring the stock
to promote sales to General Motors was treated as evidence of the fact
that its actual sales were in part the consequence of the stock acquisition.
If my analysis be correct, it seems probable that the du Pont-General

Motors case, in its emphasis on purpose and intent, is not a decision of
general applicability to vertical merger cases. It probably does not mean
that in every vertical merger case a factual inquiry will be permitted
into the intent of the acquiring company to establish itself as an exclusive
source for the acquired company of products it manufactures, or that
inquiry will be permitted after an acquisition, into the actual pattern of

dealing to determine influence from the intercompany relationship. Such
inquiry, I submit, is pertinent only in a case such as this case, i.e., a ver

tical acquisition of a minority interest where control, and therefore the

power to foreclose competitors is doubtful. For the majority of vertical

acquisitions, those where the acquiring company obtains all or most of
the stock or physical assets (enough to give control), the du Pont-
General Motors decision probably means that the test of illegality is that

adopted in Standard Stations: foreclosure of a substantial share of a sub
stantial market with foreclosure being presumed from the power to fore
close.
It may be inferred, I think, that du Pont-General Motors has brought

somewhat closer to precision the meaning of substantial share. While
6.7 per cent is substantial, as held in Standard Stations11 3.5 per cent

apparently is not, because, in du Pont, if the broad market of industrial
finishes be assumed, the market share was only 3.5 per cent. If that was
substantial there was no need for the Court to seek any narrower market.
But it did seek a narrower market, and from that I conclude that 3.5

per cent, in the view of the Court, was not substantial under Standard
Stations, and that the Court, in order to reach the conclusion of sub

stantiality, had to conclude that automotive finishes, a narrower market,
was separable from industrial finishes. This observation does not give me

any comfort, but I think it is a fair assumption to make.
In that connection, hidden away in the opinion and hidden away in

this narrow market concept, is what I consider to be a very dangerous
holding in view of the fact that the opinion actually rests on a conclu
sion that the "tendency to monopoly" standard of section 7 was violated.

10 353 U.S. at 605.
11 See note 3 supra.
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The amended complaint did not allege that the effect of du Pont's acqui
sition might be to restrain commerce in any section or community, but
alleged solely that the effect was to tend to create a monopoly in particu
lar lines of commerce. Now accepting the narrow market definition of
the Court as embracing only automotive finishes, du Pont supplied Gen
eral Motors with what�never with more than 68 per cent of its automo

tive finish requirements. Since, admittedly, General Motors never had as

much as half of the automobile market, then the share of the automotive
finish market which rested in the hands of du Pont was a half of sixty-
eight per cent or thirty-four per cent. Professor Milton Handler has said

publicly that to apply the monopoly standard to this set of statistics is

contrary to everything that has been written on monopoly by the Court
itself and by most, if not all, text writers.
This brings me to the problem of defining the market. The Court held

that "determination of the relevant market is a necessary predicate to a

finding of a violation of the Clayton Act because the threatened monopoly
must be one which will substantially lessen competition 'within the area

of effective competition,' " and "substantiality can be determined only
in terms of the market affected."12 Although the opinion clearly states

the necessity of defining the market, it, first, is far from clear how the
market is to be defined, and second, which party bears the burden of

proof. The Court merely states that "the record shows that automotive
finishes and fabrics have sufficient peculiar characteristics and uses to

constitute them products sufficiently distinct from all other finishes and
fabrics to make them a 'line of commerce' within the meaning of the

Clayton Act."13 This conclusion is reached without analysis of any sub

stantiating fact, without any reference to the Cellophane decision,14 and

despite clear evidence, I submit, that those products were not generically
different from products used in other industries. Now in spite of that

comment, I do not think one should conclude the Court meant to specify
a narrow definition of market just for section 7 purposes. It is reason

able to suppose that the Court meant that defendants are to have the
burden of proving that a relevant market includes products of variant
characteristics and uses. That interpretation is buttressed by the fact
that the Court did not mention the Cellophane case. Of course, the Court
may be going further and impliedly holding that Cellophane does not

apply to section 7, i.e., that products with sufficient peculiar character-

12 353 U.S. at S93.
13 Id. at 593-94.
14 United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377 (1956).
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istics and uses must normally be deemed to comprise separate and dis
tinct lines of commerce. But even that position would leave open a ques
tion not mentioned in the du Pont case, viz., in defining a market, what
potential productive capacity should be included as available for pro
ducing the peculiar product in question? To put it a little differently, in
the context of vertical mergers, what percentage is the foreclosed share of
the total sales potential readily available to competing producers?

Suppose it had been clearly shown in du Pont-General Motors, as

indeed it may have been, that, although automotive finishes were dis
tinct from other finishes in that their chemical composition was slightly
different, all producers of finishes could produce automotive and non-

automotive finishes interchangeably with no substantial additional cost,
with the same knowledge, and with the same production facilities already
in their possession. Clearly then the adverse effect of du Pont sales
on competing sellers could not reasonably have been measured by
comparing only the percentage that the General Motors' purchases of
automotive finishes bore to the total purchases of such finishes. This
point was made in the Columbia Steel case. There the Court found a

broad market, rolled steel products, and in so doing adverted to the fact
that consideration must be given to the ease or difficulty of putting into

production slightly different products of the class under consideration.
The Court said "if rolled steel producers can make other products as

easily as plates and shapes, then the effect of the removal of Consoli
dated^ demand for plates and shapes must be measured not against the
market for plates and shapes alone, but for all comparable rolled

products."15
Applied to section 7, this consideration would mean either that prod

ucts produced interchangeably by the same facilities or products pro
duced by facilities easily and cheaply adapted to production of the

pertinent class of products should be grouped into one line of com

merce. That is to say that readily available productive capacities should
be considered in determining whether the effect of a merger may be sub

stantially to lessen competition.
This question was not involved in Cellophane, and was not considered

in du Pont-General Motors. Product substitutability and production
substitutability are two different issues, and there is no reason why the

disposition of the former disposes of the latter.

My prior point demonstrates that a relevant market can be delineated

only after a viewing of the business landscape. A market exists in terms

is 334 U.S. at 510.
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of the actual possibilities available to the producer. By glimpsing the
market question as it relates to horizontal mergers I can fortify this
formulation. Practically speaking the market of a production facility is
the geographical area which it can competitively supply and therefore it
is erroneous to confine market definition to the product dimension of a

line of commerce. Transportation also sets an absolute limit upon the
market concept. The cost of transportation is a major competitive
factor, particularly in the heavy industries such as the steel industry.
An apparently competitive market might be exposed as illusory by
examining the actual supply factors that controlled in that so-called
"competitive market." For example, a purchaser in a period of shortage
or to insure a source of supply in a possible future period of shortage
may buy a portion of his supply from a distant plant thereby indicating
what seems at first blush to be a "market" transaction. Clearly this
"market" vanishes when the purchase policy which sought to protect
against shortage is discarded. To summarize, a relevant market, I
submit, must be based upon economic realities and, to ignore factors of

production and transportation for legal niceties is to deny the concept
the substance of economic validity.
Now, thirdly, when may section 7 be invoked? The du Pont-General

Motors decision holds that unamended section 7 applies whenever there
is a reasonable likelihood that the acquisition will result in a restraint
of commerce or the creation of a monopoly in a line of commerce. There
seems to be no reason why this holding will not also be deemed applicable
to amended section 7. I question, however, whether its scope is as broad
as it first appeared. The decision might seem to mean that if a pur
chaser buys the assets or all the stock of a company representing an

insubstantial factor in the market and the acquired assets or the company
are subsequently expanded so as to represent a substantial market share,
the acquisition, then, becomes subject to successful attack. This seems

to me to be most doubtful. In such a case the substantial share largely
reflects not the effect of the merger but rather internal growth to which,
all will agree, section 7 does not apply. The causal connection between
the merger and the presumed ill effect is largely missing. But since the
acquisition may have given the acquired company a faster start than it
could have obtained by starting on its own, a court might conclude that
the merger at least contributed to the result and this is sufficient con
nection to show violation. Such a conclusion would be highly unreason

able, particularly since the continuing applicability doctrine contains
strong elements of unfairness without being carried to this extreme. The
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expansion of acquired assets may provide a more obvious example of
internal growth than would be the expansion of a company whose stock
was wholly acquired. But that would not, I believe, provide a basis for
distinguishing between the two.
And now I turn to the principal question�what does the decision

mean? As my previous discussion has demonstrated, the du Pont-
General Motors decision, in my estimation is significant for its treatment
of three concepts: the role of purpose and intent in merger cases, the
definition of the market, and the continuing applicability doctrine'. If
I read the case correctly, there is little to criticize in how it leaves the
state of the law though this is not to say there is nothing to criticize in
how its conclusions were reached. I find the present state of the law to
be something like this�where the assets of a company are acquired in a

vertical merger, or where enough stock is purchased to give control, the
Government does not have to prove an intent to foreclose to establish
its case. Foreclosure will be presumed. It seems reasonable to assume,
as in Columbia Steel, that the control will be exercised in the interest
of the acquiring company, whatever the volume of protestations to the

contrary. However, where the stock purchased is insufficient to confer

control, the government must prove either that foreclosure or the securing
of a substantial advantage was intended. This seems reasonable enough
to me. If the acquiring company demonstrates an intent to foreclose

competitors, it is quite appropriate to take the company at its word and
assume it will do so regardless of the degree of its stock control, for it
is fair to presume that lacking the control it will have sufficient influence
to carry out its intent.

Going beyond these propositions, however, will purpose or intent

play another role in section 7 cases? It seems to me that purpose and
intent are necessarily relevant in horizontal merger cases. In those cases

purpose and intent do not, of course, affect proof of probable ill effects
on competition since, if probable ill effects are established, good inten
tions are no excuse. But purpose and intent are relevant to the essen

tially predictive judgment under section 7 as to whether ill effects are

probable or not. As pointed out in the Board of Trade case, the pur
pose or end sought to be obtained is relevant "not because a good in
tention will save an otherwise objectionable regulation or the reverse;
but because knowledge of intent may help the court to interpret facts
and to predict consequences."16 We can agree with the House Report
on the amendment of section 7 that the Government need not "speculate
ie Board of Trade v. United States, 246 U.S. 231, 238 (1918).
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as to what is in the back of the minds of those who promote a merger."17
But this does not mean to me that evidence of that intent is irrelevant.
The Government would not hesitate to introduce evidence that the
defendants intended to reduce competition, and properly so. I submit
that the defendants should be free to introduce evidence of a contrary
intent, either intent to stimulate competition or to achieve other legiti
mate business ends.
As to market definition, I would emphasize again what I implied in

previous discussion of the scope of the du Pont-General Motors decision.
While there may be warrant for adopting a narrower market definition in
section 7 cases than in section 2 Sherman Act cases, there are strong
reasons for not disregarding either product substitutes or substitutable

production facilities. If the facilities of sellers currently producing the
entire output of a commodity are in fact only ten per cent of facilities

easily and swiftly made available for production of that commodity at

little or no additional expense, control of all facilities actually in use

should not be held to give monopoly power. Similiarly, if that ten per
cent is distributed more or less evenly among a number of the potential
sellers, there is little likelihood that a merger of two of them would have
the effect of substantially lessening competition. Certainly if there is a

substantial changeover cost, in a relative sense, in applying facilities to

production of the commodity, those facilities should be disregarded in

determining the line of commerce or the probable effects on competition,
as should products with truly distinctive characteristics. I would also
conclude, though somewhat reluctantly, that the burden of proof is on

the defendants to show the ready availability of other production facili
ties just as the defendants in du Pont-General Motors had the burden of
proving substitutability.
I come now to the continuing applicability doctrine or retrospective

feature of section 7, as amended in the du Pont case. The case was

retrospective because it had not seriously been believed that the law was

to be so interpreted; and reasonable expectations, therefore, were sharply
disappointed. If the continuing applicability implication of du Pont-
General Motors does not extend to mergers where substantial fore
closure results from subsequent internal growth much of the sting, in
my view, is removed from the doctrine. But a contrary broad interpreta
tion would discourage useful economic activity. On occasion, and perhaps
frequently, a vertical or conglomerate acquisition is made because the
acquiring company detects substantial economic advantage which exist-

17 H.R. Rep. No. 1191, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 8 (1949).
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ing management and perhaps all the competitors of the existing manage
ment fail to see or to exploit. Acquisition by an aggressive management
in such circumstances will lead to much better competitive performance,
jack competitors out of their lethargy, and benefit the general public.
This kind of new entry should be encouraged and not discouraged. Of
course, the acquiring company in some circumstances could enter the
market by building its own facilities rather than by purchasing the
facilities of others. But it is cheaper for the acquiring company, and for
the economy as a whole, to use existing facilities rather than to build
new ones. If the acquired facilities at the time of the merger, which is
the pertinent period, are a relatively small percentage of the market, the
foreclosure aspects will be negligible; so, there is no good reason for
preventing the acquisition.
If the scope of the continuing applicability doctrine falls short of strik

ing down such beneficial acquisitions as I have been discussing, I see no

serious objection to it. So limited, it would apply only to partial stock
acquisitions of the du Pont-General Motors type. While there is much
to be said for the proposition that parties ought to be able to determine
the legality of their moves once and for all at the time that they make

them, it is also apparent that the public can benefit by requiring a later
divestiture of partial stock interests when they result in substantial fore
closures. However, if this latter proposition is adopted, the Govern
ment should be required to prove that there was a purpose and an intent
to use the stock interest to secure an undue advantage.



THE POWER AND THE GLORY:
THE DU PONT-GM DECISION

William L. McGovern*

Tn the du Pont-General Motors case,1 the Supreme Court discovered
what everyone had known since the 1920s�that du Pont controlled

General Motors. This simple recognition of one of the obvious facts of
our economic life has produced considerable anguish among the practi
tioners of the mystique known as antitrust law.2 Yet anyone familiar
with the folklore embodied in the Sherman Act can only wonder over this
outcry. No one aware of the steadfast faith of the American people in

competition as the regulator of their economic opportunities can suppose
for one moment that this faith could be preserved if the largest chemical
company in the world could, with the imprimatur of the Supreme Court,
continue control of the largest industrial company in the world. Indeed,
faith in a competitive economy could scarcely survive the approval of
such an amalgamation, even if du Pont never manufactured a nickel's
worth of goods useable in the General Motors industrial empire. It would
be just as corrosive of the faith to realize that one aggregation of capital
could lawfully acquire and hold the power of economic life and death
over 690,000 employees.3
In substance, du Pont-General Motors held simply that it was in

consistent with the avowed purpose of the Clayton Act�to forestall
restraints and monopolies�for a company with annual sales of

$1,900,000,000 to control a company with sales of approximately
$10,000,000,000. It is hard to see how the Supreme Court could have
held otherwise while lower courts were holding that an investment by
Benrus of $1,300,000 to acquire 24 per cent of the stock of Hamilton
Watch violated section 7 of the Clayton Act,4 and the Federal Trade

* LL.B., Yale University; Member of the District of Columbia and Connecticut Bars
and of the firm of Arnold, Fortas and Porter, Washington, D.C.; Deputy Assistant Attorney
General of Georgia, 1946-50; Lecturer, Yale Law School, 1948-49; Special Assistant to

Attorney General of the United States, 1938-45.
1 United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. 586 (1957).
2 Adelman, The du Pont-General Motors Decision, 43 Va. L. Rev. 873 (1957) ; Bromley,

Mergers and Acquisitions: "A Private Practitioner's Views," 11 A.B.A. Antitrust Sec. Rep.
12 (1957); Markham, The du Pont-General Motors Decision, 43 Va. L. Rev. 881 (1957).

3 Fortune Directory, 500 Largest Companies, July 1957.
4 Hamilton Watch Co. v. Benrus Watch Co., 114 F. Supp. 307 (D. Conn. 1953), aff'd

206 F.2d 738 (2d Cir. 1953). And see American Crystal Sugar Co. v. Cuban-American
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Commission was preparing to attack Reynolds Metals for acquiring a

company which annually supplied $500,000 worth of decorative alumi
num foil to the florist trade.5
Naturally, for the pundits, horizontal, vertical, and conglomerate

acquisitions, perfect, imperfect, and monopolistic competition, duopoly
and oligopoly and workable competition are important terms of art.6
But it would also seem important to preserve a small sense of balance.
And $1,900,000,000 plus $10,800,000,000 defines a tremendous amount
of economic power even if we regard the entire American industrial
complex as the relevant market. Whether viewed horizontally or vertical
ly, such sheer leverage in the market place is intolerable in a society that
prizes the ideal of competition.
Still the practitioners cry out lest the case be interpreted as a resur

rection of the dreaded concept "quantitative substantiality," thought to
have been safely interred with Standard Stations,1 by Mr. Justice Frank
furter's dissent in Motion Picture Adv. Co.,8 and the Attorney General's

Report.9 Again, the fear is expressed that the failure of the majority in
du Pont-General Motors to give Cellophane� even a passing nod may
cast doubt on the continued vitality of the lore that has accreted around
the concepts of "fungibility"11 and "cross-elasticity."12 But, again, it
would seem highly imprudent for the experts to become so enamoured
of their jargon as to forget that GM, per se, is a very substantial market
for nearly every commodity in the nation from soap to nuts, that it is
the world's largest consumer of a vast number of products such as steel,

Sugar Co., 152 F. Supp. 387, 397 (S.D.N.Y. 1957) where Judge Dawson held unlawful

the acquisition by Cuban of a 24% stock interest in American, although "Crystal and

Colonial [Cuban's subsidiary] ... on a national basis, rank eighth and eleventh, respectively,
and which if combined, would be about the fourth ranking unit in the whole industry."

5 In the Matter of Reynolds Metals Co., FTC Doc. 7009 (Complaint Dec. 27,
19S7).

6 "The malady that sooner or later affects most men of a profession is that they construct

a mystique that cuts them off from the common mankind." Devlin, Trial by Jury (1956).
7 Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 337 U.S. 293 (1949). It will be interesting to note

the reaction to the "not insubstantial" test employed in Northern Pacific Ry. v. United

States, 26 U.S.L. Week 4173 (U.S. Mar. 10, 1958).
8 FTC v. Motion Picture Advertising Service, 344 U.S. 392 (1953).
9 Report of the Attorney General's Nat'l Comm. to Study the Antitrust Laws 115-28

(1955).
10 United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377 (1956).
11 Sunderland, "Developments in Antitrust During the Past Year," 11 A.B.A. Antitrust

Sec. Rep. 33 (1957).
12 Times-Picayune Publishing Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594, 612 n.31 (1953).
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glass, and rubber, and that its economic decisions affect not one but many
markets.13 In fact, GM may be the prime example of size "magnified to

the point at which it amounts to a monopoly,"14 the case of the giant
whose impact on the entire national economy is such that to measure its

position in a particular market would be a waste of time.
In any case, Mr. Justice Brennan paid the experts the compliment of

stopping to define a market: the automotive market. While reluctant to

accept the automotive industry as a separate market, the practitioners
are somewhat disarmed by the staggering size of that market and the

suspicion that, while the same lacquer that contributes to the glamour
of the Eldorado may have some utility in refurbishing the old desk, it's
just possible that the paint manufacturer may have a considerably larger
stake in the Cadillac market than in the antique market.15 While the

practitioners are unable, as a matter of theory, to acknowledge that furni
ture lacquer is not "functionally interchangeable" with auto lacquer,
there is the troublesome incident in the record of the misguided varnish
manufacturer who indicated to the du Ponts that he would happily
forego the antique market for a small share of du Pont's new GM
market.16
In fact, if the experts apply to GM their own rule for confining the

market�"in accordance with trade practices found to exist in the indus
tries involved"17�they would probably find that Mr. Justice Brennan's
market conformed rather closely to commercial behavior patterns in the
industry. Most suppliers of the automotive industry not only distinguish
rather critically between the automotive industry and other industries,
but break the automotive industry itself down between original installa
tion sales and replacement sales. The brake lining manufacturer, for
example, might be forced to admit that the set of brake lining he sold
the corner garage was "functionally interchangeable" with the set he
sold GM, but he would certainly be amazed to be told that the two sales
were in the same market. Certainly, if the purpose of the Government's
case be considered�to open the custom of GM to all potential suppliers

13 Witness the recent drastic drop in steel production to slightly above 53% of capacity
as a result of production cutbacks and inventory reductions in the automotive industry.
The Wall Street Journal, April 7, 1958, p. 2, col. 2.

14 Mr. Justice Cardozo in United States v. Swift & Co., 286 U.S. 106, 116 (1932).
15 Certainly the record shows du Pont was fascinated with the potential of the Cadillac

lacquer market. United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 126 F Supp 235
272, 288-92 (N.D. 111. 1954).

� .

16 Id. at 266-67.
17 Markham, Merger Policy Under the New Section 7, 43 Va. L. Rev. 489, 519 (1957).
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�the Court defined the market in the only way that was really relevant
to the issue before it.
Actually, most of the controversy engendered by the du Pont-General

Motors case seems to revolve about the questions (1) whether du Pont's
23 per cent stockholding in GM conveyed the power to control; and (2)
if so, whether du Pont ever exercised that power to exploit the situation.
Mr. Justice Burton's principal jibe at the majority speaks of:
the logical fallacy that because du Pont over a long period supplied a substantial
portion of General Motors' requirements of paint and fabrics, its position must have
been obtained by misuse of its stock interest rather than competitive considerations.18

And again Mr. Justice Burton emphasizes that
all of the evidence after 1926 affirmatively establishes without essential contradiction
that du Pont did not use its stock interest to receive any preferential treatment from
General Motors.19

Thus Mr. Justice Burton is back worrying about an old familiar bone,
whether power to exclude competition has been misused, and this despite
his own opinion in Tobacco that it "is not that prices are raised and that

competition actually is excluded but that power exists to raise prices or

to exclude competition when it is desired to do so."20 The true issue in
the du Pont-General Motors case, therefore, was not whether du Pont

actually exercised its power to attain a preferred position as a supplier
to GM, but simply whether it possessed the power to obtain a preference.
Resolution of that question, in turn, hinged upon the evidence respecting
du Pont's control over GM.

I

Du Pont's 23 per cent Stock Interest Represented Control of
General Motors

It is difficult to argue today that a 23 per cent stock interest in a

company as widely held as General Motors is not control. In the last

twenty years many a company holding considerably less than 23 per cent
of various utilities has been broken up both because of legislative fiat
that 10 per cent is control21 and because of common sense judgments by
courts that "much less than a majority of stock is frequently sufficient
for purposes of control."22 All the contentions advanced by du Pont here

18 353 U.S. at 643.
19 Id. at 645.
20 American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781, 811 (1946).
21 Public Utility Holding Co. Act of 1935, 49 Stat. 807, 15 U.S.C. � 79(b) (a) (8) (1952).
22 Morgan Stanley & Co. v. SEC, 126 F.2d 325, 328 (2d Cir. 1942).
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were disposed of by a unanimous Supreme Court more than a decade ago
in the North American case23 where the stock holdings in two of the
controlled companies were 17.7 per cent and 19.2 per cent:24
North American claims that its sole and continuous business has been that of

acquiring and holding for investment purposes stocks and other securities of the sub
sidiaries, its relationship being essentially that of "a large investor seeking to pro
mote the sound development of his investment." Active intervention on North
American's part in the activities of these companies, it is true, has been of a limited
character. Operations and operational policies, the Commission found, have been
left entirely to the local managements. Nor has North American sold these sub
sidiaries any supplies or engineering service. This lack of active intervention, how
ever, is indecisive. It appears to have resulted in large part from North American's
satisfaction with the local managements of the subsidiaries and from the fact that
the local managements have often included men selected by or historically related
to North American.25 . . . Domination may spring as readily from subtle or un

exercised power as from arbitrary imposition of command. To conclude otherwise
is to ignore the realities of intercorporate relationships. ... In light of the extensive-
ness of North American's holdings of the securities of its subsidiaries and the pene
tration of local managements with men of North American background, the Com
mission was justified in treating North American as possessing domination over its
subsidiaries for the power to dominate them when and if necessary.26

It is difficult to conceive of any responsible business group, much less

any of the du Ponts, so quixotic that it would continue an investment of
two to two and one-half billions in a company to whose economic, effi
cient, and profitable management it was largely indifferent. Indeed, inso
far as du Pont funds were invested in General Motors, one would suppose
that a proper regard for the fiduciary relationship between the du Pont

management and the other du Pont stockholders would require the
management to exercise the closest supervision over GM to ensure the
safety of their stockholders' investment. What better way to discharge
this fiduciary obligation than so to manage GM as to produce the largest
aggregate profit for both itself and du Pont. And what better way to
realize this homely goal than to see that, insofar as General Motors costs
of operation necessarily include a profit to its suppliers, this profit find
23 North American Co. v. SEC, 327 U.S. 686 (1946).
24 Id. at 691-93.
25 This reminds one of Mr. Sloan, whose testimony was accepted by the lower court as

that of an independent General Motors executive, but who in 1926 characterized himself to
Irenee du Pont: "I am essentially, or at least believe and hope I am, a member of the
du Pont family . . . ." From Government's Post Trial Brief quoted by Dirlam and Stelzer
The du Pont-General Motor Decision: In the Antitrust Grain, 58 Colum. L. Rev. 24 35
(1958).

' *

26 327 U.S. at 692-93.
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its way into the du Pont treasury, at least as long as du Pont products
are equal in price and quality to competitors. As Pratt of du Pont ex
pressed this philosophy after he became a General Motors executive:27
I feel that where conditions are equal from the standpoint of quality, service and
price, the du Pont Company should have the major share of General Motors
divisions' business ....

Even this modest ambition conferred a tremendous advantage upon
du Pont in the competitive race.28 But whether du Pont obtained a

major or a minor share of GM's business, whether it supplied 1 per cent
or 100 per cent of its requirements, should not affect the outcome of
the case once it is concluded that du Pont's stockholdings gave it the

power to control GM's custom. And this conclusion is quite obviously the
tacit major premise of Mr. Justice Brennan's opinion. Certainly, if the
23 per cent stock interest did not give du Pont the power to control, the
GM purchases from du Pont referred to in the majority opinion do not

prove the existence of that power; and conversely, if the 23 per cent

stock interest did give such power to control, the failures to buy from
du Pont referred to in the dissenting opinion do not disprove the existence
of that power.
If du Pont's stock interest conveyed to it the power to exclude competi

tion from General Motors' custom, a fortiori du Pont possessed the power
to lessen competition for that substantial share of the relevant market.

Thus, once it is assumed that its stock interest gave du Pont the power
to control General Motors' patronage, then it necessarily follows that
du Pont possessed the power to bring about a prohibited result in viola
tion of section 7 because the application of the act could not be made to

turn upon the degree to which du Pont saw fit to exercise its power.
Section 7, as it read when the complaint was filed, prohibited acquisi

tions which (1) substantially lessened competition between the acquired
and the acquiring corporations; (2) restrained commerce; or (3) tended
to create a monopoly in any line of commerce.29 There was only frag
mentary evidence that General Motors and du Pont competed with one

27 353 U.S. at 606 n.35.
28 In International Salt Co. v. United States, 332 U.S. 392, 397 (1947), Mr. Justice

Jackson observed of a similar "equal price" argument:
[I]t does not avoid the stifling effect of the agreement on competition. The appellant
had at all times a priority on the business at equal prices. A competitor would have
to undercut appellant's price to have any hope of capturing the market, while appellant
could hold that market by merely meeting competition. We do not think this conces
sion relieves the contract of being a restraint of trade ....
29 38 Stat. 731 (1914), 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952).
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another,30 and the Government's amended complaint did not allege a

restraint of commerce. Accordingly Mr. Justice Brennan was forced to
decide whether the acquisition "tend[ed] to create a monopoly," the
most difficult of the three criteria established by section 7. Nevertheless,
he would appear to have had adequate justification for finding that

power to exclude competition from 50 per cent of the automotive indus

try carried with it a reasonable probability of creating a monopoly in
the line of commerce involved.
To conclude that du Pont's control tended to create a monopoly in

violation of section 7 would not, of course, require the premise that
General Motors, standing alone, was a monopoly within the meaning of
section 2 of the Sherman Act.31 It would require the conclusion, how
ever, that GM's enormous share of the automotive business tended to a

monopoly. Thus, although General Motors was not a monopoly under

section 2, acquisition of control of it by a competitor or a supplier would
offend section 7 because such an acquisition would tend to create a

monopoly. In short, the acquisition by a supplier of control of a dominant
firm which has not yet reached the point of monopoly under section 2,
"tend[s] to create a monopoly of any line of commerce" in violation of
section 7. A contrary view would vitiate section 7's purpose to nip
monopoly in the bud. Mr. Justice Brennan would appear to have said
no more in du Pont-General Motors.

In any event, section 7 was amended in 1950 to prohibit any acquisi
tion where the effect "may be substantially to lessen competition, or to
tend to create a monopoly" in any line of commerce. Two of the tests of

illegality in the old act, substantially lessening competition between the

acquiring and acquired corporations and restraint of commerce, were

jettisoned when the act was amended. Consequently, the principal in
quiry in section 7 cases from this point on will be whether acquisition of

power to lessen competition is sufficient to offend the act without a show
ing of exertion of such power. The only way power to lessen competition
could be reconciled with the section 7 ban against a reasonable proba-

30 The government in its brief referred to evidence that du Pont's ownership of GM stock
deterred GM from expanding into the chemical field. Thus GM did not manufacture
tetraethel and freon even though its scientists were responsible for the basic inventions.
There were long negotiations looking to a general agreement limiting GM activity in the
chemical field which were abandoned only when it proved unnecessary to formalize the
practice. Brief for Appellant, p. 146, n.49, United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co., 353 U.S. 586 (1957).

� 26 Stat. 209 (1890), 15 U.S.C. � 2 (1952).
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bility of lessening competition would be on the ground that power to do
the prohibited act did not necessarily connote the probability of doing it.
However, the courts have properly assumed that parties who have
acquired the power to do the prohibited act have not engaged in an idle
gesture but will use the power as occasion demands. It must be remem

bered that section 7 was designed to arrest restraints and monopolies
in their incipiency, before they reached the dimensions of Sherman Act
violations. It would completely frustrate the prophylactic purpose32 of
section 7 to require a higher standard of proof for its violation than is
required for a violation of section 2. It has been the substantially con

sistent holding of the courts down through the years that the acquisition
of power alone, irrespective of the use made of it, is sufficient to violate
section 2.

II

Existence of Power to Do the Prohibited Act Violates the Law

In truth, the du Pont-General Motors opinions illustrate once again
how easily courts confuse the existence of the power to bring about the
forbidden result with proof of the existence of such power. The existence
of power to exclude or restrain competition is not the easiest thing in
the world to establish directly. Normally, it can be proven only indirectly
by inference from proof of acts that would not occur in its absence. Just
as the doubting Thomases may require proof of miracles before they will
believe in the omnipotent power of God so the antitrust prosecutor must
ordinarily prove acts attributable to monopoly power in order to prove
the existence of such power. Indeed, in many cases the power will not be
known to exist until it is exerted. Thus it is that the usual government
case finds the prosecutor laboring to prove a host of acts, predatory and

otherwise, from which he hopes the court will infer the existence of

power. But this is not because predatory acts are elements of an offense

against the antitrust laws but simply because in most cases there is no

other persuasive way to establish the offense: existence of power to ex

clude competition when the putative violator wishes.
Because of the nature of the evidence required to prove existence of

power to exclude or lessen competition, the literature of antitrust is
cluttered with endless discussions of predatory acts and exertions of

power. From 1890 to the present, the enforcement of the antitrust laws
has been bedeviled by this confusion between the substantive elements of

32 This phrase, as applied to the Clayton Act, apparently originated with Mr. Justice
Brandeis' dissenting opinion in FTC v. Gratz, 253 U.S. 421, 435 (1920).
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the offenses and the proof necessary to establish them. To their credit,
the courts have shown a good deal more awareness of the difference be
tween the nature of the offense and the character of the evidence brought
forward to establish it than have the commentators.
Through all the vicissitudes that the antitrust laws have undergone in

the course of their enforcement, the courts have held fairly firmly to

power as the touchstone of illegality. While the decisions have been
full of discussions of predatory acts, in nearly all cases this considera
tion has been with reference to the basic inquiry whether the evidence
added up to proof of power to do the prohibited act. Even before
Standard Oil,33 the Supreme Court had held in the Northern Securities
case:34
The mere existence of such a combination and the power acquired by the holding
company as its trustee, constitute a menace to, and a restraint upon, that freedom
of commerce which Congress intended to recognize and protect . . . .35

The notion that power which was benevolently exercised might be
excused was repeatedly rejected by the courts. As Circuit Judge Mack
observed in Quaker Oats:36
I agree with the government that a potential monopoly that has failed to exercise
its tremendous power, and has become and has been a very good trust, is none the
less subject to the law . . . .37

Again, after carefully reviewing the prior cases including Standard
Oil38 and the old American Tobacco case,39 Judge Learned Hand con

cluded in the Corn Products case:40
The opinions of the Supreme Court certainly seem to indicate that it is the power
and not its exercise which is the test. . . .

If the decisions of the Supreme Court are to be understood, it is the mere pos
session of an economic power, acquired by some form of combination, and capable, by
its own variation in production, of changing and controlling price, that is illegal.41

33 Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U.S. 1 (1911).
34 Northern Securities Co. v. United States, 193 U.S. 197 (1904).
35 Id. at 327.
36 United States v. Quaker Oats Co., 232 Fed. 499, S02 (N.D. HI. 1916).
37 Cf. Mason, Monopoly in Law and Economics, 47 Yale L.J. 34 (1937): "The term

monopoly as used in the law is not a tool of analysis but a standard of evaluation. Not
all trusts are held monopolistic but only 'bad' trusts . . . ."

33 Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U.S. 1 (1911).
39 United States v. American Tobacco Co., 221 U.S. 106 (1911).
40 United States v. Corn Products Refining Co., 234 Fed. 964 (S.D.N.Y. 1916).
41 Id. at 1011-12.
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If the difference between power and proof of the power be kept in mind
neither the United States Steel case42 nor the International Harvester
case43 undercut the principle that the existence of power and not its
exercise is the test of illegality. In both instances the Government failed
to adduce proof sufficient to convince the Court that either company had
power to exclude competition. At the time of suit, both companies were

on the wane, and it was probably not the absence of predatory practices
that saved United States Steel so much as the fact that its share of the
market had declined 10 per cent in the first ten years of its existence.44
It is true, however, that Mr. Justice McKenna encouraged the view that
there was no monopolization unless it was proved that the defendant had
resorted to predatory practices. As he put it:

[W]e must adhere to the law and the law does not make mere size an offense or

the existence of the inexerted power an offense. It, we repeat, requires overt acts
and trusts to its prohibition of them and its power to repress or punish them.45

But later in the same year, 1920, Mr. Justice McKenna, who wrote the
United States Steel opinion went along with the Court in the Reading
case46 for the proposition:
That such a power, so obtained, regardless of the use made of it, constitutes a

menace to and an undue restraint upon interestate commerce within the meaning of
the Anti-Trust Act has frequently been held by this court.47

It seems probable, therefore, that had the Government been able to

prove predatory practices in United States Steel, the Court would have
been moved to infer existence of power from the ability of the corpora
tion to engage in such activities. Nothing in this Article should be under
stood as minimizing the importance of such evidence, but as evidence,
not as a substantive element of the offense.
The difference between proof of monopolistic practices as evidence of

monopoly power and the existence of that power was nicely illustrated
in the Pullman case.48 In Pullman, a classic monopoly case, the Govern-

42 United States v. United States Steel Corp., 251 U.S. 417 (1920).
43 United States v. International Harvester Co., 274 U.S. 693 (1927).
44 See the exhaustive analysis of the minor role played by predatory practices in Handler,

Industrial Mergers and the Antitrust Laws, 32 Colum. L. Rev. 179 (1932). Compare
Handler's latter day views in note 77, infra.

45 251 U.S. at 451.
46 United States v. Reading Co., 253 U.S. 26 (1920).
47 Id. at 57-58.
48 United States v. Pullman Co., 50 F. Supp. 123 (E.D. Pa. 1943). As in all antitrust

cases, in Pullman, the government counsel were not content to rely upon convincing direct
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ment was able to prove the existence of monopoly power both directly
through proof of an exclusive contract structure and indirectly through
proof of monopolistic practices that could be attributed only to the ex

istence of the power. The Court in that case did not confuse the two:

Then having acquired sole possession of the field, they have so arranged matters that
no one else can enter it. . . .

Monopoly being clearly established any number of judicial statements can be
found to the effect that instances of its baleful practices need not be shown to prove
that the statute is violated. Benevolent monopoly is no less a monopoly because it is
benevolent. A fortiori evidence that defendants know their business and run it in an

efficient manner or even that their customers are not displeased is beside the legal
point.
In addition to the existence of monopolistic power, however, there has been shown

a series of instances of its exercise as, for example, the exclusion of the Budd

products from sleeping car business; the insistence on all or nothing clauses in con

tracts; the obdurate resistance to changes in type of cars pressed for by railroad

customers; the guaranty clause to protect Pullman in matters of earnings. These
we take it are monopolistic practices. They show defendants' control of the market;
they are also evidence of violation of � 1 of the statute concerning restraint of trade.49

In 1945, thirty years after his summing up in Corn Products,50 Judge
Learned Hand returned to the fray in Alcoa:51

Having proved that "Alcoa" had a monopoly of the domestic ingot market, the

plaintiff had gone far enough; if it was an excuse, that "Alcoa" had not abused its
power, it lay upon "Alcoa" to prove that it had not. But the whole issue is irrelevant
anyway, for it is no excuse for "monopolizing" a market that the monopoly has not
been used to extract from the consumer more than a "fair" profit. The Act has
wider purposes. Indeed, even though we disregarded all but economic considerations,
it would by no means follow that such concentration of producing power is to be
desired, when it has not been used extortionately. Many people believe that pos
session of unchallenged economic power deadens initiative, discourages thrift and

depresses energy; that immunity from competition is a narcotic, and rivalry is a

stimulant, to industrial progress .... [Congress] did not condone "good trusts" and
condemn "bad" ones; it forbad all.52

Alcoa thus stilled whatever lingering doubts may have remained that
exercise of power as well as its existence was necessary.

proof of power to exclude, but, out of the usual super-abundance of caution, loaded the
record with evidence of the exertion of the power.

4� Id. at 134.
50 United States v. Corn Products Refining Co., 234 Fed. 964 (S.D.N.Y. 1916).
51 United States v. Aluminum Co., 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945).
52 Id. at 427. As might be expected from his views set forth, supra note 37, Mason was

moved by Alcoa to return to the attack in The Current Status of the Monopoly Problem
in the United States, 62 Harv. L. Rev. 1265, 1273-74 (1949).
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The American Tobacco case53 may be said to have raised the doubts
anew. By limiting certiorari "to the question whether actual exclusion
of competitors is necessary to the crime of monopolization,"54 the
Court purported to set at rest a question which Judge Hand apparently
had disposed of in Alcoa. The inquiry was particularly curious in Ameri
can Tobacco because there the Court refused to cope with the problem
that had bothered courts for decades�whether the evidence of exercise
of power in the record was sufficient to support an inference of the ex

istence of power. In American Tobacco, the jury had wrestled with this
question and had found the evidence of exercise of power sufficient to
establish the existence of power to exclude.55 By refusing to review the
jury finding of existence of power and confining itself to the question
whether exercise of power was also required, the Court, in effect, refused
to review the conviction of the crime while undertaking to review the
necessity for the evidence.
After what was really a sterile exercise in dialectics, the Court, lean

ing heavily on Judge Learned Hand's decision in Alcoa, came up with the
same answer: exercise of the power is not an element of the offense.56

Clearly the case never warranted the enthusiasm with which it was

hailed by the commentators.57 Far from being a new Sherman Act, this
was really the same old Sherman Act that Mr. Justice Harlan had clothed
in the power garb fifty years prior in Northern Securities?* Despite the

hope of the pundits that Mr. Justice Burton had supplied a sharp new in
strument for excising monopoly power from our body politic, nothing
much changed. Unconscious of their new charter of economic freedom,
government lawyers went on laboring to prove exercise of the power in

order to prove the existence of power by inference from acts attributable
to it. Witness the du Pont-General Motors case, itself, where, as Judge
Hand lamented in Alcoa� "by far the greatest part of the fabulous
record piled up in the case"60 was concerned with proving exercise of
the power.

53 American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781 (1946).
54 Id. at 784.
55 Id. at 797-98, 804.
56 id. at 814-15.
57 Kahn, A Legal and Economic Appraisal of the "New'' Sherman and Clayton Acts, 63

Yale L.J. 293 (1954); Rostow, Monopoly Under the Sherman Act: Power or Purpose? 43

HI. L. Rev. 745 (1949) ; Rostow, The New Sherman Act: A Positive Instrument of Progress,
14 U. Chi. L. Rev. 567 (1947).

58 Northern Securities Co. v. United States, 193 U.S. 197 (1904).
59 United States v. Aluminum Co., 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945).
60 Id. at 432.
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Indeed, it is not at all certain that the over-all effect of American
Tobacco may not have been pernicious. In the process of putting power
back on the pedestal, Mr. Justice Burton states that the defendants are

violating the law:

provided they also have such a power that they are able, as a group, to exclude actual
or potential competition from the field and provided that they have the intent and

purpose to exercise that power.61

So while telling us that actual exercise of monopoly power is not an ele
ment of the offense, Mr. Justice Burton appears to be saying that an

intent or purpose to exercise the power is a necessary ingredient. For
this proposition, he cites the oft-quoted footnote 59 to the Socony-
Vacuum case.62 But Judge Hand, whose opinion in Alcoa Mr. Justice
Burton had welcomed the "opportunity to endorse"63 in American
Tobacco, had just finished telling us that "intent" as used in footnote 59
meant no more than to intend the natural consequences of one's acts.

Judge Hand in effect read intent or purpose out of the Act in the passage:

[T]he monopolist must have both the power to monopolize and the intent to monop
olize. To read the passage as demanding any "specific," intent, makes nonsense of it,
for no monopolist monopolizes unconscious of what he is doing. So here, "Alcoa"
meant to keep, and did keep, that complete and exclusive hold upon the ingot market
with which it started. That was to "monopolize" that market, however innocently it
otherwise proceeded.64

Since American Tobacco "endorsed" Alcoa, it might be safe to assume

that "intent" as used in Tobacco meant no more than Judge Hand's
consciousness. But the Attorney General's Report,65 citing both Ameri
can Tobacco and Alcoa, seems to insinuate more meaning into "intent"
and "purpose" as employed in the former:

Monopolizing under Section 2 consists of monopoly in the economic sense�that is,
power to fix prices or to exclude competition�plus a carefully limited ingredient
of purpose to use or preserve such power. . . . This element of "deliberateness" or

"purpose", distinguishing economic monopoly from the offense of monopoliza
tion . . . ,66

Whatever monopoly in the economic sense may be,67 it is possible today
61 328 U.S. at 809.
62 United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. ISO, 224 n.S9 (1940).
63 328 U.S. at 813.
64 148 F.2d at 432.
65 Report of the Attorney General's Natl Comm. to Study the Antitrust Laws (19SS).
66 Id. at 43.
67 Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition (1st ed. 1933) ; for a telling
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to venture a fairly reliable definition of legal monopoly: power to exclude
competition. Analysis is not aided by adding "or to fix prices" since
the power to exclude competition involves the power to fix prices. If
contrast be needed for illumination, it may be fruitful to consider monop
oly in its lay and legal senses. For a layman, a monopolist is normally
the possessor of the sole supply of goods or services, i.e., the owner of
the only theatre in town; but the sole theatre owner does not become a

monopolist in the legal sense until he has acquired the power to exclude
competition by, for example, entering into a series of exclusive deals with
the major distributors with the effect of foreclosing potential competition
in the town. Once he acquires such power, he is a monopolist in both the
lay and legal sense. Of course, in Learned Hand's teaching, it is neces

sary to show that our putative monopolist was not "unconscious" if the
Government is to insure against the possibility of a finding that his ex

clusive distributorships may have descended upon him as manna from
heaven.68

Once, then, the existence of power to exclude or lessen competition
has been satisfactorily demonstrated to the court, the inquiry should
be at an end, except, of course, for the matter of consciousness. In short,
in the du Pont-General Motors case, it should be sufficient for the law's

purpose to show that du Pont acquired a 23 per cent stock interest in
General Motors. This automatically conveyed power to du Pont to ex

clude competition in a substantial share of the relevant market and
rendered du Pont liable for intending the consequence of its purchase.
Acquisition of such power to exclude, standing alone, would have been
more than sufficient to meet the "lessening competition" test, had that
test been relevant, and sufficient to meet the "tendency to monopoly"
test with which Mr. Justice Brennan had to deal.69

review and evaluation of the economists' views, see Stocking and Watkins, Monopoly and

Free Enterprise, Twentieth Century Fund (1951) .

68 The so-called natural growth case, which no one has ever seen, has caused the com

mentators untold worry. It would seem time enough to worry about the natural growth
monopolist when he shows up on the scene. If a monopolist ever acquires the power to

exclude the competition through "wholly natural processes'' (whatever they may be), the

outcry in Congress against the antitrust laws may be expected to dwarf the original outcry
against the monopolies. In any case, no one suggests that du Pont or General Motors
attained their present positions by natural growth.

69 It should be remembered that we are dealing Here with a stock acquisition which gave
working control of GM and therefore power to exclude. This, of course, is not to say
that power to lessen or exclude competition is essential for a violation of � 7. Much less
than power to do the prohibited act may violate the statute. In the Hamilton Watch Co.
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Du Pont sought to escape by invoking the exemption which section ^7
affords for stock purchases which are made "solely for investment"
and which are not used "by voting or otherwise to bring about ... the

substantial lessening of competition."71 Despite du Pont's power to con

trol General Motors, it could be maintained that proof of exercise of

power to exclude competition was necessary to negate the "investment
defense. The answer must be that the exemption in the act for invest

ments can never be interpreted to permit a company to acquire control of
a competitor or to allow a firm which stands in the relationship of sup

plier to purchase control of a principal customer where the requisite
impact on the market is present. "Deliberate, calculated purchase for

control"72 of a competitor or a highly important customer must be con

clusive of an intent to affect competition�because the anti-competitive
threat is so manifestly inherent in the acquisition itself. To permit a

company to acquire control of a competitor on the pretext that it was
only interested in investment would completely destroy the objective of
the Clayton Act to catch restraints and monopolies in their incipiency.
And yet much the major part of the record in the du Pont-General

Motors case appears to have been devoted to the search for what the

Attorney General's Report styles the "ingredient of purpose to use."73
It is difficult to see what this "ingredient of purpose to use" could be

except the old "exercise of the power" in new verbiage. It is well enough
to illustrate, as Mr. Justice Brennan did, the nature of the power being
condemned by referring to a few transactions between du Pont and
GM. It is quite another thing to insist, as Mr. Justice Burton does,
upon proof of the misuse of such power. One need not subscribe to A. A.
Berle's divine economy74 to acknowledge that cultivated and sophisticated
businessmen such as the du Ponts would not issue a written ukase to

GM purchasing agents to purchase all their requirements from du Pont

v. Benrus Watch Co., 114 F. Supp. 307 (D. Conn. 19S3), a voting trust frustrated whatever

hope Benrus may have entertained of controlling Hamilton, but Benrus' right to elect a

single director was held to create a reasonable probability of lessening competition. The

point here is that whatever lesser acquisitions of influence may violate the act, the acquisi
tion of control and consequent power to lessen or exclude competition certainly violates it
without more. Once such control is posited the only relevant inquiry is the extent of the
market affected.

� 38 Stat. 731 (1914), 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952).
71 Ibid.
72 253 U.S. at 57.
73 Report of the Attorney General's Natl Comm. to Study the Antitrust Laws 43 (1955).
74 Hamilton, Book Review, The Nation 534 (Dec. 18, 1954).
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on pain of immediate dismissal. One need only recall the gentle reminder
of Mr. Justice Brandeis in his dissenting opinion in American Column
& Lumber Co. v. United States:"16
Restraint may be exerted through force or fraud or agreement. It may be exerted
through moral or through legal obligations; through fear or through hope. It may
exist although it is not manifested in any overt act, and even though there is no

intent to restrain. Words of advice seemingly innocent and perhaps benevolent, may
restrain, when uttered under circumstances that make advice equivalent to command.
For the essence of restraint is power; and power may arise merely out of position.
Wherever a dominant position has been attained, restraint necessarily arises. And
when dominance is attained, or is sought, through combination�however good
the motives or the manners of those participating�the Sherman Law is violated 76

Consistently with a dedication to a free enterprise system, the Supreme
Court could not tolerate domination of GM by du Pont. It would

grievously belie the articles of faith which the American people have
reposed in the antitrust laws to suggest that their application in du Pont-
General Motors should turn not on the existence of du Pont's power over
General Motors, but on its use or misuse. The Sherman Act embodies
the conviction of the people that political democracy is a sham unless

underpinned by economic democracy and that the laws of competition
are best designed to preserve economic opportunity for all of us with the
least governmental interference. It would be a categorical denial of
these articles of faith to suggest that we arrest, not the mere existence of
the power to lessen or exclude competition, but only its anti-social
exercise. For then we would substitute economic despotism for economic

democracy; no matter how benevolently the monopolist exercised his

power, economic opportunity could subsist only at his sufferance.
Our faith in the antitrust laws will probably continue to be somewhat

blind since it is unlikely that economics will ever develop tools to measure

accurately the truth or falsity of the basic premises on which our alle

giance to the laws of competition rest. But this is no reason why we

should permit new verbalisms such as "oligopolistic competition" to dis

guise the fact that the ultimate thrust of the Sherman and Clayton Acts
is at the mere possession of power to exclude or lessen competition.77

75 257 U.S. 377, 414 (1921).
76 These words recall to mind that until 1936 the du Fonts controlled the finance commit

tee which awarded bonus securities, and, from 1941 to 1948, they controlled the bonus and

salary committee which granted incentive rewards to deserving General Motors executives.
United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 126 F. Supp. 235, 253 (N.D. 111. 1954).

77 Note, for example, how far from the power and the glory Handler's addiction to

"oligopolistic competition" has brought him:
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It is conceivable that the day may come when our faith in a competi
tive economy may be confounded by the unearthing of an aggregation
with power to exclude which got that way solely through efficiency and
natural growth. But the coming of that day will be sufficient unto itself
and the believers in economic democracy can probably await its advent
with some confidence. If, in the meantime, the Court in du Pont-General
Motors has given us back power to do the prohibited act as the criterion
of illegality, we may expect the glory of our competitive economy to

endure for a while longer. And, in the meantime, the economy can

breathe free of the jeopardy that the occasion might arise when du Pont
would feel impelled to test out its power, for, as Mr. Justice Brennan

noted, the existence of power is attended by constant risk:

The fire that was kindled in 1917 continues to smolder. It burned briskly to forge
the ties that bind the General Motors market to du Pont, and if it has quieted down,
it remains hot, and from past performance, is likely at any time to blaze and make
the fusion complete.78

[U]se of this concept of power as a test of monopoly may prove to be misleading.
Thus one of several companies in an oligopolistic industry might have the power by its
own action to affect the market price or to drive a competitor out of business and
yet have nothing remotely resembling a monopoly. Uncritical application of this
definition of monopoly might lead to the dismemberment of large companies which in
fact are not monopolistic although their economic power is not inconsiderable.

Handler, Monopolies, Mergers and Markets�A New Focus, 1 Trade Regulation Series 17,
36 (19SS).

78 353 U.S. at 604.



THE CONGLOMERATE MERGER IN ECONOMICS
AND LAW

John M. Blair*

T^he recent decision of the Supreme Court in the du Pont-General
Motors case1 will, among other things, have the effect of focusing

increased attention on conglomerate mergers. Such mergers represent
the "all other" category of mergers and acquisitions. Horizontal acquisi
tions are those in which the acquiring and the acquired firms produce the
same product. Vertical acquisitions are those in which the acquiring and
the acquired firms produce different products which, however, are in
the same stream of production and distribution. Conglomerate acquisi
tions are the residual.2 On the basis of a sample survey conducted by the
Federal Trade Commission it would appear that about half of the

mergers and acquisitions taking place during 1951-54 were of the con

glomerate type.3
The recent decision made it clear that even under the "old" section 7

of the Clayton Act4 (and this of course would, if anything, be more true

* A.B. Tulane University, 1936; Ph.D. American University, 1941; member of the

American Economics Association; Director, Office of Reports, Smaller War Plants Cor

poration; formerly Chief, Division of Economics, Federal Trade Commission; presently
Chief Economist, Senate Sub-Committee on Anti-Trust and Monopoly. The views ex

pressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of any agency or body in which the
author has been or is employed.

1 United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. S86 (19S7).
2 It is realized that this classification is arbitrary and that in the real world mergers

do not always fit neatly into one or the other of the categories. For example, the merger
in 19S6 of the Long-Bell Lumber Co. with the International Paper Co. has aspects of all
three categories; it is vertical in that what International Paper is securing is a source of

supply for a new paper mill which it plans to build; it is horizontal in that the product of
this mill will be the same as the product which it makes in other mills; and it is con

glomerate in a geographic market sense in that International Paper has not hitherto been

engaged as a producer in the West Coast area. But, as someone has observed, classification
is the beginning of knowledge.

3 Of the total of 2,091 mergers occurring during this period 497 were "to lengthen the

product line," while 448 were for the purpose of achieving greater "diversification." Prob

ably all of the mergers in these two categories, or a total of 945, can properly be regarded
as conglomerate in nature. In addition, a number of mergers classified in other categories
had conglomerate aspects. FTC, Report on Corporate Mergers and Acquisitions, at 53

(1955).
4 38 Stat. 731 (1914), 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952).

672
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since the law was strengthened by the Celler-Kefauver amendments of

1950)5 the sole determinant of a merger's legality is its effect. The

direction of the merger�whether horizontal, vertical, or conglomerate
�

is irrelevant. Using effect as the basic standard and assuming, as did the

Court, that the pre-emption of the world's largest market for automotive
finishes and fabrics and its foreclosure to competitors was destructive of

competition and tended to create a monopoly, the conclusion reached by
the Court is merely the result of logical deduction. By the same reason

ing it would follow that any conglomerate merger which, it could be

shown, had the effect of substantially lessening competition or tending
to create a monopoly could also be struck down, as long as what was

acquired was stock between 1914 and 1950, but either stock or asset

after 1950.6
As the Court notes, Congress in passing the Celler-Kefauver amend

ments was careful not to state that the "old" Act related only to hori
zontal mergers, the accompanying House report stating only that this
was a view held "by some" but that the new law was intended "to make
it clear that the bill applies to all types of mergers and acquisitions,
vertical and conglomerate as well as horizontal." Even more explicitly
the Report stated:
If, for example, one or a number of raw material producers purchases firms in a

fabricating field (i.e. a "forward vertical acquisition"), and if as a result thereof com
petition in that fabricating field is substantially lessened in any section of the country,
the law would be violated even though there did not exist any competition between
the acquiring (raw material) and the acquired (fabricating) firms.
The same principle would, of course, apply to backward vertical and conglomerate

acquisitions and mergers."1

These explicit statements in the House Report to the contrary notwith
standing, there seems to have been a growing body of opinion that, in
some way or other, the 1950 law actually does not encompass mergers
of the conglomerate type. Some of these suggestions have been based
simply on an inability to comprehend how such acquisitions could pos
sibly injure competition. Professor Richard Heflebower "cannot see that

5 64 Stat. 1125 (1950), 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952).
6 The references by the court to the "old" � 1 as indicating a congressional intent

to reach mergers other than those involving competitors would theoretically be just as

applicable to conglomerate as to vertical mergers, assuming, of course, a showing of the
requisite effect on competition.

7 H.R. Rep. No. 1191, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 11 (1949) (hereinafter cited as Accompany
ing House Report.) (Emphasis added.)
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the law as enacted actually deals with them [conglomerate mergers]
except in extreme cases."8 Professor M. A. Adelman states:
Where a business concern buys out a firm producing an altogether unrelated prod

uct, one which is neither competing, nor a raw material for its own product, nor a

commodity into which it is to be embodied: . . . there is no competition between them
to be extinguished, nor the possibility of fewer alternatives for any customer or

supplier anywhere. . . . Whatever the reason, if the markets are separate, then by
definition ownership of firms in both can have no effect on either. Perhaps Congress
intended to stop conglomerate mergers but their act does not.9

Other arguments have been based upon a notion that Congress did
not really understand the nature of "true" conglomerate mergers and
therefore did not intend to reach them. Thus, Robert A. Bicks, first
assistant to the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Antitrust

Division, cites as an example of the type of conglomerate merger which

Congress intended to bring within the law the Department's case against
the merger of Continental Can, "the second largest manufacturer of
metal cans in the United States," with Hazel-Atlas, "the second largest
manufacturer of all glass bottles in the United States."10 But to the
extent that tin cans and glass bottles are substitutes for each other (and
this is the theory on which the Department's case rests) what is involved
here is merely a horizontal merger. Mr. Bicks goes so far as to state that,
"Against this background I suggest Congress' inclusion of 'conglomerates'
did not aim to encompass a category of mergers other than horizontal
and vertical."11
Both of these lines of argument eliminate the problem by defining it

away, and both fail to distinguish between what Congress did and did
not do. What it did do was to define very clearly, with illustrations, the
nature of conglomerate mergers.12 What it did not do was to define with

8 Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Anti-Trust and Monopoly of the Senate Com

mittee on the Judiciary, 84th Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 3, at 982 (19SS).
9 Address by M. A. Adelman, Meeting of the Anti-Trust Section of the Association of

the Bar of the City of New York, November 13, 19S6.
10 Address by Robert A. Bicks, Meeting of the Anti-Trust Section of the Association

of the Bar of the City of New York, November 13, 19S6.
n Ibid.
i2 For example, the Accompanying House Report contains charts for each of the three

types of mergers; the representative of the FTC in hearings on the measure described in
considerable detail the characteristics of conglomerate as contrasted with horizontal and
vertical mergers. See also FTC, Report on the Merger Movement: A Summary Report, at

59-63 (1948), which played an important role in the consideration of the bill, and
contains a separate section on conglomerate mergers in which they are contrasted with
other types of mergers and some of their possibly injurious effects are specifically delineated.
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any specificity the manner in which competition could be injured by
such mergers. There being little settled agreement on this point even

among economists, the reluctance of Congress to be more explicit is at
least understandable. Two recent theoretical articles on conglomerate
activity begin respectively: "The problem of the multiple-product firm has
lain in virtual neglect on the threshold of the theory of monopolistic (or
imperfect) competition since the pioneering efforts of Chamberlin and
Joan Robinson some seventeen or eighteen years ago."13 And, "It
appears that very little has been written about the multi-product firm."14
In such circumstances it is hard to find fault with Congress for having
followed the not uncommon legislative procedure of turning over to an

expert body and the courts the question of whether, and in what manner,
the practice in question may have the specified effect prohibited by the
statute. To interpret the action by Congress in adopting this approach
as reflecting an intent to exclude conglomerate mergers from the scope of
the law, (which would also involve ignoring the explicit statement to
the contrary in the Accompanying House Report) is to strain credulity
to the breaking point. ^

The Extent of Multi-Product Operations

While increasingly important over the years, the conglomerate cor

poration has long been with us. Thirty years ago the Federal Trade
Commission made an investigation of what was in the way of becoming
the most massive conglomerate in America's history, before or since.
On July 27, 1927 E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. announced that it
had purchased 114,000 shares of the common stock of the U.S. Steel
Corporation, for which it paid some $14,000,000. Coming on the heels
of the du Pont's purchase of 22.9 per cent of the stock of General Motors,
this acquisition would have bound together through stock ownership the
nation's largest chemical firm, the largest automobile producer, and the
largest steel company. In making the investigation the primary concern

of the Commission was with the vertical relationships which might
develop among the companies in the way of buying and selling arrange
ments to the exclusion of independent suppliers. At the same time, it
was not unmindful of the conglomerate aspects; in its resolution of
July 29, 1927 directing that the investigation be made, the Commission
indicated its concern over "the establishment of a community oj interests

13 Clemens, Price Discrimination and the Multiple-Product Firms, 19 Rev. of Econ.
Studies 1 (1950-51).

14 Weldon, The Multi-Product Firm, 14 Can. J. of Econ. and Pol. Sci. 176 (1948).
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among these three corporations which are reputed to be the largest indus
trial corporations in this country . .-. ."16 Some six months following
the initiation of the investigation, the Commission received a letter dated
March 19, 1928 and signed by Irenee du Pont, stating: "E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Company has sold its entire holdings of United States Steel
Corporation Common Stock."18
The material gathered in the investigation reveals one of the motivat

ing drives behind conglomerate mergers�a force which has undoubtedly
been present in many recent acquisitions of this type. In his now famous

prophetic "Report of the Treasurer of du Pont Company to the Finance
Committee recommending investment in General Motors-Chevrolet
Motor Stock, December 19, 1917," John J. Raskob, under the heading
"Necessity for Finding Investments," stated:
The total amount we have succeeded in investing in new industries to date, count

ing $12,500,000.00 for the dye business ($7,500,000.00 for plant investment and
$5,000,000.00 for working capital investment) is $40,000,000.00 leaving a balance of

$50,000,000.00 still seeking employment and it is imperative that this amount be em

ployed, otherwise the earnings of our Company after the war will be insufficient to

support the dividend policy and the matter of properly employing this money in a

way that will result in proper return to our company is one of most serious conse

quence.17

It was this pressure of surplus funds for employment that the Com
mission apparently had in mind when, in its conclusion, it referred to

the securing of market outlets as a reason for the stock acquisition but
then went on to add: "This, however, is only one reason for this financial

relationship, and not necessarily the most important one."18
The earliest general survey of conglomerate activity is to be found

in a remarkable study, The Integration of Industrial Operations19
published in 1924 by the Bureau of Census. Prepared by Willard L.

Thorp and based on the 1919 Census of Manufacture, this monograph
presented for the first time quantitative data bearing on the extent of

conglomerate activity. A distinction was drawn between "simple" central

15 FTC, Report on du Pont Investments Undertaken by a Resolution of the Commis
sion Dated July 20, 1927, at 1 (1929). (Emphasis added.)

16 Id. at 7. The difference in the length of time required to achieve the same result

(divestiture) between the judicial process and the focusing of the spotlight of publicity
through an economic investigation should not pass unnoticed.

17 Id. at 15. See also United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. 586, 601

(1957).
18 Id. at 9. (Emphasis added.)
19 Thorp, The Integration of Industrial Operation (Census Monographs 3, 1924).
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office firms (those whose establishments operate in only one industry)
and "complex" central offices (those with establishments in two or more

industries). Even in 1919, 31 per cent of the central offices were found
to be of the latter type. One company had establishments classified in
no fewer than 13 different industries; 3 had establishments in 12 indus
tries each; 2 in 11 industries each, and 4 in 10 industries each.20

Nearly two decades later another study, also prepared under the direc
tion of Thorp, showed that the complex type had registered noticeable

gains, both absolutely and relatively. In TNEC Monograph No. 27,
Thorp presented a number of tabulations which are comparable to those
of his earlier study.21 Speaking of manufacturing as a whole, Thorp says:

If the 1919 data are adjusted by deducting mining companies and railroad repair
shops, since they are not included in the present study, the percentage of simple cen

tral offices in 1937 is lower than that for the earlier years. That is, there appears to

have been at least some decline in the proportion of simple structures in favor of
the complex type.22

There appear to be 6 major industry groups23 whose definitions re

mained generally the same and for which rough comparisons as to trend
can therefore be made. In all but one,24 central offices of the complex
type constituted a greater proportion of all central offices in 1937 than
in 1919.

This relative increase in the importance of "complex" central offices
was accompanied by an increase in their share of the total number of

plants operated by all central offices.25 Again, with only one exception,
in each of the industry groups for which comparisons can be made, com-

2� Id. at 125-26.
21 Thorp & Crowder, The Structure of Industry 105-226 (TNEC Monograph No. 27,

1941). The industries of both the 1919 and 1937 studies approximate the "4-digit" industries
of the Standard Industrial Classification.

22 Id. at 151.
23 Food and kindred products, textiles and their products, chemicals and allied products,

leather and its manufactures, stone, clay and glass products, and iron and steel and their

products. Thorp, op. cit. supra note 19, at 126, and Thorp & Crowder, op. cit. supra note

21, at 152.
24 The decrease occurred in the percentage figure for food and kindred products primarily

as a result of a great increase in the number of "simple" central offices in the canning and
manufactured ice industries.

25 Inasmuch as central office operations reflect operations in all industries other than

the one in which the firm is primarily engaged, they of course include vertical as well as

conglomerate activity. A cursory inspection of the available data would suggest that, if
anything, the conglomerate component was relatively more important in 1937 than in 1919.
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plex central offices controlled a greater proportion of all central office
plants in 1937 than in 1919 26

As might be expected, during this period, within the complex central
offices the larger enterprises tended to become relatively more important
than their smaller counterparts.27 What is surprising is the absence of
a similar showing within the simple central offices: "the percentage
distribution of simple central offices in 1937, by number of establish
ments operated, followed very closely the general pattern of the distribu
tion for 1919 "28

By 1937, complex central offices had come to account for 39.2 per cent
of all manufacturing wage earners and 44.4 per cent of all wages paid
in manufacturing.29
The most recent study of multi-product activity is the Federal Trade

Commission's so-called Corporate Patterns Survey, which covered the

operations in 1950 of the 1,000 largest manufacturing corporations. It
is based upon the 5 -digit Census "product classes" which are more

narrowly defined and usually more meaningful from the point of view of
the market than the 4-digit "industries" of the TNEC Monograph. In
its analysis of product class leadership the survey eliminated from con

sideration all products where the leading company made shipments of
less than $13 million.30 The effect was to exclude all but a few instances
where a company too small to be included among the 1,000 largest firms
made more shipments of a given product class than did any of the
1,000. There were 441 product classes in which the leading com

pany among those surveyed did make shipments of more than $13 million
and was thus by this test the leading producer among all companies. In
no fewer than 254 of these 441, 58 per cent, the leading producer was

principally engaged in another product class. Or, to put it another way,
taking only the 1,000 largest companies as the possible leading producers
the production of the product was a secondary activity of the leading
producer in more than a quarter of all product classes (254 out of 926).
What is perhaps of even greater significance is the fact that in 150

26 This was true of food and kindred products, textiles and their products, chemicals
and allied products, leather and its manufactures, and iron and steel and their products.
The exception was stone, clay and glass products. Thorp, op. cit. supra note 19, at 166,
and Thorp & Crowder, op. cit. supra note 21, at 154.

27 Thorp & Crowder, op. cit. supra note 21, at 161.
28 Id. at 157.
29 Id. at 161, 211.
so FTC, Report on Industrial Concentration and Product Diversification in the 1 000

Largest Manufacturing Companies: 1950, at 15-16 (1957).
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product classes shipments by the leading producer represented less than
10 per cent of the company's total shipments. And in 96 product classes
(or over one-tenth of all product classes) shipments by the leading
producer represented less than 5 per cent of its total shipments.31
The world of reality is certainly a far cry from the world of traditional

single-product economic theory.
II

Conglomerate Mergers and Efficiency

While the necessity of calling attention to the distinction between
"business" and "economic" efficiency may seem unnecessary, the tendency
to confuse the two seems to be particularly prevalent in discussions of

conglomerate activity.32 In the former sense the term of course connotes

high profits, steady earnings, soundness of capital structure, and con

tinuing and substantial benefits to the owning and managing groups.
In the latter sense it connotes greater productivity, more skilled manage
ment, a better use of resources�all of which are usually reflected in
lower unit costs.

Although on occasion the two different connotations may coincide for
a particular concern or industry, high and steady earnings, soundness of
capital structure, etc. may be obtained by the very negation of those
forces which make for efficiency in the economic sense, e.g. by the restric
tion of production (with a consequent increase in unit costs), by the
withholding of technological gains (in order to prevent the impairment of
capital structures), or by the lessening of incentives to achieve lower
costs which may accompany the possession of monopoly power.
Of all types of merger activity conglomerate acquisitions have the least

claim to promoting efficiency in the economic sense. The lower costs that
might result in a horizontal acquisition from the pooling of skills and
know-how gained in the production of the same product from different
facilities are absent. Likewise the conglomerate acquisition affords little
opportunity for the closing down of the less efficient facilities and the
centralization of production in the more efficient. Similarly, the gains in
a vertical acquisition which might result from the more logical and
orderly arrangement of facilities employed in the successive stages of a

31 Id. at 15-16. These percentages are of course minimal since there are undoubtedly
similar instances where the leading producer was not among the 1,000 largest corporations
or, if among them, produced less than $13,000,000 of the product.

32 For example, such a careful observer as G. E. Hale intermingles the two without any
attempt at differentiation in a discussion of "Origins of Diversification and Its Relation
to Efficiency." Hale, Diversification: Impact of Monopoly Policy Upon Multi-Product
Firms, 98 U. Pa. L. Rev. 320 (1950).
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continuous production process are not present. Because what is involved
is the production of unrelated products the conglomerate acquisition
provides few opportunities for the securing of economic efficiency in such
matters as specialization as between plants, exchange of cost informa
tion between plants, savings in handling and reheating, operating with
smaller inventories, reductions in the number of styles and sizes, savings
in cross freight, etc.
In an interesting article J. C. Weldon has listed the economic gains and

losses which may result from multiple-plant operations.33 His classifica
tion applies only in part to conglomerate mergers since (a) it relates

primarily to existing operations as contrasted to expansion and (b) it
encompasses all types of multiple-plant operations�horizontal and verti
cal as well as conglomerate. In regard to common production costs, the
principal opportunity for a gain in efficiency presented by a conglomerate
merger would be in what he refers to as the "managerial divisibility
saving":
When [products] A, B, C, . . . are produced separately, one or more managers are

required per product. In common production, there is the alternative of using some

lesser number of managers. . . . For example, in the two-product firms, it is always
possible to save the supply price of a single manager. . . ,34

But this gain would be offset by (1) a "specialization" loss (the lack
of specialized abilities in each manager employed on two or more

products); (2) an "overwork" loss (which results whenever a manager
employed on two or more products is thereby overworked); and (3) a

"coordination" cost (the cost of coordinating simultaneous production
under separate managements). Because the products are different the

"managerial divisibility" saving cannot be pushed very far in a conglom
erate activity without being exceeded by the "specialization" loss. The

manager of a steel mill might be able to manage an additional steel mill,
but he would not be able to manage a shoe factory, even though the
latter were a smaller and less complex operation. If the acquiring firm
made no attempt to reduce the number of managers (perhaps recogniz
ing the loss of specialization involved), it would still be confronted with
the "coordination" costs which would rise as a function of the number
of different industries in which the conglomerate is engaged.35
It is in the area of selling costs that the economies of conglomerate
33 Weldon, supra note 14.
34 Id. at 180.
35 The other common production costs cited by Weldon, "worker divisibility and

worker crowding" do not appear to be applicable to conglomerate acquisitions.
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operations are most frequently stressed. The line of argument is that
the handling of additional products tends to spread the selling costs over

a greater number of items, thus lowering unit costs. It is typified by an

example cited by Hale in which a glass company entered the paint
industry: "The production of these [paint] items on a large scale has
been logical because paint stores generally feature glass as well . . . ."3<J
An attempt to justify acquisitions on the basis of possible savings in

selling costs may hoist the proponent on his own petard. As Chamberlin
observes, "Selling costs are very naturally passed over in competitive
theory, since they are at odds with the assumption of pure competi
tion . . . ."3T They can be reconciled with theory only if the market is
assumed to be imperfect. The argument that selling costs might be
reduced thus admits at the outset an imperfection of the market which
an acquisition would probably tend to aggravate.
Apart from this theoretical consideration, the type of argument illus

trated by Hale's example might appear to represent an obvious "divisi

bility" saving; in selling two products it is always possible to save the

supply price of one salesman. But here, as in production, the saving
would be offset by a "specialization" loss and perhaps an "overwork"
loss. Carrying the analysis one step further, how does it come about
that the glass salesman would have any time available to sell another

product? To what extent in a truly competitive industry could a firm
afford the incremental selling cost of handling additional and unrelated
products? Of course, if the industry is oligopolistic in character and

competition in price has been replaced by rivalry in selling effort and

advertising, the company's existing sales expenses might well provide a

"cushion" that would permit the handling of additional products without
impairing sales of the original product. But what this amounts to is a

subsidy out of monopoly profits, not a cost saving.
Conglomerate mergers also tend to impair economic efficiency by

lessening the dependence of prices upon costs. Even where the conglom
erate keeps reasonably accurate cost records, its accounting costs will
of necessity reflect some arbitrary method of allocating indirect costs.

Or, the conglomerate may even ignore its costs as long as its total return
is satisfactory. As Willard Thorp, speaking of the multi-product firm,
says:
But even if costs were known, the flow of supply might not follow accordingly. The

company managers are interested in the profitability of the entire unit. ... [a]s long
36 Hale, supra note 32, at 332.
37 Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition 126-27 (4th ed. 1942).
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as there are several products with different profit ratios, total profit may be maxi
mized ... by selling some lines below accounting costs.38

In a broader sense, conglomerate mergers may impede the proper
allocation of resources by interposing the conglomerate's managers as

an intermediary stage between the investing public and the various pos
sible fields of investment. Conceivably, these managers might make as

wise a use of capital among the various industries in which the conglom
erate is engaged as would the investors acting independently. But the
value of having the decision-making function widely diffused is lost.

Specific diseconomies in conglomerates were noted in a recent survey
by a prominent business journal. Referring to these enterprises as

"polyglots," the article found that they
have begun to run into rough weather. Some are actually taking the pounding that
many conservative businessmen long ago predicted; others are hastily trimming sail.
Still others, of course, are doing fine.39

Among the problems encountered by the "polyglots" is that "top brass
of the companies doing the acquiring often hasn't proved itself as

versatile as it had thought itself."40 As an example, the article cited the
case of a vacuum cleaner company which was acquired by new interests.
Under the old management salesmen had been paid their commissions
as installment payments were made. Against the advice of the old

management, this practice was discontinued and the full commission was

paid at the time of sale:

[The company] sold thousands of sweepers, paid thousands of commissions, and
then found itself flooded with repossessions�unconfirmed rumor says they run up to

60% of sales. It turned out that salesmen had run up those eye-popping records by
the simple device of making sales that wouldn't stick to anybody who would take a

cleaner. Soon the company was short of cash, long on inventory, and finally clear
out of the business.41

Other causes of a loss in efficiency were "personality clashes" between
the acquired firm and the expanding conglomerate and an "excessive

hunger for more acquisitions" which frequently resulted in a loss of

working capital needed to operate the company's existing divisions.

38 Thorp & Crowder, op. cit. supra note 21, at 667. "The difficulty of segregating the

management and selling costs of each product allows such discrimination from inadvertence.
The pooling of the profits from the production and sale of a number of commodities also
facilitates deliberate discrimination in this sense." Burns, The Decline of Competition 451

(1936).
39 Business Week, Sept. 21, 1957, p. 151.
49 Id. at 152.
41 Id. at 152, 156.
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At the same time the article noted that some of the "polyglots" appear
to be quite successful: "Size of both the components and the central
company seems to be important."42 Examples cited are a company whose
acquisitions are comparatively minor as compared to its "solidly estab
lished'' businesses; a firm made up of a grouping of "large, well-
established companies"; and one where "generally large units were

involved, and there was a strong central business to build around."43
The moral would appear to be that Andrew Carnegie's formula for

success of "putting all your eggs in one basket and then watching the
basket" can be ignored only if you are putting large eggs into a large,
strong basket.

Competitive Advantages of Conglomerates
It is the thesis of Corwin Edwards that the conglomerate's sheer

size and power gives to it significant competitive advantages, which he
classifies into two categories�the "nonmarket" and the "market." The

former, which result from "activities that lie outside the processes of

production and sale" relate to advantages in litigation, politics, public
relations, and finance:
The large company's advantage in litigation is derived from the fact that it can

afford to maintain its own law office and to disregard the costs of litigation in deter
mining its legal tactics. . . . The campaign contributions of large companies and the
occasional case of direct or indirect bribery are probably the least significant sources

of the large company's political power. . . . Within wide limits, it can buy its own

reputation. Good repute, in turn, may be used for market advantage, political ad
vantage or advantage in controversies with other economic groups.
The large concern also has an advantage in finance. It is a large user of the services

of commercial banks and investment banks, keeps large sums on deposit and there
fore receives the consideration given a valued customer.44

There are also, in Edwards' view, four types of "market" advantages,
i.e. those resulting from activities lying within the processes of produc
tion and sale:
the large enterprise has advantages over the small in its capacity to spend money or

take losses at any selected point at which it encounters a small rival, in its enjoy
ment of discriminations and preferences, in its ability to control distributors, custo
mers and sources of supply by tie-in sales and exclusive dealing arrangements, and in
its opportunities to strengthen its position through exchanges of favors with other
large enterprises. ... 45

42 Id. at 1S8.
43 Ibid.
44 Edwards, Conglomerate Bigness as a Source of Power Universities�National Bureau

Committee for Economic Research, Business Concentration and Price Policy 34S-48 (19SS).
45 Id. at 344-45.
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Criticism of Edwards has been directed, not to his description of these
advantages themselves, but to his contention that advantages of any kind
could exist which do not flow from the possession of monopoly power
(or of course greater efficiency). The essence of Edwards' position is
that, if the company is large enough and diversified enough these ad
vantages exist even in the absence of monopoly powers in particular
markets.

With this position both George Stigler and George Stocking are in
disagreement. Stigler holds simply that in the absence of monopoly con

trol over particular "markets" advantages of the type described by Ed
wards cannot exist:

The essence of this type of firm, as I understand it, is that although the firm need
not have an appreciable degree of market control in any one market, yet because of
the many markets in which it operates and the large resources it possesses, a power
is acquired to sell and buy at preferential terms. I must confess that the exact
mechanics by which the total power possessed by the firm gets to be larger than the
sum of the parts (in individual markets) escapes me. . . .46

Stocking's position is to the same effect, except that he explicitly
accepts Edwards' description of the "market" and to a large extent the
"non-market" advantages.47 His argument that the market advantages
stem, however, from monopoly power (or in some cases economics of

scale) runs along the following lines. Factors cited by Edwards for
which large firms can outbid smaller enterprises�better raw material

deposits, more attractive sites, new inventions, etc.�are indivisible and
in limited supply. Therefore, only large firms can command them:
"Here business efficiency is a function of size. If without achieving
monopoly power big firms pay more for these factors than their economic

rent, they cannot long survive in competition with their smaller rivals."48
The advantages gained by the large firm in being able to make and re

ceive discriminations and preferences stem from its monopoly position:
"unless the large firms can (1) recapture the temporary losses involved
in the price war by above-normal (monopoly) returns elsewhere in the
same or some other product, (2) eventually obtain a local monopoly by
driving out its little rival, or (3) force the rival to follow its price leader
ship what has it profited? Surely all this can be brought within tradi
tional monopoly theory."49 The power to obtain preferential advantages

46 Stigler, Mergers and Preventive Antitrust Policy, 104 U. Pa. L. Rev. 176, 184 (1955).
47 Edwards, op. cit. supra note 44, at 352-59.
48 Id. at 354.
49 Id. at 355.
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by threatening to integrate is an illusion unless integration reduces costs
in which case it is a function of economies of scale: "If a conglomerate is

obtaining materials from a supplier at a competitive price, it has no

economic advantage in integrating unless integration lowers costs or

brings greater security."50 Finally the advantages which large firms may
gain by exchanging reciprocal favors with each other can be explained in
the traditional terms of monopoly power versus economic efficiency.
It is hoped that the above summaries do not do too much violence to

the essential views of Edwards and Stocking. For all practical purposes,
however, the difference between them is not as great as might at first
appear. From an exchange of footnotes it is clear that they are using
different definitions of monopoly; Edwards uses the narrower concept
"in the sense it had in the older economic theory," and Stocking the
broader concept which includes "all that Chamberlin and his refiners
have brought within the scope of neo-classical monopoly theory."51 Pre

sumably, it would be only such advantages as stem from those dimensions
of size and diversification that stop short of the modern concept of

monopoly which would be encompassed by Edwards and not by Stocking.
In this observer's opinion there is at least one advantage, of large size

stopping short of monopoly power. This is the inability of the large
concern and the inability of the smaller company to secure adequate
capital and long-term credit.52 By not being faced with this "institutional
gap" the conglomerate enjoys an advantage which cannot be explained
in terms of either monopoly control over markets or economies of scale.
Aside from recognizing it, however, this advantage of size and diversifi

cation per se (and there are perhaps others) need not be regarded as an

integral element in the discussion of conglomerates. There is no paucity
of situations where the conglomerate is firmly rooted in monopoly control
of particular markets. And where such monopoly power exists, there
appears to be little disagreement that competition in the conglomerate's
other markets may be endangered.53

50 Id. at 356.
51 Id. at 333, 353.
52 Edwards states: "Investment bankers, particularly, have not developed procedures

appropriate to small-scale fluctuations." Id. at 348.
53 Mention should be made of the approach of Eli W. Clemens under which competitive

problems arising from conglomerate enterprises would disappear because the concept of the
conglomerate firm would, itself, disappear. In Professor Clemens' analysis, the concept of
a firm selling different products in different markets would disappear: "This paper assumes
the transferability of resources within the firm and suggests a homogeneous unit of output
to be applied to multiple-product firms." Clemens, Price Discrimination and the Multiple-
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IV
Uses of Monopoly Power

Granted the existence of monopoly power in individual markets there
is no need to restrict the advantages of the conglomerate to those cited
by Edwards, or to any conceivable list. The conglomerate can employ
its monopoly power in any one of a multitude of ways to gain an advan
tage in other markets, a process which has been described as the exercise
of "leverage."54 The exact methods used can be tailored to the particular
circumstances of the industry being entered. For example, the conglom
erate can take such an unusual step as granting exceptionally favorable
credit terms, an inducement of particular importance in the sale of costly
products. "In both buses and diesel locomotives . . . General Motors
was able to give liberal financing terms through its financial affiliate,
General Motors Acceptance Corp. (GMAC) and Yellow Manufacturing
Acceptance Corp. (YMAC) which was of inestimable advantage in secur

ing a favored market position."55 None of its competitors are so situated.
The opportunities of competitors are further reduced when the conglom
erate goes to such lengths as becoming a part owner of the buyers. In
the bus industry, "Competition was seriously disadvantaged by the ability
of General Motors to make capital investments in bus purchasers�both
transit and intercity�and thus secure certain preferences."56
But of all the uses which the conglomerate can make of its monopoly

power in entering new markets none are perhaps of more importance than

Product Firm, 19 Rev. of Econ. Studies 1, 2 (1950-51). Behind this assumption is the

argument that much of the machinery and equipment of multiple-product firms is general
purpose in character and can quickly be shifted to turning out different products. It is one

thing to point out, as Professor Clemens has correctly done, that "the transferability of
resources between products and within the firm is much greater than is commonly assumed
in economic treatises." Id. at 3. It is something else again to push this point to the

length which Professor Clemens has carried it. Moreover, a conceptual problem remains.
Even assuming complete adaptability of productive resources, at a given point of time

they would presumably be producing different products. Hence, potential transferability
would not alter the reality of differences in products and markets at successive given
points in time.

54 "This term [leverage] may be used to describe the use of a monopoly position at one

stage to acquire one at an earlier or later stage (vertical leverage) ; or to extend it into
an adjacent market area (horizontal leverage)." Adelman, Integration and Antitrust Policy,
63 Harv. L. Rev. 27, 44 (1949). To extend it into a market area which is neither "earlier,"
"later," or "adjacent" would logically be conglomerate "leverage." For this use of the

term, see United States v. Griffith, 334 U.S. 100 (1948).
55 Bigness and Concentration of Economic Power�A Case Study of General Motors

Corporation, S. Rep. No. 1879, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (1956).
56 Ibid.
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advertising and what, for lack of a better term, may be referred to as

"product discrimination." Through advertising the buyers in the new

industry can be made forcefully aware of their good fortune in now being
able to have their needs met by a firm whose reputation in other indus
tries is so well established. Moreover, if the advertising expenditures are

large enough they may alter the nature of the demand itself, in favor of
the conglomerate's products:
General Motors, as the dominant producer of automobiles and other products, is
in a position not merely to vie for consumer acceptance but in significant degree,
whether alone or in conjunction with other leading producers, actually to mold con

sumer preferences. Such an advantage is attributable in part to the paramount position
already enjoyed by General Motors in many markets which helps, in and of itself,
to induce consumer acceptance. The great financial power of the company also en

ables it to widen this advantage by undertaking advertising expenditures which no

competitor of lesser size can afford.57

Peculiarly suited to the conglomerate and particularly destructive to

competition is the practice of, in effect, subsidizing the sale of some

products at abnormally low prices by monopoly profits made on others.
The phenomenon is described by Arthur R. Burns who, in speaking of

integration into a number of markets, states:
[i]t gives rise to opportunities for price discrimination in the sense of selling individual
products at prices exceeding or falling short of the total costs of producing and sell

ing. . . . The inducement to discriminate is most likely to be present when the

integrated firm enjoys advantages in one market; it may exploit these advantages
and divert part of the monopoly profits thus obtained to subsidize sales at less than

apparent cost in other markets. . . .58

It will be noted that Burns uses the term "price discrimination." But
what is involved here is not price discrimination in the usual sense of the

term, since it does not involve sales of a given product to different cus
tomers at varying prices. Rather what is involved is the sale by a multi-

product company of some of its product at prices below costs (or below
costs plus a normal or average profit). The manner in which competi
tion may be injured by this practice has been described by A. D. H.
Kaplan in the following words:
The manufacturer of a full line enjoys an advantage somewhat analogous to that of

the seller operating in a number of markets. He can theoretically manipulate his mar

gins to take lower profits on products that require forcing or for which demand is
more elastic and compensating higher profit on those in which his position is more

stable.59

57 Id. at 8.
58 Burns, The Decline of Competition 451 (1936).
59 Kaplan, Big Enterprises in a Competitive System 216 (1954).
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The practice itself has long been recognized as a threat to competition.
Over 35 years ago the Federal Trade Commission in a report on the meat

packing industry observed, "There is some reason to believe that the
great packers are under a frequent burden of low profits and perhaps
even losses by reason of their invasion of new fields. In other words, high
profits on meat may be used to finance new activities pending the estab
lishment of the latter on a firm basis . . . ."60
It is axiomatic that the smaller is a given product in relation to a

conglomerate's total activity, the greater is its susceptibility to this

practice. Thus with a conglomerate's expansion into the production of
more and more products, the importance to its total operations of a

given product would tend to decrease and the number of products which
it could readily afford to sell at abnormally low prices would correspond
ingly increase.

y
The Entrance into an Atomistic Industry

The acquisition by an established firm of a company in another indus

try raises the technical question of whether such a movement, in and of

itself, represents "entry" in the economic sense of the term. In an

interesting article Howard H. Hines concludes that "the answer must

be negative:"61
Since there is no change in the total number of firms, there has been no entry from

the point of view of the group of sellers .... [and] the concept of entry implies an

enlargement in numbers.62

But what if the expectations and thus the behavior of the industry's
other firms are altered by the merger, as compared to what they would
otherwise have been, would it not represent "entrance" in the true sense

of the term? This is not a matter which must be resolved here. The
movement of an established firm into a new industry through merger
could just as well be depicted by some other term without affecting this

60 FTC, Report on the Meat Packing Industry, V, at 16 (1920).
61 Hines, Effectiveness of "Entry" by Already Established Firms, 71 Quarterly J. of

Econ. 132, 145 (1957). The focus of Hines' article is somewhat different from that of this
discussion. His primary concern is entry by established as compared to new firms, and by
definition entry is limited to that which takes place through the construction of new

facilities^
62 Id. at 144-45. Hines qualifies this conclusion by noting that "where the merger en

ables a firm to leave the atomistic periphery of a group and to take a place amidst the

oligopolistic portion (or alongside a previously dominant firm), it does seem reasonable to

consider this as entry from the point of view of the group, since the number of active
decision-makers increases." Id. at 145.
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analysis. But "entry" will be so employed here for the sake of con

venience and, of course, subject to the qualification that its use in this
context is open to question.
Assuming the possession of monopoly power by the conglomerate

(probably as an oligopolist), it becomes important to consider the
nature of the industry being entered. The possibility that competition
will be lessened and the nature of the danger itself are quite different

depending on whether the structure of the industry is oligopolistic or

non-oligopolistic (or "atomistic" as it may also be termed).63
Taking up the latter and somewhat simpler case first, entrance into an

atomistic industry may be defined as the entrance by merger of a firm

possessing monopoly power into a new industry in which monopoly ele
ments are absent or, if present, are markedly weaker than those usually
associated with oligopoly. It is, in short, the entrance into a "competi
tive" industry in the economic sense of the term. Here, the danger to

competition is that what had previously been an actively competitive
industry might be transformed into one dominated by a single company
and characterized by price leadership and a general absence of price
rivalry. This would come about even though the share of the industry in
the hands of the acquiring company is no greater than the share formerly
held by the acquired firm.
The most obvious way in which competition might be injured would

be as a result of the destruction of the smaller enterprises through the
actual exercise by the conglomerate of the various forms of leverage at
its command. But even if it does not actually engage in product discrimi
nation or similar tactics, its power and capacity to do so will have a

destructive effect on competition through its effect on the expectations
of the industry's other concerns. By definition these firms possess no

monopoly power and their operations may, for all practical purposes, be
regarded as limited to one industry. Before initiating a price reduction
(or comparable competitive move) the smaller producers may be ex

pected to take into account the new entrant's probable reaction. The
smaller firm cannot be expected to be unaware of the new entrant's
monopoly power in other industries and of the obvious uses to which
that power could be put against any price-cutting rival. Nor can the
small concern be expected to be unaware of the fact that whereas its
economic life largely depends on success in its particular industry, opera
tions in that industry represent to the conglomerate only a minor share

63 It is realized that in practice the distinction will often be less than self-evident. Con
ceptually, however, the differentiation is essential to the analysis.
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of its total activity. The small firm may be expected to be well aware of
its consequent vulnerability to the "leverage" which can be applied by
the conglomerate with only a slight effect on the latter's over-all earnings.
And the small firm can be expected to be very well aware, indeed, of the
difficulties which it would encounter in trying to secure the financial
wherewithal needed to support a prolonged period of price rivalry
against any firm of great size and resources. Thus, just as in the case

of oligopoly, it is a subjective attitude which is the important element.
To paraphrase Machlup's description of the oligopolist's state of mind,64
the small producer in an atomistic industry, confronted with the entrance

of a conglomerate, will think of the conglomerate as his rival; he believes
that the conglomerate will notice his "competitive" actions; he knows
that even if he is the more efficient producer the conglomerate can hurt
him infinitely more than he can hurt the conglomerate, and this will
cause him to fail to take competitive actions which he would otherwise
undertake.
The essential change wrought by the entrance of the conglomerate is

the introduction of these considerations. Their presence in the minds of
the small producer is the new element which the replacement of a smaller

single-product firm by a conglomerate brings to the industry. In addition
to all of the other factors which the smaller producer must consider in
trying to determine whether the gain of greater business is worth the
cost of a lower price (before it is met),65 he must now add the conglom
erate's probable unfavorable reaction and its ability to transform that
reaction into practices with which he cannot possibly cope. The same

considerations, it should be noted, apply to the situation where the
smaller producer is contemplating matching a price cut initiated by its

conglomerate rival, assuming that the smaller producer anticipates that
his action in matching the price will be met by a further reduction on

the part of the oligopolist. The only difference is that here his reluctance
to lower his price may be overcome by a more powerful incentive�the
incentive of not wishing to lose his existing business to the conglomerate.

64 Oligopoly is thus characterized by the state of mind of a seller vis a vis other
sellers ....

.... The oligopolist usually thinks of certain firms as his rivals; he knows they are

watching him or, at least, will notice his "competitive" actions; he believes he can

hurt them or make them angry or cause them to take an action they would not take
but for what he has done.

Machlup, The Economics of Sellers' Competition 351-52 (1952).
65 Report of the Attorney General's Natl Comm. To Study the Antitrust Laws 329

(1955).
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VI
The Entrance into an Oligopolistic Industry

It is when the conglomerate moves into an oligopolistic industry that
the task of developing an analytical approach becomes most difficult.
While the entrance may be achieved by the acquisition of one of the

existing oligopolists or a smaller enterprise, the latter may be regarded
as of minor importance, assuming of course that it is not part of a cumu

lative pattern of expansion which gives the conglomerate much the same

market share as if it had purchased one of the oligopolists itself.66 As

long as its market share remains relatively small, as contrasted to the
shares of the oligopolists, a conglomerate's participation in an oligopolis
tic industry cannot be expected to have any significant effect on

competition.
The essential question raised by a conglomerate's entrance through

purchase of an oligopolist is whether such an acquisition can in any con

ceivable way be expected to have an adverse effect upon competition.
On the surface the similarities between the two types of enterprises
would suggest an absence of change in the state of competition one way
or the other. By definition both firms are sizeable enterprises; both

possess significant elements of monopoly power; and both presumably
behave as oligopolists in their respective industries.67 Therefore, assum
ing that the conglomerate continues to behave as such in its new industry,
all that takes place is a change in the identity of the oligopolist. The
effect of the change in ownership would be zero.

But the problem is somewhat more complex. On the one hand, it may
be argued that competition would actually be stimulated by acquisitions
of this type. The new entrant would not be encumbered by the heritage
of tradition and custom which may have contributed toward making his
predecessor's reaction to a competitive move automatic and capable of
prediction by the other oligopolists. An element of uncertainty�and
thus of competition�would be imparted to the market. This would be
particularly true where the behavior of the existing oligopolists is imple
mented by some form of concerted or group arrangement in which the
new entrant might not participate. He might eschew customary practices
of the industry, which, though perhaps not regarded as illegal today,
had their origins in collusive activity in which he played no part and
whose importance he might not fully appreciate. Lack of knowledge of

66 It is assumed for purposes of analysis that, as contrasted to the conglomerate, the
operations of the existing oligopolists are largely limited to one industry.

67 For an excellent exposition of the principles of oligopolistic price behavior see Machlup,
The Economics of Sellers' Competition 368-413 (19S2).
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the past, lack of understanding of the reasons why things are done as

they are, lack of familiarity, both personal and otherwise, with his fellow
oligopolists might lead the new entrant to a course of action quite dif
ferent from that which would have been followed by his predecessor.
As Hines points out, the disruption of an existing modus vivendi would
be particularly likely where a conflict develops between a conglomerate's
national policy and the accepted way of doing things in a particular
market:
In any case, the change in management is likely to be peculiarly disruptive of

local restrictive agreements. Administrative convenience may require the firm to set
broad national or regional policies, leaving little scope for local adaptation. For
example, a firm would not undermine a nationally-advertised plan for credit terms

by making concessions here and there to local merchant associations. More im
portant, the environment in which larger firms make their decisions is probably quite
alert to federal antitrust regulation. By contrast, local business frequently operates
in an environment where laws are weaker or enforcement is more lax; indeed, public
policy at the local level may favor market "stabilization." Consequently, although
one hesitates to generalize about the results of mergers of this kind, in a number
of realistic situations more aggressive competition and better price and efficiency
results would seem probable�and have, in fact, often occurred.68

There is a further reason for assuming that competition would in fact
be enhanced. It may be presumed that in most cases the conglomerate
would have a smaller proportion of its total capital investment tied up in

the new industry than would the established firms. Accordingly, the
new entrant should have less hesitancy in introducing innovations which
would tend to render the industry's existing technology obsolete. These
innovations may stem from research carried on by the conglomerate in

its new industry or in other industries in which it is engaged, constituting
in the latter case what might be referred to as "cross-penetration through
technology." Industrial research is no respecter of industry boundaries.
As research continues to expand, it will inevitably yield more and more

processes which are applicable to a group of industries or to a particular
industry different from the one for which it was originally intended. To
the extent that the innovations developed and adopted by the conglom
erate exceed those which would have been produced by the acquired firm,
competition would tend to be stimulated.
On the other hand, there are reasons to assume that this type of acqui

sition would be injurious to competition. For one thing, the entrance of
a conglomerate may have an effect somewhat analogous to that outlined
above regarding atomistic industries. In addition to its large enterprises

88 Hines, supra note 61, at 144.
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the typical oligopolistic industry usually embraces a number of smaller
concerns which represent at least a possible source of competition. To
these firms the entrance of the conglomerate may appear as the replace
ment of a concern with monopoly power in only one industry by one with
monopoly power in several industries. The latter would generally have a

greater capacity to retaliate against a price reduction which would reduce
the chance that the smaller firms would invite such retaliation.
Of more importance, the entrance by the conglomerate might result in

a significant change in the nature of the oligopoly itself. What had been
a "symmetrical" oligopoly, with each of the oligopolists having about
the same position, might be transformed into an "asymmetrical" oligop
oly, with the new entrant assuming a position of dominance and leader

ship. In the forms of rivalry to which oligopolists typically limit them

selves, i.e. advertising, sales effort, services and other types of non-price
competition, the advantage tends to go to the firm with the greatest
resources, not the lowest costs. Hence the conglomerate, because of its

greater resources, may be expected to improve its position over time at

the expense of the other oligopolists. Ultimately the strength of the
latter may be so reduced as to render them unable to pursue an inde

pendent course of conduct, even were they so inclined. For all practical
purposes they would have disappeared even as potential sources of com

petition. Temporary financial stringency, dissatisfaction with their share
of the market, the coming into power of a more aggressive management,
a new technological development�all of the inducements which in the

past have from time to time led other oligopolists to break away from
the accepted modus vivendi and become industrial mavericks could not

be implemented. The strength to do so would have eroded away.
The danger is compounded by the tendency of the process to become

cumulative. Each acquisition of an oligopolist adds to the conglomerate
the monopoly power of the acquired firm. To this monopoly power
gained directly by acquisition would be added the power absorbed over

time from other oligopolists as a result of their gradual attrition. With
its monopoly power thus enlarged by acquisition and absorption, the

conglomerate would be provided with a base for expansion into still
other industries, and so on ad infinitum. The problem is not unlike the
classical problem raised by the operation of internal economies in increas
ing returns industries. No automatic brake upon the process which
would arrest it before monopoly has been created is apparent.69 The

69 Blair, Does Large-Scale Enterprise Result in Lower Costs, 38 Am. Econ. Rev. 122-25
(1948).
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only difference is that the area of activity in which monopoly would
arise, instead of being the "given industry" of traditional theory, would
be the various oligopolistic industries in which the conglomerate is
engaged. yn

Conglomerate Mergers and the Law

The landmark case involving conglomerate activity (usually referred
to by the more ingratiating term of "diversification") was United States
v. Winslow,� handed down in 1913. In that decision the Court first gave
explicit expression to the standard rationale for the legality of conglom
erate expansion. The United Shoe Machinery Company had brought
together three concerns, the first of which produced 60 per cent of the

lasting machines, the second 80 per cent of the welt sewing machines
and outside stitching machines, and the third 70 per cent of the heeling
machines and 80 per cent of the metallic fastening machines. The heart
of the decision was the Court's reasoning that "we can see no greater
objection to one corporation manufacturing 70 per cent of three non-

competing groups of patented machines collectively used for making a

single product than to three corporations making the same proportion of
one group each."71 As Hale has observed:

In many ways the Winslcm case is a perfect authority for the proposition that
diversification is lawful. Since each machine was protected by patents, the combina
tion could lawfully enjoy a high percentage of the output of that particular com

modity. Yet the fact that such high percentages of total production were attained
for each of the several commodities makes the case a stronger authority for the
proposition that diversification does not infringe the statute.72

In later decisions, however, the Court has not found it impossible to

discern a danger to competition in diversification. Indeed it has been the

subject of a number of adverse court rulings under the Sherman Act
which the amended section 7 is intended to go "far beyond."73 Two
decisions stand out, both of fairly recent vintage, the Griffith case74 and
a "new" United Shoe Machinery case.75 In addition, the Court back in

7� 227 U.S. 202 (1913).
7* Id. at 217.
72 Hale, supra note 32, at 324-25.
73 Precedents for cases relating to diversification must be sought under the Sherman Act.

No suits were ever brought against conglomerate mergers under the ''old" � 7; whether

rightly or wrongly the old act was never interpreted by the enforcing agencies as applying
to this type of acquisition.
7* United States v. Griffith, 334 U.S. 100 (1948).
75 United States v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 110 F. Supp. 295 (D. Mass. 1953).
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1930 handed down in United States v. Swift76 a remarkable decision

striking at diversification.
In 1920 an action had been brought under the Sherman Act against the

five leading meat-packers to dissolve a monopoly. The defendants had
entered into a consent decree under which they agreed, among other
things, not to engage in certain lines of business�specifically: retail meat
markets, stockyard companies, railroad terminals, and 144 articles other
than meat and not related thereto which were spoken of as "groceries."
Now they were seeking a relaxation of the decree which the Court, with
only Mr. Justice Butler dissenting, refused to grant. In a most lucid
decision by Mr. Justice Cardozo, the Court held:

The defendants, controlled by experienced business men, renounced the privilege
of trading in groceries, whether in concert or independently, and did this with their

eyes open. Two reasons, and only two, for exacting the surrender of this adjunct of
the business were stated in the bill of complaint. Whatever persuasiveness the
reasons then had, is theirs with undiminished force today.
The first was that through the ownership of refrigerator cars and branch houses

as well as other facilities, the defendants were in a position to distribute substitute
foods and other unrelated commodities with substantially no increase of overhead.
There is no doubt that they are equally in that position now. . . .

The second reason stated in the bill of complaint is the practice followed by the
defendants of fixing prices for groceries so low over temporary periods of time as to

eliminate competition by rivals less favorably situated.
Whether the defendants would resume that practice if they were to deal in gro

ceries again, we do not know. They would certainly have the temptation to resume it.
Their low overhead and their gigantic size, even when they are viewed as separate
units, would still put them in a position to starve out weaker rivals. Mere size,
according to the holding of this court, is not an offense against the Sherman Act
unless magnified to the point at which it amounts to a monopoly . . . , but size carries
with it an opportunity for abuse that is not to be ignored when the opportunity is

proved to have been utilized in the past. The original decree at all events was framed

upon that theory. It was framed upon the theory that even after the combination

among the packers had been broken up and the monopoly dissolved, the individual
units would be so huge that the capacity to engage in other forms of business as

adjuncts to the sale of meats should be taken from them altogether. ... To curb the
aggressions of the huge units that would remain, there was to be a check upon their

power, even though acting independently, to wage a war of extermination against
dealers weaker than themselves.77

The essential elements of a general theory against conglomerate ex

pansion into atomistic industries are all here. The huge size of the

76 286 U.S. 106 (1932). See Hale, supra note 32, at 326 where the case is noted but
regarded as something of an exception, as indeed it probably was.

77 Id. at 115-16.
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packers, even after their dismemberment, coupled with lower costs

stemming from their ownership of certain facilities (refrigerator cars,
etc.), would enable them to engage in product discrimination in another

field, resulting in the elimination of competition therein�a prospect
which appears probable in view of the company's past behavior. This line
of thinking differs from the approach suggested in this discussion only
in that (a) the company's past behavior in engaging in competition-
destroying practices is apparently a necessary element, and (b) the source

of the capacity to injure competition in the new field is not defined as

monopoly power but over-all size plus a cost advantage. Paradoxically
in the Swift decision lower costs were not cited as a rationale for size but
as a reason for opposing it.
The Griffith case and the new United Shoe case resemble each other

in a number of important respects. Involved in each is a company with

degrees of control which are high in some markets and low in others. In
the Griffith case the defendant enjoyed a monopoly position as the only
motion pictures exhibitor in some communities ("closed" towns) but not
in others ("competitive" or "open" towns). In the United Shoe case

the defendant had very high market shares for most types of shoe

machinery, but much lower shares for others. Similarly, both companies
used the monopoly power stemming from their control of the former
markets to enhance their position in the latter. It happened that the
principal method employed was product discrimination. In Griffith the
defendant gained preferential treatment for films to be shown in "com

petitive" towns by virtue of its position in the "closed" towns. In United
Shoe the defendant granted more favorable leases, with lower rentals, on
those types of shoe machinery where it encountered active competition
than on those where it enjoyed a near monopoly.
In Griffith the use of monopoly power to destroy competition through

product discrimination was the central element of the case. Speaking for
the majority, Mr. Justice Douglas stated:
A man with a monopoly of theatres in any one town commands the entrance for all

films into that area. If he uses that strategic position to acquire exclusive privileges
in a city where he has competitors, he is employing his monopoly power as a trade
weapon against his competitors. It may be a feeble, ineffective weapon where he has
only one closed or monopoly town. But as those towns increase in number throughout
a region, his monopoly power in them may be used with crushing effect on com

petitors in other places. . . . When the buying power of the entire circuit is used
to negotiate films for his competitive as well as his closed towns, he is using monopoly
power to expand his empire. And even if we assume that a specific intent to accom

plish that result is absent, he is chargeable in legal contemplation with that purpose
since the end result is the necessary and direct consequence of what he did. . . .
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... If monopoly power can be used to beget monopoly, the Act becomes a feeble
instrument indeed.78

In United Shoe case the central element was "the magnetic ties in
herent in its system of leasing, and not selling its more important
machines" which, among other things, "has aided United in maintaining
a pricing system which discriminates between machine types."79 In his

decision, which has become noted for its scholarly combination of legal
and economic considerations, Judge Wyzanski took considerable pains
to point out that the lower discriminatory prices were not set "with the

knowledge or expectation that they would fail to return to United its out-

of-pocket expenses for manufacture and service."80 The inference, how
ever, is that they were set at levels below costs plus a normal profit and
the finding is that they did injure competition. As evidence, attention
was called to a relationship, as among machine types, between the num

ber of years required to return a 10-year investment and the degree of

competition. Obviously, the fewer the number of years required, the

higher the price, or as in this case, machine rental:

The 10 year investment will be returned under the 1950 rates in 2.21 years in the
case of the Welt Sewing K; 3.9 years, Inseam Sewing B; 4.36 years, Sole Laying A;
4.66 years, Outsole Rapid Lockstitch 0; 5.3 years Sole Stitching C; and 6.0 years,
Cement Sole Attaching B. The machine types just listed are in ascending order
from the point of view of outside competition : there is virtually no machine that com

petes with defendant's Welt Sewing K; while at the other end of the scale there is
the vigorous competition of Compo [a rival firm] .81

As further evidence of the practice, Judge Wyzanski went on to cite
several specific examples which he regarded as "representative of the
more than 50 instances cited by the Government to show the pricing
policies followed by United in leasing machines in the face of competi
tion." Thus,
in the face of existing competition, United offered in place of an old model, a more

expensive new model but at lower rates. It also shows that in the face of anticipated
vigorous competition by Compo, United reduced its terms on that new model, and such
reduction helped United to expand its market for heel seat fastening machines, and to

keep Compo from capturing any large part of that market.82

78 334 U.S. at 107-08. The only dissenter was Mr. Justice Frankfurter. Mr. Justice
Murphy and Mr. Justice Jackson took no part in the consideration or decision of the
case.

79 110 F. Supp. at 344.
80 Id. at 329.
81 Id. at 326.
82 Id. at 326-27.
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[w]hen it raised some other prices, United did not raise prices on the USMC Per
forating Machine, Model A., because that machine faced competition from gang dies
which had kept United from reaching the estimated field of 2,000 for that machine.83
[i]n the face of competition [for the moccasin seam process] United reduced its rates.
The lower rates brought United increased earnings, and also ultimately, though not
until 1940, decreased competition.84

The theory of competitive injury with respect to entrance into an

atomistic industry, as advanced earlier in this article, is identical in
character to what actually occurred in the "competitive" towns of the
Griffith case and in the "competitive" machine types of United Shoe.
The distinction between potential and actual injury is of course a

fundamental difference between the Clayton Act and the Sherman Act.
Therefore to proceed under the Clayton Act against the entrance by a

conglomerate through merger into an atomistic industry, it would be
necessary only (a) to establish the possession by the conglomerate of

monopoly power in one or more other industries, and (b) to accept the
argument set forth earlier (or some similar argument) that the conglom
erate's entrance will have an adverse effect on potential competition as

a result of the effect on the expectations of the small producers. Given
these requirements the trail has been blazed for preventing this type of

acquisition by the precedents established under the Sherman Act in the
Griffith and United Shoe cases.

This general approach, it may be observed, is fully in harmony with
the description of the injurious effects of conglomerate acquisitions set
forth in the Report of the Federal Trade Commission in The Merger
Movement: A Summary Report, a document which, as noted, should be
considered as part of the 1950 Act's legislative history:
With the economic power which it secures through its operations in many diverse

fields, the giant conglomerate corporation may attain an almost impregnable economic
position. Threatened with competition in any one of its various activities, it may
sell below cost in that field, offsetting its losses through profits made in its other lines�
a practice which is frequently explained as one of meeting competition. The con

glomerate corporation is thus in a position to strike out with great force against
smaller business in a variety of different industries. As the Commission has previously
pointed out, there are few greater dangers to small business than the continued
growth of the conglomerate corporation.85

When it comes, however, to the entrance into an oligopolistic industry
there is no nice dovetailing of a theoretical argument into an established

83 Id. at 328.
84 Id. at 329.
85 FTC, Report on the Merger Movement: A Summary Report, at 59 (1948).
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set of legal precedents. Indeed, there are no legal precedents. The prob
lem is how to show that the replacement of one firm by another, each

possessing monopoly power, could have the specified effects of substan

tially lessening competition or tending to create a monopoly. One

possible approach would be that of going back to one of the principles
of the Swift case and relying on past behavior as a clue to the future.

How in their respective industries have the acquiring conglomerate
and the acquired oligopolist performed on such matters as competing in

price, departing from the behavior of their fellow oligopolists, develop
ing and instituting new products and processes and in general pursuing
independent competitive courses of conduct? The transfer of ownership
of the facilities, skills, know-how and everything else that constitutes the

acquired firm to a less aggressive management, as indicated by its past
performance elsewhere, could conceivably be regarded as indicating a

potential lessening of competition.
There are two serious drawbacks to this approach. The first is the

implicit assumption that the past behavior of the conglomerate in one

industry can be used as a guide to its future behavior in another�an

assumption which may or may not be true. The second is the problem of

developing standards for the measurement of past competitive behavior.

How, for example, is the degree of price competition to be determined,
particularly where the firms involved are in different industries and

subject to different cost and demand situations? Where, however, the
differences in behavior are pronounced, these problems may not be

insuperable.
Support for this approach is to be found in the Accompanying House

Report, which in outlining Congressional intent, states that the bill is

designed, among other things, to prevent the "elimination in whole or in
material part of the competitive activity of an enterprise which has been
a substantial factor in competition."*6 The replacement of an oligopolist
which has been more of a "substantial factor in competition" in its

industry than has the conglomerate in its industry could be construed
as meeting the requirement.
As an alternative or auxiliary approach, the theory of the case could

rest primarily on the second standard of illegality in the law�the

tendency to create a monopoly. That this test was intended to be

separate from and not merely duplicative of the "effect on competition"
test is evident from the legislative history of the Act. For example, the
Accompanying Report of the Senate Judiciary Committee states:

86 Accompanying House Report at 8.
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To make clearer the intent to give the bill broad application to acquisitions that

are economically significant, its wording has been broadened in certain respects.
Thus, the phrase "in many sections of the country" was made applicable to both the
lessening of competition and the tendency to create a monopoly. As the bill originally
stood it applied only to the former.

Similarly, the phrase "in any line of commerce" was also made applicable to both
as above. As the bill originally stood, the phrase applied only to the tendency to
create a monopoly.87

The "tendency to create a monopoly" test has the obvious advantage
of bypassing the problem of trying to show how competition could be
injured merely as a result of a change in the oligopolist's identity. Even

though competition were as active, or more probably, as quiescent as

before, the law would still be violated if "the effect may be ... to tend
to create a monopoly." What is involved here is the possibility, discussed
earlier, of the transformation of a symmetrical oligopoly, with each

oligopolist of about equal size and power, into an asymmetrical oligopoly,
with the new entrant dominant and the others recessive. As has been

observed, the entrance of a conglomerate into an oligopolistic industry
may, through the acquisitions themselves and the absorption of power
from other oligopolists, set in motion a process of monopoly power ac

cumulation, which might well be regarded as constituting a tendency to

create a monopoly. By way of supplementation, it might be added that
this process could also result in a violation in the future of the "effect
on competition" test. That is to say, while admittedly the acquisition
itself might not have any immediate adverse effect on competition, it
might, by setting in motion the process of monopoly power accumulation,
lead to such an erosion of the strength of the other oligopolists as to make
it impossible for them to compete in the future, even were they inclined
to do so.

Again support is to be found in the Accompanying House Report which
states that the bill is also intended to prevent an "increase in the relative
size of the enterprise making the acquisition to such a point that its
advantage over its competitors threatens to be decisive."88 This is exactly
what happens when one firm accumulates monopoly power which had

formerly been dispersed rather evenly among an industry's Big 3, Big 4,
or Big 5. It is, in short, the record of General Motors in diesel engines,
buses, and perhaps now, earth-moving machinery.

87 S. Rep. No. 1775, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1950). (Emphasis added.)
88 Accompanying House Report at 8.



BOOK REVIEW
ANTITRUST IN PERSPECTIVE. By Milton Handler. Columbia University Press,

New York, 1957. Pp. vi, 151. $3.00.
This little book1 by Professor Handler records the three James Mc-

Cormick Mitchell Lectures he delivered at the University of Buffalo
School of Law in 1956. In the first chapter, the author traces the history
of the development of the Rule of Reason in Sherman Act exegesis
"against the backdrop of the divergent views of Justices Peckham,
White, Taft, Holmes, Brandeis, and Stone."2
In the second chapter Professor Handler discusses the development

of the antitrust law relating to exclusive dealing. In this chapter, he
states the major theme of this series of lectures as follows :

Rigid, inflexible laws cannot cope with changing problems and circumstances. Eco
nomic regulations must be plastic and adaptable. Unconditional legislative prohibi
tions must, as in the case of Section 1 of the Sherman Law, be leavened by judicial
qualifications. There is no escape from a regime of enlightened discretion.3

Professor Handler argues that, unlike price fixing, exclusive dealing
"when properly employed" is entirely "compatible with the precepts of a
competitive order."4
The author has nothing but praise for the Supreme Court's opinion in

Times-Picayune.5 This reviewer awaits with interest a revised edition
of this chapter treating the effect of the Supreme Court's recent opinion
in Northern Pacific6 on Times-Picayune. Thus, Professor Handler says
that Times-Picayune "had to do with tie-ins,"7 but the Supreme Court
now says that it upheld the legality of forced combination advertising
rates in that case because "there was no tying problem at all . . . ."8
The third chapter is entitled "Statutory Yardsticks Governing Merg

ers." While recognizing that "the accelerating trend toward industrial
concentration" is "the primary focus of modern antitrust"9 and conceding
"the ineffectiveness of the Sherman Law in preventing the undue con-

1 The book has seventy pages of text followed by seventy-seven pages of footnotes.
2 Handler, Antitrust in Perspective 3 (1957).
3 Id. at 46.
4 Id. at 47-8.
5 Times-Picayune Publishing Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594 (1953).
6 Northern Pacific Ry. v. United States, 78 Sup. Ct. 514 (1958).
7 Handler, op. cit. supra at 43.
8 78 Sup. Ct. 514, 520 (1958).
9 Handler, op. cit. supra at 49.
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centration of economic power,"10 Professor Handler, nevertheless,
strongly objects to the interpretation the Supreme Court gave section 7
of the Clayton Act in the du Pont-General Motors opinion.11 He criticizes
the opinion on the ground that "the Court appears oblivious of the fact
that the whole current of judicial, administrative, and professional opin
ion is opposed to the application of this concept [of quantitative sub

stantiality] to mergers and stock acquisitions."12 There are many, in

cluding this reviewer, who do not flow with this "current."
Professor Handler argues for a doctrine of qualitative substantiality,

rather than quantitative, in testing mergers under section 7. His test
would seem to be the same as the Sherman Act test formulated in
Columbia Steel13 which he recognizes has proved ineffective. The author
insists that the difference in the tests under the two statutes is that
under the Clayton Act, "It suffices to show probable anticompetitive con

sequences rather than to insist upon a demonstration of actual harm. But
the methodology, whether under the Clayton Act or the Sherman Act,
must be the same�the impact of the combination on competition must be

dispassionately weighed."14 All could agree on the universal desirability
of judicial dispassion.
Meanwhile, the debate over the meaning of the phrase in section 7

"the effect of such acquisition may be substantially to lessen competi
tion,"15 continues unabated. As a brief for one side of the controversy,
Professor Handler's "Antitrust in Perspective" is excellent. But for per
spective, we must wait until the Supreme Court speaks in a case involv

ing the amended section 7. That long-awaited opinion will not still the

controversy, but at least it will discipline it and more authoritatively de
fine its metes and bounds. The substance of the controversy itself, fortu
nately, will never be stilled, for as Professor Handler sagely argues, in

antitrust, "Certainty is as undesirable as it is unattainable."16

VICTOR H. KRAMER*

io Id. at S3.
'

11 United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 3S3 U.S. S86 (1957).
12 Handler, op. cit. supra at 60.
is United States v. Columbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. 49S (1948) .

14 Handler, op. cit. supra at 69.
is 64 Stat. 1125 (1950), 15 U.S.C. � 18 (1952).
io Handler, op. cit. supra at 46.
* Member of the District of Columbia and Ohio Bars.
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